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CISCO SMB Technical Overview - Training and Certification

CISCO Kursunterlagen 4 CISCO Partners – in Form von VIDEOS (online und als download)
- https://salesconnect.cisco.com/#/briefcase-details/P1601997927873144

Paerson VUE unproctored EXAM – 700-755
- https://home.pearsonvue.com/cisco.aspx
- alle Unterlagen sind erlaubt

Schulungsunterlagen werden im Anschluss an das Boot Camp als durchsuchbares PDF an die Teilnehmer verteilt ;).
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- Sales Cycle

- FIN -
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Cisco Express Specialization
Small Business Track

Cisco Designed Overview
Products and services designed and curated for small businesses

In this training, we will discuss the Cisco Designed For Business portfolio.
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of all businesses 
worldwide

90%

Small business is anything but small. 

Cisco is ready to help partners capture this opportunity.

1 Source: World Trade Organization

The Small Business Market is Exploding

Create 1/2 the
world’s GDP

1/2
Employ 2/3 of the 
global workforce

2/3
SMB IT spend by 2028

$1
Trillion

(SOURCE: SMB Global Overview –
TechAisle – Jan 2018)

Small businesses already account for 44% of all IT spending 1 — growing faster than enterprise.
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Small business is anything but small. 
Small businesses already account for 44% of all IT spending— and as a segment, 
they’re growing faster than enterprise
They:
------------CLICK FOR EACH BULLET--------------------
• Employ 2/3 of the global workforce
• Account for of all businesses worldwide
• generate half of global GDP and employ two-thirds of the global workforce. 
• and Small Business IT spend will reach $1 trillion by 2028.
Cisco, through Small Business training, is ready to help partners capture this 
opportunity.
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Empowering small 
business to connect, 
compute, and 
collaborate securely 

© 2020  Cisco and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.   Cisco Confidential

Many smaller enterprises will look at the Cisco portfolio of products and think that 
the products are too big, too complex, or too expensive for them - and some of them 
are. But some of them are perfect for small businesses. So Cisco has taken that 
subset of the portfolio that is ideal for smaller enterprises and called it the Cisco 
designed portfolio. The Cisco designed portfolio includes the products for small 
businesses that enable them to connect to the network, secure that connection, run, 
collaborate, and compute applications they need for their business and their business 
operations. 

This training will highlight each of the Cisco designed products, and cover how they fit 
together to enable Cisco’s small businesses to operate and grow. 
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IT and Security – SBs need to:
• Protect users, data, and devices from 

increasing and evolving cyberthreats

• Partner with a Trusted IT Advisor to solve 
business challenges

• Capture more value from IT data

Digital Innovation – SBs require 
technology that helps them:
• Grow revenue

• Optimize the customer experience

• Differentiate and remain competitive

• Attract and retain talent

• Enhance collaboration

Business Growth – SBs are exploring:
• Reduce TCO by shifting Capex to Opex

• Technologies that enhance productivity

• Cloud and subscription consumption models

• Virtual collaboration solutions

• Technology that is easy to deploy & scale

Challenges facing Small Business

© 2020  Cisco and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.   Cisco Confidential

Cisco defines the Small Business segment as a customer who has less than $50 
thousand in booking OR less than $300 thousand in wallet, annualized over three 
years. 

-------------CLICK------------------

SBs need to:

• Protect users, data, and devices from increasing and evolving cyberthreats

• Partner with a Trusted IT Advisor to solve business challenges

• Capture more value from IT data
-------------CLICK------------------

SBs are exploring:

• Lowering TCO by shifting IT expenses from capex to opex

• Better integration of productivity-enhancing technologies 

• Alternative IT consumption models like cloud and subscription 

• Collaboration solutions that can replace the need for business travel 
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• Mobile networks that set up easily and grow fast 

-------------CLICK------------------

And therefore, SBs need the technology that helps them:

• Grow revenue

• Optimize the customer experience

• Differentiate and remain competitive

• Attract and retain talent

• And Enhance collaboration
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Small Businesses Need a Trusted Partner
Today’s customers need an expert to help them create added value.

of small business leaders 
value trust above all else in 

their relationship with 
vendors. 4

89%

2. SMB Group, November 2018. 3. Salesforce, November 2016. 4. Small and Medium Business Trends Report, SalesForce Research.

of small businesses “strongly 
agree” that technology is 
changing their industry.2

86%

of small businesses have no IT 
staff to lead them through that 

change. 3

83%

© 2020  Cisco and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.   Cisco Confidential

Today’s customers need an expert to help them create added value from the 
technologies they use to run their business. To differentiate their brand, it’s critical 
that partners show their customers that they have the technical and business skills to 
create solutions that accelerate their business goals.
--------------CLICK FOR EACH BULLET---------------------
• 86% of small businesses “strongly agree” that technology is changing their 

industry.
• 83% of small businesses have no IT staff to lead them through that change.
• And 89% of small business leaders value trust above all else in their relationship 

with vendors. 

The Cisco Designed portfolio will help Partners realize development between Cisco 
and the partner of the trusted partner relationship.
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The Cisco Small Business Portfolio

Designed for small business to deliver simple, 
secure and flexible products

© 2020  Cisco and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.   Cisco Confidential

Cisco Designed is the name of the Cisco Small Business Portfolio. 
------------CLICK--------------
This curated portfolio of products is specifically designed for small business to deliver 
simple, secure and flexible products at the right price for small businesses to thrive. 
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Connect, Compute, and Collaborate Securely

Let's start discussing the Cisco Designed portfolio by taking a look at the small 
business customer. Before we allow them to connect, we want to make sure that 
everyone who is trying to get on that network is who they say they are. 
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Connect, Compute, and Collaborate Securely

We're going to do this with a tool called Multi-factual Authentication which we do 
through Duo. Duo is for organizations of all sizes that need to protect sensitive data at 
scale.  Duo is the user-friendly zero-trust security platform for all users, all devices 
and all applications. Multi-factual Authentication means that we don't allow someone 
onto the network with just one factor of authentication. There is a password, but 
more than one is required.  Two or three passwords are required, enabling a ping or 
another code as well, proving the identity of the user. This is very important because 
84% of the time that somebody gets into a network it's through a weak password. 
More than half of small businesses say that they don't have a password protection or 
policy enforcement for their passwords in their organization. 

Now having authenticated that the user is who they say they are, we're going to let 
them on the network. We do this first on the Wi-Fi network. 
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Connect, Compute, and Collaborate Securely

MR20/33

Cisco Business APs

The size of the customer makes no difference. Whether the customer prefers cloud or 
on-premise , Cisco has the solution for them. If the customer prefers an on-premise 
wireless solution, we have the cisco business access points, a whole new range of 
access points. We have also announced an app that is based on their devices to 
enable them to manage that wireless network simply from wherever they are. If the 
customer has a cloud preference, we have the Meraki Dashboard. The entire ethos of 
Meraki is simplicity. Meraki is for the larger small enterprises and includes the new 
ML 36 access point, which is the Wi-Fi 6 version. If a small business is 50 users or less, 
then choose Meraki Go. 

Now having set up the wireless network, what’s behind the wireless is LAN switching. 
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MR20/33

Connect, Compute, and Collaborate Securely

MS120/210

Catalyst 1K

SG 350
Cisco Business APs

We now have the small business range of switches for a business that has an on-
premise preference: the 110, 250, 350, and the 500 small business switch, the right 
price point, the right feature set, and the right scale for smaller enterprises. 

Previously we had a switch called the CAP 2960 L, which is for the customer who is of 
a smaller nature and doesn't need the complex feature set, but still wants the 
Catalyst brand and all that comes with it. We've done a refresh of the 2960 L which is 
called  the CAT 1k. The CAT 1k is now the switch to replace the 2960 L or 2960 P. 

If the customer has a cloud preference and was purchasing the Meraki Wi-Fi, the 
Meraki switches are managed by the same dashboard in the same simple way. If the 
customer was even smaller and wanted the Meraki Go Wi-Fi, we've extended the 
Meraki Go portfolio to include switching and routing as well. The Meraki go switches 
setup quickly with the app and manage with that same app on any device that we 
manage Meraki Go Wi-Fi on. 

Users are still not on the internet, so we need to obtain a routing stack. 
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MR20/33 MS120/210

Catalyst 1K

SG 350

Connect, Compute, and Collaborate Securely

MX6X

RV345Cisco Business APs

If a customer prefers on-premise, we have the RV 345. This is the best router in its 
category and at its price point. It has a 16-port integrated LAN switch; it has three 
times the IPsec throughput performance of any other switch in its category. It has 
Umbrella and other security features integrated into it, and is managed by FIND IT. 

If a customer has a cloud preference and has Meraki Wi-Fi or Meraki Switching, they 
would want Meraki Routing. The Meraki router is managed by the same dashboard in 
the cloud. It is simple management for smaller businesses who do not have massive 
and intensive IT workforces. From Meraki Go perspective, the same app manages 
your Meraki Go Wi-Fi switch and router.

And what about security? 
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MR20/33 MS120/210

Catalyst 1K

SG 350

MX6X

Connect, Compute, and Collaborate Securely

RV345

Umbrella

Cisco Business APs

First, through the use of the Cisco umbrella product. we're going to make sure that 
whenever a customer accesses the internet, we're going to make sure it's safe and 
will not return with Malware.
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MR20/33 MS120/210

Catalyst 1K

SG 350

MX6X

Umbrella

Connect, Compute, and Collaborate Securely

RV345

Firepower
1010

Cisco Business APs

We have always had the ASA firewall for the small business space, but now we offer a 
next-gen, application-based firewall to secure apps – the firepower range of products.
The firepower 10-10 is the ideal firewall for small business customers. 
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MR20/33 MS120/210

Catalyst 1K

SG 350

MX6XUmbrella Firepower
1010

Connect, Compute, and Collaborate Securely

MX

RV345Cisco Business APs

With the cloud-based solution, the Meraki router, (the MX), started as a security 
unified threat management (UTM) box. All the security features that a customer 
would expect are in the MX, including web filtering, URL scanning, and a standalone 
security UTM. If a small business customer has a cloud preference with Meraki, MX 
has security and access to the firewall with an on-premise and cloud-based version 
for them. 
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MR20/33 MS120/210

Catalyst 1K

SG 350

MX6X

Umbrella Firepower
1010

Connect, Compute, and Collaborate Securely

RV345

AMP

Cisco Business APs

Those who are supporting small business customers will also want to understand 
continuous Malware protection at the endpoints and the files being transferred 
between them. With the Advanced Malware Protection for endpoints product, at the 
time that a new virus or new Malware is discovered, we can notify a customer who’s 
network previously passed that malicious file so that they are able to remediate. 
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MR20/33 MS120/210

Catalyst 1K

SG 350

MX6X

Umbrella Firepower
1010

AMP

Connect, Compute, and Collaborate Securely

RV345Cisco Business APs

Any 
Connect

Small businesses are not sitting in the office all day, they are out working from their 
remote workforce. In order to enable them to VPN into that network and have it be 
secure from wherever they're calling from, we have our VPN product, AnyConnect. 
-------------CLICK---------------------
AnyConnect is aligned to the 10-10 firepower so that you can firewall in and have that 
secure tunnel from wherever are. Although we try to make our solutions for small 
businesses very simple to use, simple to buy, simple to install, simple to manage, that 
does not mean that they need to have a lack of intelligence. In fact, a big reason for 
small businesses to buy from Cisco is not despite our size but because of our size and 
footprint. 
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MR20/33 MS120/210

Catalyst 1K

SG 350

MX6X

Umbrella Firepower
1010

Any 
Connect

AMP

Connect, Compute, and Collaborate Securely

TALOS

RV345Cisco Business APs

TALOS

Overseeing all our security solutions is Talos. Talos is the largest security threat 
intelligence center and analytics engine on the planet, and it is here at Cisco. It is a 
massive analytics engine that is constantly taking inputs to assess the security of the 
internet, to find Malware, to find “run somewhere”, to find “phishing”, whatever it 
may be. 
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TALOS

MR20/33 MS120/210

Catalyst 1K

SG 350

MX6X

Umbrella Firepower
1010

Any 
Connect

AMP

Connect, Compute, and Collaborate Securely

CloudlockStealthwatch Email Sec AMPThreat Grid ASATetration

RV345Cisco Business APs

Talos gets the input from every security product that Cisco has. Every product out 
there on the planet talks to Talos. When we find some Malware on one box for one 
customer, or we find a virus in one email that went to another customer, that 
information is sent to Talos which runs analytics on it. Talos then takes that insight 
and tells every other box in the world.

Because Cisco is the largest vendor and has the largest footprint, we have the widest 
portfolio. This means that Talos gets the most intelligence, the most inputs, and 
therefore can give that intelligence back. This means that a small business customer 
that buys just one firepower, or just one umbrella license from us gets access to the 
same level of intelligence from Talos that an enormous customer would get. They are 
getting that intelligence in a way that they otherwise couldn't.
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To give you an idea of how big Cisco and Talos are, because Talos is so intelligent and 
our footprint so large, Cisco blocks 20 billion threats every single day with Talos. If 
you look at our five nearest competitors, they block less than 10 percent of that put 
together. Purchasing solutions from Cisco is ideal for small businesses, because they 
gain access to that size and intelligence that you can only get from a large footprint. 
The more the artificial intelligence and machine learning gets integrated into IT and 
solutions, the more that becomes relevant, and the more the fact that we are a large 
vendor becomes more useful for them. 
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MR20/33 MS120/210

Catalyst 1K

SG 350

MX6X

Umbrella Firepower
1010

Any 
Connect

AMP

Connect, Compute, and Collaborate Securely

Meraki
Vision

RV345

Meraki Vision

Cisco Business APs

TALOS

And now some information on Meraki Vision. 

Any customer who purchased the Meraki Wi-Fi,  switching, or routing, has access to 
the Meraki Dashboard - that same dashboard will manage Meraki Vision. You could 
argue that Meraki Vision is just a CCTV camera system.  However our sensors with 
CCTV cameras in them are very clever. First, they are ideal cameras for small 
businesses because they have no cabling, no back-end infrastructure. They are 
connected via either power-over-ethernet or wirelessly. The server, storage, data 
storage, analytics; it's all on the camera. A Fisheye camera with a 360-degree view 
allows a single camera to manage the entire small business premise. In addition to 
being able to see it and manage it, it also has a sensor in it. If a small business is a 
retail store, that camera is connected to the same dashboard as all the other cameras 
and therefore it gets the combined intelligence. It can tell if a shoplifter has walked 
into a retail store even without any kind of facial recognition. 

To summarize, here we have the portfolio of products that enables our customers to 
securely connect to the Internet. Next we move on to compute capabilities.
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MR20/33 MS120/210

Catalyst 1K

SG 350

MX6X

Umbrella Firepower
1010

Any 
Connect

AMP

Connect, Compute, and Collaborate Securely

RV345

Meraki Vision

Cisco Business APs

Hybrid IT

UCS

Our customer is going to want to run their applications, so let's take a look at 
compute. Most smaller enterprises are not going to buy and build a data center, 
they're probably going to use public cloud services similar to Azure or Amazon Web 
Services and that is absolutely fine – that is part of the cisco strategy. At the same 
time, they're probably going to want to put some of their business applications on 
premise, and we give them a number of options to do so with a hybrid solution.
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MR20/33 MS120/210

Catalyst 1K

SG 350

MX6X

Umbrella Firepower
1010

Any 
Connect

AMP

Connect, Compute, and Collaborate Securely

Hybrid IT

UCSHyperFlex
EDGE

Intersight

AppDynamics

RV345

Meraki Vision

Cisco Business APs

Customers can mix cloud and on-premise with a standalone UCS server or Hyper Flex. 
Hyper Flex is the Cisco solution for the hyper-converged. To explain, we've been 
putting compute servers and storage together into one box, the Cisco solution for 
that is Hyper Flex. Being that it was too big for small businesses we now have Hyper 
Flex Edge; which is a smaller, two node version. This is perfect for the smaller 
business who wants a simple solution for running their on-premise applications. 

What's ideal about this solution is that it’s managed by Intersight. 
-------------CLICK-------------------------
Intersight is another cloud-based GUI and dashboard user interface that will manage 
all the server and compute infrastructures. Intersight has AI and machine learning 
built into it, so it is constantly learning. Intersight helps answer questions such as:
What is an ideal compute network? 
When is something optimized? 
When is something not working well? 
When is something about to happen or about to break? 
Intersight can proactively give support to a customer. The more servers and 
workloads we have connected to Inter-site, the more clever it becomes. Therefore, 
Cisco's large footprint and size is important for small businesses. At this moment, we 
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are managing four hundred and fifty thousand workloads on Intersight. Because of 
this, a customer doesn't need enormous IT teams to run an efficient compute 
network - Intersight will help them do it. 
-------------CLICK-------------------------
App Dynamics is another example. Many small businesses are the first to digitize and 
run their businesses using applications and websites. If you want to know how your 
business is running, you need to know how well the app is running, and you need to 
get business insight from the app. If you are a small business Pizza Delivery company, 
you want to know that you tend to be getting more orders at this time, from this 
location, from this flavor of pizza. You can start to plan and optimize your business 
based on that insight that you are getting from the app that you're not going to sit 
and work out yourself. Although App Dynamics is used by many of the fortune 500 
companies as a way of running their businesses, they have now migrated to apps. It’s 
equally relevant for small businesses who are also running their business as an app. 
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MR20/33 MS120/210

Catalyst 1K

SG 350

MX6X

Umbrella Firepower
1010

Any 
Connect

AMP

Connect, Compute, and Collaborate Securely

UCSHyperFlex
EDGE

Intersight

AppDynamics

RV345

Meraki Vision

Cisco Business APs

Webex 
Teams

Webex 
Meetings 

Webex
Calling

Webex
Share

Devices Headsets

Video Endpoints and Roomkits

Hybrid IT

The fourth element of the Cisco Designed portfolio is the Collaboration. Cisco has a 
full portfolio based on WebEx:
WebEx Calling, WebEx Teams, WebEx Meetings, WebEx Share.
The thing to note about this is it is a single platform. There is a lot of intelligence that 
gets built into these platforms. For example, when you have a call with somebody:
it looks at LinkedIn for you, 
it builds a profile, 
It looks online, gives you the data of this person that you want to meet with. 

And it is one platform for all of these elements - ideal for a small business user. The 
customer has only one platform to understand, and educate the team on how to use. 
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MR20/33 MS120/210

Catalyst 1K

SG 350

Umbrella Firepower
1010 AMP

Connect, Compute, and Collaborate Securely

UCS

Meraki Vision

MX6X

RV345Cisco Business APs

Any 
Connect

HyperFlex
EDGE

Intersight

AppDynamics

Hybrid IT

Webex 
Teams

Webex 
Meetings 

Webex
Calling

Webex
Share

Devices Headsets

Video Endpoints and Roomkits

So this is the Cisco designed portfolio.
With our size, footprint, and insights, Cisco can bring artificial intelligence of machine 
learning to the small business customer. 
Enabling connectivity to a network, securing that network, collaborating, computing 
apps, checking those apps - at no point does Cisco need to go to another vendor. 
------------------CLICK-----------------------------
Every one of the products covered is in the Cisco designed portfolio, specifically for 
small businesses. 
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Cisco Express Specialization
Small Business Track

Wireless Product Portfolio 

In this training, we will be discussing Cisco’s small business wireless product portfolio
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Cisco Business is a purpose-built portfolio of products for small businesses. 
-------------CLICK EACH BULLET----------------
• Cisco Business products are designed to be easy to install and manage. They are 

affordably priced for new and growing businesses.
• They easily integrate data, voice, video, and wireless products
• And they are easy to use, with a consistent interface across all Cisco Small Business 

products
-------------CLICK------------------------
The Cisco Business Wireless products are a key part of the portfolio. The Cisco 
Business Wireless solution is composed of two product types – Access Points (APs) 
and Mesh Extenders. At least one AP is required per network. The main difference 
between an Access Point and a Mesh Extender is that APs connect to the network 
through an Ethernet connection while Mesh Extenders connect to the network 
wirelessly. Since Mesh Extenders do not require an Ethernet connection, they can be 
placed anywhere where there is a power outlet and a solid wireless signal from a 
Cisco Business AP or Mesh Extender.
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Mesh Extender* Mounting & Placement

Power a Phone via PoE

Front Back

Supports 3 Wired Ports

CBW141ACM Mesh ExtenderCBW141ACM Mesh Extender

Plug in directly to AC Outlet
No mounting

CBW142ACM Mesh ExtenderCBW142ACM Mesh Extender

*Requires CBW Access Point

To printer or 
other wired 
device

Supports 1 Wired Downlink
Bridge a wired device or switch

CBW143ACM Mesh ExtenderCBW143ACM Mesh Extender

Close proximity to clients

Cisco Business App monitoring

Mesh extenders are an easy way to extend the network because they don’t require 
an Ethernet connection. Instead, mesh extenders use a Cisco Business Access Point 
to connect wirelessly to the network.
-----------------CLICK-----------------------
Cisco offers three different types of Mesh Extenders.
- The CBW141ACM is placed on or near a desk. It provides 4 Ethernet ports to 

connect other wired devices, such as PCs or printers, to the network. It also has 
one Power Over Ethernet (PoE) enabled port to power an IP phone.

- The CBW142ACM is designed to be plugged into an outlet, making it very easy to 
deploy.

- The CBW143ACM is similar in form factor to the CBW142ACM.  However, the 
CBW143ACM has one Ethernet port to provide connectivity to a centrally located 
printer or copier.  It also requires an external power supply (included).

Some things to consider when determining where to place a Mesh Extender.
Higher is better. Placing the CBW141ACM on the desk will provide better signal than 
placing it under desk. The CBW143 power supply has a 2M / 6 ft power cord, 
allowing for higher placement on a wall.
------------CLICK------------
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It’s a good practice to place Mesh Extenders within close proximity to the clients they 
are serving.  To ensure proper bandwidth, signal integrity is needed with a link back 
to the main Access Point, and multiple hops can be employed, either to the Access 
Point(s) or via Mesh Extenders.
------------------CLICK---------------
The Cisco Business App can indicate the signal strength and integrity for the clients 
they are serving.
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• Set up in minutes

• Monitoring at your fingertips
• Top Applications
• Network insights
• Performance

• Device management

• Troubleshooting

• Support access

Cisco Business App
Simple Deployment

As an alternative to using a web browser interface, 
---------CLICK-------------- -
you can perform the initial setup of your Cisco Business Wireless products via the 
Cisco Business App. The Cisco Business App connects directly to the Access Points via 
WiFi using your Mobile Device. 
---------- CLICK-----------
Quickly setup the devices in minutes. Download the Cisco Business App from the 
Apple App store or Google Play and Scan the QR code printed on AP to begin the 
initial setup process. Note that the mobile device must be connected to the same 
network as the device your configuring.
----------CLICK------------
Monitor your network easily with a variety of useful client, AP, and network 
information.
----------CLICK-----------

Get real-time snapshots of application use on your network. 
-------CLICK------------
Gain Network insight into your network by monitoring network usage, traffic 
patterns, and alerts. 
--------CLICK-----------
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And analyze network performance with throughput readings and speed tests.  Test 
both the speed from your device to the AP and to the Internet.
------------CLICK-----------
The Cisco Business App  provides the ability to manage your Cisco Business products, 
as well – making configuration changes, and backing up all your settings into your 
mobile device for added reliability.  Other capabilities include managing guest 
network access and prioritizing which devices get faster speed for optimal user 
experience.
--------------CLICK------------------
Lastly, the Cisco Business App also includes tools for troubleshooting and access to 
support resources
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Multi-Site Ready with Cisco Business Dashboard

Intuitive interface

Zero touch 
deployment  (PnP)

Network 
monitoring

On-prem or cloud

Configuration & 
management

For all Cisco Business 
products

Deploy & Manage an entire network solution remotely
Automate Inventory, updates, & quickly resolve issues

If you are a Managed Service Provider or IT Admin who manages multiple sites, you 
can remotely manage those sites using Cisco Business Dashboard. 
---------CLICK--------------
Cisco Business Dashboard provides an intuitive interface to remotely deploy, monitor, 
and configure Cisco Business products as well as legacy Cisco Small Business 
products.
---------CLICK--------------
It provides Plug and Play deployment and enables you to track your inventory of 
network devices and provide the current software, warranty and lifecycle status.
---------CLICK--------------
For Cisco Business Wireless AP and Mesh extenders, Cisco Business Dashboard 
monitors utilization, clients, and rogue devices.
---------CLICK--------------
Cisco Business Dashboard also provides secure remote access to device user 
interfaces to make configuration changes and update the device software or reboot 
the device.
---------CLICK--------------
Cisco Business Dashboard is a software application that runs on a server or can be 
hosted in AWS. 
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---------CLICK--------------
You can find Cisco Business Dashboard in the AWS Marketplace to help manage all 
Cisco Business products.
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Cisco Business products provide DNS-layer security through Umbrella. DNS is the first 
step in nearly all internet connections, and it’s used by all devices. 
---------CLICK--------------
Because Umbrella leverages DNS, it is incredibly easy to deploy. All you have to do to 
get started is point your external DNS to the Umbrella global network. 
Any time you click on a link or type a URL for an external site, the request goes to a 
recursive DNS service, like Umbrella, to look up the IP address. 
---------CLICK--------------
That’s the point at which we enforce security and block domains associated with 
malware, phishing, command & control callbacks, or any unacceptable requests.
---------CLICK--------------
This DNS-layer security stops threats before any malicious software reaches your 
network.
---------CLICK--------------
Umbrella does not adversely affect the user experience as it only proxies risky 
domains
---------CLICK--------------
And While Umbrella can be used without Cisco Business Wireless, Cisco Business 
Wireless products have an addition level of integration that automatically block DNS 
queries to non-Umbrella servers and provides for Secure Guest Internet Access.
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ERICKA
THIS WHOLE SLIDE IS AN IMAGE. THE ONLY ANIMATION IS REMOVING 2 “COVERS” 
ON THE CLICKS
==================================================================

Cisco offers a wide range of APs for various sized deployments. The Cisco Catalyst 
9100 series APs with Wi-Fi 6 technology fall into the category of an IOS XE-based next 
generation AP designed for Cisco’s intent-based network.

--------CLICK----------------
These APs can be managed by either Aironet Controllers, 9800 Catalyst Controllers or 
Embedded Wireless controllers of the 9100 APs.

Catalyst 9100 access points are resilient and intelligent and provide integrated 
security for mobile clients and IoT devices.
As a Wi-Fi 6 AP, the 9100 uses up to three times less power consumption on end 
devices and provides enhanced performance with:
 faster throughput per client device
 improved average throughput in congested or dense environments
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 and decreased packet loss and jitter through the use of fine-grained QOS 
attributes

--------CLICK----------------
Wi-Fi assurance and analytics from Cisco DNA and rich telemetry data from Apple iOS 
11 help IT understand the mobile user experience. These impactful insights make it 
possible to deliver optimal performance and resolve issues faster.
The 9100 AP security features include the support for the WPA3 standard and 
integration with Cisco ISE to provide device identity.
And as a multi-lingual AP, the 9100 incorporates multiple RF capabilities including: 
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 5, Zigbee and Thread.
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Cisco DNA Assurance with iCAPBluetooth 5 USB Integrated or External Antenna

Cisco Catalyst 9100 Series Access Points

9105AX
• 2x2 + 2x2

• MU-MIMO, OFDMA

• Spectrum intelligence

• IoT ready 

• 1x 2.5 mGig (WP)

• TWT

9120AX
• 4x4 + 4x4

• Cisco RF ASIC for Next Gen CleanAir

• Dual 5GHz, Next Gen HDX

• IoT ready

• 1 x 2.5 mGig

• TWT

Powered by
Cisco RF ASIC

9130AX
• 8x8 + 4x4; 4x4 + 4x4 + 4x4
• Tri-radio: Dual 5GHz + 2.4GHz
• Cisco RF ASIC for Next gen CleanAir
• Full iCap with data packets
• Dual 5GHz, Next Gen HDX
• IoT ready 
• Smart Antennas supporting up to 8x8
• 1 x 5 mGig
• First 8x8 AP with external antennas
• TWT

Powered by
Cisco RF ASIC

9115AX | 9117AX
• 4x4 + 4x4 | 8x8 + 4x4

• MU-MIMO, OFDMA

• Spectrum intelligence

• 1 x 2.5 mGig | 1 x 5 mGig

• TWT

Best in ClassMission criticalIdeal for small-sized deployments

There are 5 Cisco Catalyst 9100 Series Access Point models. The 9105, 9115AX and 
the 9117AX are ideal for small-sized deployments while the 9120AX and 
9130AX are designed for mid to larger sized enterprises. All 4 AP models support up 
to 500 clients and all models but the 9117AX support both internal and external 
antennas. The 9117AX has an internal antenna only. 

The 9105AX with dual 2x2 radios, has two models, one regular AP for celling mount 
and another for wall mount. C115AX and 9117AX have 3 radios: the 2.4GHz, the 
5GHz, and Bluetooth Low Energy. The 9120AX and 9130AX, however, have 4 radios: 
the 2.4 GHz, the 5 GHz, the IOT-ready radio which supports Bluetooth Low Energy 
and Zigbee, and the Cisco RF ASIC. The Cisco RF ASIC provides the ability to deliver 
CleanAir, wireless IPS, and Flexible Radio Assignment.  Flexible Radio Assignment 
allows the access points to intelligently determine the operating mode of serving 
radios based on the RF environment. These models automatically detect when a large 
number of devices are connected to a network and add capacity by automatically 
changing the access points from 2.4 and 5GHz to Dual 5GHz.

Review the product datasheets to explore the many additional features and benefits 
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of the 9100 series products.
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C9100 Wi-Fi 6 Use cases

Higher performance to 
mobile devices

• 50 Mbps or higher to every user in 
dense environments 

• Enhanced video (4K, 8K), AR/VR, 
immersion experience

• Next gen e-classrooms, stadiums, 
modern workspaces 

Support a high density of 
IoT devices
• Asset tracking, context based 

services, electronic payments

• IT and IoT integration, automation

• Hospitality, retail,
smart buildings

Ultra reliable and low 
latency applications
• Process automation, 

automatic guided vehicles, real-
time analytics 

• Manufacturing, remote healthcare, 
warehouses

Enhanced mobile broadband Mission critical servicesMassive scale IoT

The Cisco Catalyst 9100 Series Access Point WiFi 6 features are the appropriate 
choice in several use cases which include:
-------CLICK EACH BULLET------------------
 enhancing mobile broadband performance
 scaling to support a high density of IoT devices
 and providing reliability and low latency for mission critical applications.
--------CLICK-------------------
Both 5G and Wi-Fi 6 are built from the same foundation and will co-exist to support 
different use cases. 50 Mbps-or-higher speeds in dense environments and new 
contention-free MAC operation ensures delivery time consistency and reliability. In 
addition, up to 8 spatial-streams and 160MHz channels are essential for emerging 
technologies like enhanced video and virtual reality applications that you may find in 
next-gen e-classrooms and stadiums.
With up to 78 simultaneous OFDMA clients in one channel-access cycle, and 
improved location accuracy, the use of a high-density of IOT devices can provide 
services typically found in hospitality and retail establishments.  These services may 
include asset tracking, context based services, and electronic payments.
And lastly, the OFDMA multi-user access technology, which reduces access-delay & 
round-trip times, makes the 9100 APs also appropriate for process automation and 
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real-time analytics  - both services particularly useful in industries such as 
manufacturing, healthcare and warehousing.
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Cisco Wave2 Indoor Access Point Portfolio
Industry’s most innovative and comprehensive portfolio supporting Mobility Express

• 2x2:2 SS 80 MHz MU-MIMO
• 867 Mbps performance
• Tx beamforming
• Integrated BLE1
• Max transmit power (dBm) 2
• 3 GE local ports, including 1 PoE out3
• Mobility Express Capable

• 3x3:2 SS 80 MHz MU-MIMO
• 867 Mbps performance
• 1 GE ports uplink
• Internal or external antenna (1850)
• Tx beamforming
• USB 2.0
• Mobility Express Capable

• 4x4:3 SS 80 MHz MU-MIMO
• 1.7 Gbps performance
• 2 GE ports uplink
• Internal or external antenna (1850)
• Tx beamforming
• USB 2.0
• Mobility Express Capable

Good - Enterprise class

Entry Level

50 
AP

1000
clients

1815 Series

Mission critical

Better – General Purpose

50 
AP

1000
clients

50 
AP

1000
clients

1830 Series 1850 Series

For those organizations not ready to make the move to WiFi 6, 802.11ax, Cisco offers 
the industry’s most innovative and comprehensive 802.11ac Wave2 Indoor Access 
Point Portfolio.  This access point portfolio provides the capabilities required to meet 
the needs of every organization, while delivering enterprise-level performance at an 
affordable price. 
One key feature of the Wave 2 802.11ac technology that was not available before its 
introduction is Multi-User MIMO.  In addition, all the Wave 2 Access Points can 
perform double duty by hosting a virtual wireless LAN controller in Mobility Express 
mode. Mobilty Express allows a small wireless network to operate without having to 
purchase a separate controller.
----------------CLICK--------------------

The Cisco Aironet 1815 Series access point is the entry level AP that is ideal for 
small-sized business deployments and brings a full slate of Cisco high-
performance enterprise functionality without the enterprise cost. It comes in 4 
different form factors to meet customers’ deployment needs.
-----------------CLICK-------------------------

Next in the Cisco portfolio are the Aironet 1830 & 1850 series mid-range access 
points. Although both models meet the growing requirements of wireless networks 
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by delivering a better user experience, the 1850 provides some enhancements to the 
1830 including:
 4 rather than 3 spatial streams
 Faster throughput
 A second gigabit Ethernet uplink
 And the ability to support an externa antenna

Review the product datasheets to explore the many additional features and benefits 
of these Aironet AP products.
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Which 1815 is right for you?

CDeploy for < $5/AP/month with Mobility Express

General Purpose AP 
suitable for all 
industries for 
providing 
enterprise features

1815I 
Indoor AP

Targeted for 
teleworkers and 
microbranch 
deployments 
extending 
corporate 
network

1815T 
Teleworker

Ideal for for 
hospitality, 
residential halls, 
and other multi-
dwelling-unit 
deployments

1815w Wall 
Plate

Perfect access 
point for budget-
conscious 
organizations that 
need a wide 
coverage

1815m Higher 
Coverage

Starting at $495

Low-Cost, High-Performance Wireless Solution for Small Business

As mentioned previously, the 1815 series is Cisco’s low cost, high performance 
solution.  
It comes in 4 different form factors to suit the need for every small business 
deployment. The four form factors are:
- the 1815i - which is a general purpose AP for ceiling installations
- the 1815T - which is for teleworkers who want to extend the corporate network 

from office to home
- the 1815W - which is the wall plate AP ideal for dorm rooms, hospitals, and 

point of sale terminals
- and the 1815M - which is a high transmit power AP to provide a wider coverage 

area
-------------------CLICK----------------------

These Access points start at $495 list price and include the standard Cisco discount so 
you are able to deploy these access points at less than $5 per month per AP with 
Mobility Express. 
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• 802.11ac Wave 2, MU-MIMO
• 3x3:3, 80MHz, 1.3Gbps (I)
• 2x2:2, 80MHz, 867Mbps (E/D)
• Internal or External antenna model (I/E)
• Internal directional antenna model (D)
• SFP
• Flexible Antenna Ports
• CleanAir and ClientLink
• Centralized, FlexConnect, Mesh and 

Mobility Express

• 802.11ac Wave 2, MU-MIMO
• 2x2:2,  80MHz, 867 Mbps
• Ultra low profile
• Internal antenna only
• PoE (802.3af) power
• Centralized, FlexConnect, Mesh and Mobility 

Express

Cisco Wave2 Outdoor Access Point Portfolio
Industry’s most innovative and comprehensive portfolio supporting Mobility Express

1540

Entry Level

1540 Series

Good - Enterprise class

Mission critical

1560 Series

Best in class

Cisco also offers 802.11ac Wave2 Outdoor Access Points.  These access points extend 
connectivity and deliver system access to people, applications, and network 
resources beyond the building. 

The Wave 2 portfolio consists of the entry level 1540 series and the best in class 1560 
series of Access Points. They operate in centralized, Flexconnect, Mesh, and Mobility 
Express modes. They are also built to withstand the often-unpredictable elements of 
the great outdoors and are offered in internal or external and directional antenna 
models. 
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Cisco Express Specialization
Small Business Track

Cisco Embedded Wireless Controller

In this training, we will be discussing Cisco’s small business routing product portfolio
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Cisco Embedded Wireless Controller on Catalyst 9100 
Access Points

Intelligent, with 
IT simplicity 

Secure

Resilient

Securing
the air

Cisco 
DNA Center

WebUI or 
mobile app

Securing
the network

Device and network interruptions Software maintenance 
and AP updates

Securing
the clients

Standards-based 
interoperability

*Cisco IOS XE 17.1.

Advanced IOS XE 
Feature Set

TD1

As with all  Cisco next-generation Wi-Fi products, the Embedded Wireless Controller 
on the Catalyst 9100 Access Point offers the cornerstones of an intent-based 
network: resiliency, security and intelligence.  

The embedded controller for small-sized deployments combines the most 
advanced controller – the IOS XE-based 9800 Wireless Controller with the latest Wi-Fi 
6 access point – the Cisco Catalyst 9100 Access Point. With the 9800 Series wireless 
controller embedded on the Cisco Catalyst 9100 Access Point, no separate hardware 
controller appliance is needed.

The embedded controller provides high availability in case of device and network 
interruptions as well as software maintenance updates with hot and cold patching of 
OS software.

The embedded controller platform’s comprehensive security mechanisms include the 
ability to:



• secure the client devices and prevent threats at point of entry on wireless 
endpoints

• Secure the air so that radio frequency interference does not disturb the normal 
functioning of transmitters and receivers, disrupting service.

• And secure the network by protecting the onboarding process – authenticating 
both wireless users and devices entering the network

Lastly, the embedded wireless controller of the 9100 addresses IT simplicity through 
different management interfaces, browser-based, a mobile app, or through Cisco 
DNA Center. And with standards-based interoperability, open APIs enable network 
engineers to make mass changes to a 9100 series AP environment with an open 
programming language such as Python.
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Resiliency on EWC access points 
Active-Standby on Access Points while serving clients simultaneously

Contain impact within release
Fixes for defects and security issues without 
need to requalify a new release

Faster resolution of critical issues
Provides fixes to critical issues found in network 
devices that are time-sensitive

Unplanned events
Device and network interruptions

Infrastructure updates
Software maintenance and AP updates

Active to standby switchover 
in a few seconds

<10seconds

Active and standby controllers 
serving 

clients at the same time

SMU (patching) 
support for both 

controller and access 
point

• AP service packs

• AP device pack updates

Taking a closer look at the resiliency of the embedded wireless controller of the 9100 
AP shows that the always-on philosophy is employed during both unplanned events 
and infrastructure updates. 

With users expecting an immersive experience coupled with IoT becoming the new 
mobile, we are now more dependent on Wi-Fi than ever before. 
High availability is achieved through active and standby controllers running 
simultaneously. Failure of the active controller triggers the APs to switchover to the 
standby controller. This switchover happens with no more than 10 seconds of 
downtime. APs continue to switch data traffic and users and endpoints continue to 
stay connected.

The 9100 embedded controller platform also provide always-on capability through 
Cisco Software Maintenance Update. SMU is a package that can be installed on an 
embedded controller to provide a patch fix or a security resolution to a released 
image with minimal disruption. Being always on allows for bug fixes, access point 
deployments at multiple sites, network upgrades and more to be handled without 
rebooting the controller or impacting network operations.
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Comprehensive security on EWC access points

1Cisco IOS XE 17.1

Cisco CleanAir® and 
Spectrum Intelligence 

Rogue detection, 
classification, and 

containment

aWIPS1

802.1X on AP, 
AAA device profiling 

and policy

Walled garden and 
post-auth DNS1 ACLs 

Cisco Umbrella™1

(OpenDNS®)

Identity PSK (iPSK)

Securing
the clients

Securing
the air

Securing
the network

Taking a closer look at the security of the embedded wireless controller of the 9100 
AP shows that 

wireless client security is accomplished through technologies such as Cisco Umbrella 
and Identity PSK. 

Cisco Umbrella provides multiple security functions in a single cloud-based security 
solution to protect wireless clients.  These features include: 
• DNS-layer security to block malicious and unwanted domains, IP addresses, and 

cloud applications before a connection is ever established.
• A secure web gateway which logs and inspects web traffic for full visibility, URL and 

application controls, and protection against malware. 
• And a firewall that logs all activity and blocks unwanted traffic using IP, port, and 

protocol rules.

Identity PSK is a feature that allows a unique pre-shared key per client to be 
configured on the same SSID, while optionally providing different levels of access to 
each client. This feature is useful to provide security to older legacy devices and 
devices that do not support 802.1X.



The embedded wireless controller of the 9100 AP secures the air through:
• the Cisco CleanAir feature designed to analyze and classify all RF activity, as well as 

monitor for interference and air quality issues.
• Rogue AP detection, classification, and containment
• And integrated Adaptive Wireless IPS which offers advanced network security for 

dedicated monitoring and detection of wireless network anomalies, unauthorized 
access, and RF attacks without the need for a separate additional solution.

And as part of a larger security solution, the embedded controller secures the 
network through 802.1X client authentication as well as AAA device profiling and 
policing. And through a walled garden, the embedded controller can restrict access 
for clients to a specific set of IP addresses or hostnames prior to authentication 
through a splash page. This is useful for holding clients captive until they see your 
splash page and authenticate through it.  And once authenticated, DNS ACLs provide 
the ability to control which URLs a client can access.
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Flexible management options for EWC access points

Intent-based
network infrastructure

Embedded wireless
controller

Mobile app for iOS 
and Android 

devices AnalyticsPolicy Automation

WebUI or mobile app Cisco DNA Center Standards-based 
interoperability

CI/CD tools

Network 
management 

systems

SDN controllers 

There are several ways in which the Cisco embedded wireless controller of the 9100 
AP can be managed. Methods of management include a browser-based user interface 
or a mobile application.

From management to automation to analytics to security, the entire next-gen 
wireless solution can also be controlled through Cisco DNA Center. Cisco DNA Center 
runs the network, provisioning and configuring all network devices in minutes. 
Working together, the 9100 Embedded Wireless Controller and Cisco DNA offer such 
features as:
• Cisco DNA Analytics and Assurance which provides not just reactive network 

monitoring and troubleshooting, but also the proactive and predictive aspects of 
running the network, ensuring client, application, and service performance.

• And Cisco DNA Spaces which provides location-based services. DNA Spaces 
synthesizes location data across your properties and wireless investments to 
provide services such as visitor location analytics and asset management. 

And with standards-based interoperability, open APIs enable network engineers to 
use a variety of Continuous Integration / Continuous Delivery Tools that allow IT to 
make configuration changes at scale without having to manually access hundreds, if 
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not thousands, of individual devices. This automation reduces human error and 
enables changes to be made more quickly with less downtime.
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Business Wi-Fi Deployment via Mobile App
As Easy as setting up your home Wi-Fi

Simple to use through wizard-driven processes, the mobile app used to manage the 
Cisco embedded wireless controller can be installed on an iOS or Android 
smartphone or tablet.

Although simple to use, the new mobile app is feature-rich. It can not only be used 
for Day 0 deployment, but for ongoing network management and monitoring of 
associated APs as well. 
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Embedded Wireless Controller on 
Catalyst 9100 Access Points

Best in class

C9117AX-EWC-x
• 50 access point, 1000 clients
• 8x8 + 4x4
• MU-MIMO, OFDMA (only DL)
• Spectrum intelligence
• Bluetooth 5
• 1 x 5 multigigabit
• USB
• Integrated antenna only

C9115AX-EWC-x
• 50 access point,1000 clients
• 4x4 + 4x4
• MU-MIMO, OFDMA
• Spectrum intelligence
• Bluetooth 5
• 1 x 2.5 mGig
• USB
• Integrated or 

external antenna 

C9130AX-EWC-x
• 100 access point, 2000 clients
• 8x8 + 4x4 or 4x4 + 4x4 + 4x4
• Tri-radio (Dual 5GHz + 2.4GHz), HDX
• Cisco RF ASIC
• RF signature capture
• Decrypted data packet ICAP
• 1 x 5 multigigabit
• 8 port smart antennas

C9120AX-EWC-x
• 100 access point, 2000 clients
• 4x4 + 4x4
• MU-MIMO, OFDMA
• Cisco RF ASIC
• Dual 5GHz, HDX
• RF signature capture
• 1 x 2.5 multigigabit
• Integrated or external antenna 

Software feature parity 
across APs

Cisco DNA Assurance with 
ICAP

Supports up to 100 APs, 
2000 clients

Supports Wave 2 APs as 
client serving 

Mission criticalIdeal for single or multisite small-sized enterprise 
deployments

Powered by Cisco 
RF ASIC

Powered by Cisco®
RF ASIC

Best suited for high density enterprise branch deployments

TD2

There are 4 Cisco Catalyst 9100 Series Access Point models. The 9115AX and the 
9117AX are ideal for small-sized deployments while the 9120AX and 9130AX 
are designed for mid to larger sized enterprises. All 4 AP models support up to 500 
clients and all models but the 9117AX support both internal and external antennas. 
The 9117AX has an internal antenna only. 

The 9115AX and 9117AX have 3 radios: the 2.4GHz, the 5GHz, and Bluetooth Low 
Energy. The 9120AX and 9130AX, however, have 4 radios: the 2.4 GHz, the 5 GHz, the 
IOT-ready radio which supports Bluetooth Low Energy and Zigbee, and the Cisco RF 
ASIC. The Cisco RF ASIC provides the ability to deliver CleanAir, wireless IPS, and 
Flexible Radio Assignment.  Flexible Radio Assignment allows the access points to 
intelligently determine the operating mode of serving radios based on the RF 
environment. These models automatically detect when a large number of devices are 
connected to a network and add capacity by automatically changing the access points 
from 2.4 and 5GHz to Dual 5GHz.

Review the product datasheets to explore the many additional features and benefits 
of the 9100 series products.
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SKUs for Cisco Embedded Wireless Controller (EWC) on 
Catalyst 9100 Access Points

SKU Description

C9115AXI-EWC-X Cisco Embedded Wireless Controller on C9115AX Access Point

C9115AXE-EWC-X Cisco Embedded Wireless Controller on C9115AX Access Point

C9117AXI-EWC-X Cisco Embedded Wireless Controller on C9117AX Access Point

C9120AXI-EWC-X Cisco Embedded Wireless Controller on C9120AX Access Point

C9120AXE-EWC-X Cisco Embedded Wireless Controller on C9120AX Access Point

C9120AXP-EWC-X Cisco Embedded Wireless Controller on C9120AX Access Point

C9130AXI-EWC-X Cisco Embedded Wireless Controller on C9130AX Access Point

Intuitive to order with “EWC” in SKU name. Order it for best out of box EWC experience 

When ordering, all Cisco Embedded Wireless Controller skews have the EWC 
designation in the name to easily identify them. Although it is not required to deploy 
Cisco DNA Center, the Cisco Embedded Wireless Controller on Catalyst Access Points 
requires one of three types of Cisco DNA software subscriptions: Cisco DNA 
Essentials, Cisco DNA Advantage, or Cisco DNA Premier.
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What about 802.11ac Wave 2 access points?
All Wave2 Access Points supported in client serving mode

ALL 802.11ac Wave 2 access points can connect to the embedded wireless controller 

Mission criticalIdeal for small to medium-sized deployments

1815w 1815i, 
1815m

1832 1852

1540 1560

2802 3802 48001842

Indoor

Outdoor

TD3

For those organizations not ready to make the move to WiFi 6, the Cisco Embedded 
Wireless Controllers of the 9100 AP support 802.11ac Wave 2 access points as well. 
Cisco offers the industry’s most innovative and comprehensive 802.11ac Wave2 
Indoor Access Point Portfolio.  This access point portfolio provides the capabilities 
required to meet the needs of every organization, while delivering enterprise-level 
performance at an affordable price. 
The Cisco Aironet 1815 Series access point is the entry level AP that is ideal for 
small-sized business deployments and brings a full slate of Cisco high-
performance enterprise functionality without the enterprise cost.  It comes in 4 
different form factors to meet customers’ deployment needs. 

Next in the Cisco portfolio are the Aironet 1830, 1840, and 1850 series mid-range 
access points. Although these models meet the growing requirements of wireless 
networks by delivering a better user experience, the 1850 provides some 
enhancements that include:
 4 rather than 3 spatial streams
 Faster throughput
 A second gigabit Ethernet uplink



 And the ability to support an externa antenna

The Cisco Aironet 2800, 3800, and 4800 series AP product line support Multi-gigabit 
Ethernet, modularity, and 5.2Gbps throughput. Cisco custom hardware enables a 
best-in-class RF architecture, which provides high-performance coverage for a high 
density of client devices. These models provide Flexible Radio Assignment and 
monitor the network for security threats and RF interference that may affect 
performance.

Cisco also offers 802.11ac Wave2 Outdoor Access Points.  These access points extend 
connectivity and deliver system access to people, applications, and network 
resources beyond the building. 

The Wave 2 portfolio consists of the entry level 1540 series and the best in class 1560 
series of Access Points. They operate in centralized, Flexconnect, Mesh, and Mobility 
Express modes. They are also built to withstand the often-unpredictable elements of 
the great outdoors and are offered in internal or external and directional antenna 
models. 

Review the product datasheets to explore the many additional features and benefits 
of these Aironet AP products. 
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Embedded wireless controller WLAN deployment 
Next-gen Wi-Fi designed for single or multi-site enterprises

Mobile App or WebUI Cisco DNA Center On-Prem

AssuranceAutomationPolicy Security DNA 
Spaces

ISE

Single office

Embedded wireless controller

Distributed office

Embedded wireless controller

Distributed enterprise 

Embedded wireless controller in branch
Cisco Catalyst wireless controller 

in campus

TD4

The Cisco Catalyst 9100 Embedded Wireless Controller can be used for single or 
multi-site enterprises.
For a single office location, the embedded controller provides support for all the local 
users that connect to several different APs throughout the site. For such small 
implementations, deployment and management will most likely be accomplished 
through the browser-based web interface or mobile app.

The same deployment can also be replicated in a distributed office to accommodate a 
multi-site, multi-controller environment.

And lastly, the 9100 Embedded Wireless Controller solution can also be used at the 
branch offices of a distributed enterprise wireless deployment. In this 
implementation, each embedded controller provides support for its local branch 
location APs while the campus has a controller that is appropriate to support a larger 
number of APs and clients.

In the distributed deployments, pairing the Embedded Wireless Controller APs with 
Cisco DNA is the most appropriate implementation.
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OfficesHospitality RetailK-12 Education

Top Use Cases for Cisco Embedded Wireless 
Controllers 

50

Use innovative learning 
tools and bring a large-
school experience to 
smaller sites

Connect to customers 
through loyalty 
applications and offer 
revenue-generating 
services

Accept mobile payments 
and offer guest services to 
customers everywhere

Provide robust Wifi to 
employees along with guest 
access. Same experience as 
bigger office

DNA ready for Small to Medium sized, Single or Multi site deployments

The features of the embedded wireless controller solution are suitable for various use 
cases across several different industries.

In education, emerging technologies like enhanced video and virtual reality 
applications require capabilities to support next-gen e-classrooms.

In hospitality, there is a need for:
• Smooth guest onboarding
• Gathering valuable insights into guest, visitor and employee behavior
• Providing location to link users to location-specific information or events

In retail, organizations are required to:
• Understand shoppers’ behavior to baseline and make informed decisions
• Acquire visitors and deliver relevant experiences through notifications
• Create better customer experiences through relevant engagements

And In offices, there is a need for:
• Providing wi-fi connectivity for a high-density of IOT devices
• And tracking mobile assets
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Embedded Wireless Controller on Catalyst Access Points 
and Cisco DNA Spaces

Enterprise Workspaces
• Visualize conference room availability and utilization, 

navigate to nearby rooms
• Deliver contextual notifications to employees based on 

location and behavior
• Onboard visitors and guests to your 

workspaces and provide a seamless experience
• Optimize space utilization and occupancy with 

actionable insights

Hospitality
• Understand on-property guest and 

visitor behavior
• Enable loyalty sign-up, co-branded marketing 

engagements such as a credit-card sign-up and 
elite member differentiation

• Differentiated guest experience based on brand 
and guest behavior types

Retail
• Onboard and acquire customers and 

loyalty members, expand customer base
• Offer a differentiated experience based 

on location and persona
• Understand in-store shopper behavior
• Understand peak times, benchmark performance 

and measure impact of events

Education
• Insights into time spent on campus by building 

(library, etc.)
• Understand student behavior for reporting and 

mapping
• Smart Captive Portals for guests, students, 

event/venue attendees, etc.
• Navigate and find available rooms

Healthcare
• Asset Tracking and Management

• Locate key assets to save cost and time
• Temperature Monitoring

• Provide relevant location context to new or existing 
visitors and staff based on location and behavior

• Insights into patient and visitor behavior. Benchmark 
behavior across locations

IT Productivity
• Unlimited scaling, 24X7 monitoring and support, 

global compliance, centralized 
user management, find and locate devices

1 2 3

4 5 6

Cisco DNA Spaces helps solve physical space blind spots so customers have a better 
understanding of people and things inside their properties.
With Embedded Wireless Controller on Catalyst Access Points and Cisco DNA Spaces, 
organizations and businesses can better understand behavior and locations of people, 
drive employee productivity, improve and influence guest behavior, increase 
customer acquisition, enhance student and guest experience and boost productivity.

Take a few moments and review some of the use cases for DNA Spaces in several 
different industries.



Cisco Express Specialization
Small Business Track

Wireless Positioning 

In this training, we will be discussing Cisco’s small business wireless product 
positioning
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Enterprise Network 

Simplicity with 
No Compromise

End-to-End 
IBN Journey

Set, Forget and
Never Regret

Easy and 
Affordable

Cisco Portfolio Positioning

C9100, C9800 C9300, C9400, C9500, C9600

Mid-Market and 
Distributed Branches

SMB

SOHO, Small Business

C9100-EWC, C9800-L C9200

1800/2800 Series APs, 
Mobility Express Catalyst 1K

On-Premise with DNA-C and DNA-Space

No Software subscription 

Wireless Wired

Cisco Business Wireless 
100,200 Series APs 

Cisco Business 
Routers/Switches

Cisco Business Dashboard – simple management

DNA-Cloud for multi-site Management 

Cisco’s next generation wireless product portfolio provides flexibility to 
support any sized deployment – from the large enterprise network 
environment to the small or home office business.
-------CLICK-----------
In the Enterprise, the higher-end 9100 series APs and on-premise 9800 series 
wireless LAN controller appliances are the most appropriate option. For 
example, the Cisco Catalyst 9800-40 and 9800-80 controller appliances 
support up to 2,000 and 6,000 APs respectively. 
--------CLICK----------

For mid-market and distributed branch deployments, the 9100 series APs have 
a range of models to choose from. Options include support for either 
802.11ac Wave 2 or Wi-fi 6 connectivity as well as an option with an 
embedded wireless controller that can be managed through an easy-to-use 
mobile app. The Embedded Wireless Controller of the Cisco 9100 Access Point 
supports up to 100 APs and 2,000 clients. For a bit larger deployment, the 
entry-level Cisco Catalyst 9800-L standalone appliance is perfect for medium-
sized deployments. The 9800-L controller appliance supports up to 250 APs 
and 5,000 clients.
--------CLICK-------------

Where the Enterprise network can be managed through an on-prem Cisco 



DNA center implementation,  ------CLICK--------------- the mid-market customer may 
opt for DNA-Cloud. From management to automation to analytics to security, the 
entire next-gen wireless solution is controlled through Cisco DNA. Cisco DNA Center
runs the network, provisioning and configuring all network devices in minutes.

In addition to Cisco’s next-gen Wireless products designed for the IOS XE-based 
platform, -------CLICK--------- Cisco also offers wireless products that run the Aironet 
operating system. For small to mid-sized implementations of up to 100 APs, Cisco 
Mobility Express combines a virtual wireless LAN controller with Cisco Aironet access 
points that support 802.11ac Wave 2. 
---------CLICK---------------
Mobility Express delivers a highly cost-effective wireless solution that can be 
deployed in minutes because there is no need to buy, maintain, and manage a 
separate WLAN controller appliance.  
------------CLICK------------
Lastly, the Cisco Business 100 and 200 Series APs offer simple-to-deploy, flexible, and 
secure wireless solutions for the small office/home office.

Review the Cisco product datasheets to explore the many additional features and 
benefits of all the Cisco wireless products. 
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Cisco Business 100/200 Series Access Points

140AC Access Point 240AC Access Point 145AC Access Point 141ACM Mesh Extender 142ACM Mesh Extender 143ACM Mesh Extender

Best Used for
Indoor Wi-Fi coverage
throughout the Small 
Business workplace

High-Performance Wi-Fi
coverage for Small Offices, 

Enhanced range

Converged access for
for small hospitality

and private schools, w/
power for IP phone

Converged access for
an office suite, & power

for an IP phone or camera

Extending Wi-Fi coverage
for mobile devices, plug

into AC Outlet

Extending Wi-Fi coverage
for both clients & a

stationary wired device 

Mounting & Placement Ceiling & T-bar / Wall
Mounting Kit included

Ceiling & T-bar / Wall
Mounting Kit included

Wall / Wall Plate
Mounting Kit included Desktop Direct to Power Outlet Wall Mounting

Kit included

Max 11ac Data Rate 867Mbps 1733Mbps 867Mbps 867Mbps 867Mbps 867Mbps

Antennas Spatial streams 2X2:2SS – 80 MHz 4X4:3SS – 80 MHz 2X2:2SS – 80 MHz 2X2:2SS – 80 MHz 2X2:2SS – 80 MHz 2X2:2SS – 80 MHz

Max Tx Output Power
(5GHz) 20 dBm 23 dBm 20 dBm 20 dBm 20 dBm 20 dBm

MU-MIMO ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Wireless Security WPA, WPA2/WA3 WPA2-
Enterprise, RADIUS Server

WPA, WPA2/WA3 WPA2-
Enterprise, RADIUS Server

WPA, WPA2/WA3 WPA2-
Enterprise, RADIUS Server

WPA, WPA2/WA3 WPA2-
Enterprise, RADIUS Server

WPA, WPA2/WA3 WPA2-
Enterprise, RADIUS Server

WPA, WPA2/WA3 WPA2-
Enterprise, RADIUS Server

Wired LAN Ports 1 GbE 2 GbE 4 GbE
(1 PoE PSE)

4 GbE
(1 PoE PSE) None 1 GbE

downlink

Power PoE Only - 802.3af PoE Only - 802.3af 802.3af, 803.3at for PSE DC Power Adapter Included DC Wall Plug Power Adapter Connects directly to an 
AC Outlet

Dimensions 6 x 6 x 1.3 in 
(150.8 x 150.8 x 33 mm) 

7 x 7 x 1.5 in 
(177.8 x 177.8 x 38 mm)

3.5 x 5.5 x 1.25 in 
(89 x 140 x 31.5 mm) 

6 x 4 x 1.5 in 
(152.4 x 101.6 x 37.7mm)

3.5 x 5.5 x 1.25 in 
(89 x 140 x 31.5 mm)

3.5 x 5.5 x 1.25 in 
(89 x 140 x 31.5 mm)

Available in 3 & 5 packs ✔ ✔ - - - -

Here we have a closer look at the different Cisco Business Wireless 100 and 200 
series models of APs and Mesh Extenders. All models are based on the 802.11ac 
wave 2 standard.

Products in the CBW140 series have 2x2 antenna arrays and support 2 spatial 
streams, while the CBW240 has a 4x4 antenna array and supports 3 spatial 
streams. In addition, the CBW240 has two times more transmit power than the 
CBW140, so it is more appropriate for larger spaces or areas where there is higher 
user density.

The CBW140AC and CBW240AC Access Points mount on a wall or ceiling, while the 
CBW145AC is designed to be mounted on a wall or wall plate. We include the 
mounting kits for all three Access Point models. All APs are powered through the 
Ethernet port via PoE, but there is a Cisco Business Power over Ethernet (PoE) 
injector that is sold separately in case the APs are not connected to a switch or router 
that supports PoE.

The CBW140 Mesh Extenders have more flexible mounting options, including a 
desktop version and one that plugs directly into an outlet.
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ERICKA
THIS WHOLE SLIDE IS AN IMAGE. THE ONLY ANIMATION IS REMOVING white 
“COVERS” ON THE CLICKS
==================================================================

One of the benefits of the Cisco small business wireless solution is that all Cisco's 
Wave 2 Series Access Points support Mobility Express. 
-------------CLICK----------------
These include the Aironet 1800 series APs that support up to 1000 clients, 
-----------CLICK---------------
the ISR 1100 AP, 
-----------CLICK------------
and the outdoor 1540.  
----------CLICK----------------
For higher density environments supporting up to 2000 clients, Mobility Express is 
also supported on the Aironet 2800 and 3800 series APs as well as the outdoor 1560 
model.
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<$5/AP/month*

S I M P L I C I T Y

ERICKA
THIS WHOLE SLIDE IS AN IMAGE. SEVERAL ANIMATIONS ARE REMOVING WHITE 
“COVERS” ON THE CLICKS
==================================================================
The key point to remember with Mobility Express can be summed up in one word… 
Simplicity. 
-----------CLICK----------------
A small business administrator can easily monitor, manage and troubleshoot their 
network without being a wireless expert and without requiring a large IT 
staff. Mobility Express is positioned to deliver enterprise-class wireless LAN features 
with ease. 
---------------CLICK------------
With Cisco Mobility Express, you do not need to pay any controller hardware cost. 
The controller is built into the purchase of a Wave2 access point running the Mobility 
Express code.
------------CLICK-------------------
You do not need any AP licenses on the controller which further reduces your 
cost. The mobility Epress solution can be deployed at less than $5 per month per AP.
-------------CLICK----------------
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Finally, it is a true set-and-forget solution with no ongoing subscription cost.
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ERICKA
THIS WHOLE SLIDE IS AN IMAGE. SEVERAL ANIMATIONS ARE REMOVING WHITE 
“COVERS” ON THE CLICKS
==================================================================

Mobilty Express gives administrators flexibility in managing their wireless network. 
---------CLICK----------------
For site to site management in smaller organizations there are the options of a 
desktop-designed web interface and a mobile app.  
----------CLICK----------
For larger organizations, multi-site management can be accomplished through Cisco 
Prime or Cisco DNA center. 
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ERICKA
THIS WHOLE SLIDE IS AN IMAGE. ANIMATION IS REMOVING 1 WHITE COVER ON 
CLICK
==================================================================

To effectively communicate with customers, it is important to ensure that you pitch 
the right Cisco products against the competition. 
-----------CLICK---------------------
Take a few moments to compare the Cisco Small Business APs with the corresponding 
products from Aruba, Huawei (pronounced  “WAH-Way”) and Ruckus.

==============================================
ERICKA
WAIT ABOUT 15 SEC BEFORE PROGRESSING TO NEXT SLIDE
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Cisco® Catalyst® 9100 
Increased capacity with Wi-Fi 6 technology

Platform benefits

Resiliency
• Superior battery life for IoT and mobile devices

• Steady performance in demanding environments

Integrated security
• WPA3, Trustworthy systems

• Multi-lingual AP with RF snapshots

Intelligent  
• Analytics for iOS and enhanced Cisco DNA Assurance

• IOx infra support to host IOT applications

Delivering RF
innovations

Expanding the device 
ecosystem

Extending Cisco’s intent-
based network 

Next-generation Cisco Catalyst access points
Ready for next-generation applications and devices

Taking a closer look at the Cisco Catalyst 9100 series AP with Wi-Fi 6 technology, we 
find that it falls into the category of an IOS XE-based next generation AP designed for 
Cisco’s intent-based network.
--------CLICK--------------------
Catalyst 9100 access points are resilient and intelligent and provide integrated 
security for mobile clients and IoT devices.
As a Wi-Fi 6 AP, the 9100 uses up to three times less power consumption on end 
devices and provides enhanced performance with:
 faster throughput per client device
 improved average throughput in congested or dense environments
 and decreased packet loss and jitter through the use of fine-grained QOS 

attributes
Wi-Fi assurance and analytics from Cisco DNA and rich telemetry data from Apple iOS 
11 help IT understand the mobile user experience. These impactful insights make it 
possible to deliver optimal performance and resolve issues faster.
The 9100 AP security features include the support for the WPA3 standard and 
integration with Cisco ISE to provide device identity.
And as a multi-lingual AP, the 9100 incorporates multiple RF capabilities including: 
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth Low Energy, Zigbee and Thread.
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Cisco pioneers the RF excellence beating every other vendor in the market

RF Excellence

Dedicated Spectrum 
Intelligence Shared with client 

serving chipset
CleanAir

(Dedicated hardware)
Shared with client 

serving chipset
Shared with client 

serving chipset
Shared with client 

serving chipset
Shared with client 

serving chipset

High Density Experience
ClientLink, Multi-

Client Performance

Dual 5 GHz Radio
Automated 
Dual 5GHz 

No productDual 5GHz Dual 5GHz Automated 
Dual 5GHz 

Dual 5GHz 

RxSOP

Strongly 
Supported

Somewhat 
Supported

Not 
Supported

In comparing Cisco’s portfolio of APs with comparable APs from other vendors, the 
Cisco APs excel in every category of RF management.
----------CLICK--------------- --

For example, where many competing APs offer client-to-AP -only enhancements, 
Cisco ClientLink enhances commmunications to improve performance in both 
directions: client-to-AP and AP-to-client. Cisco ClientLink can also provide 
performance boosts across a mixture of 802.11 clients to keep older clients from 
hindering the performance of newer ones.
----------CLICK---------------

With flexible radio assignment, Cisco APs can automatically detect when a large 
number of devices are connected to a network and add capacity by automatically 
changing the access points from 2.4 and 5GHz to Dual 5GHz.
----------CLICK---------------

To overcome the visibility limitations inherent to standard Wi-Fi chipsets, the Cisco 
CleanAir AP feature is an integrated solution with patented chips and software that 
has been specifically designed to analyze and classify all RF activity. This dedicated 
hardware provides the ability to constantly monitor for interference and air quality 
issues.
----------CLICK---------------
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And lastly, Cisco AP support of Receiver Start of Packet Detection Threshold (RX-SOP) 
allows an AP to determine when to decrease its RF range. Reducing the AP cell size 
ensures that the clients are connected to the nearest access point using the highest 
possible data rates. This is ideal for high density environments such as stadiums and 
large auditoriums where there are a large number of client devices connected per AP.
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What is it?

Key 
Benefits

Positioning

The Cisco Embedded Wireless Controller on Catalyst Access Points delivers an easy-to-deploy, easy-to-manage, controllerless Wi-
Fi 6 network, without requiring a dedicated appliance. It combines RF excellence with Cisco Catalyst 9800 IOS XE benefits by putting 
controller function on the AP.

Management 
Scale

Resilient

SMU (patching)
aWIPS, CleanAir 
detection, and 
identification

Cloud-delivered 
enterprise security

Walled garden and 
DNS blocking

Redundancy with active and 
standby controllers running 

simultaneously on 2 APs

Intelligent 

Cisco DNA Center
PnP, design, provisioning,

and assurance

Simplified WebUI for 
monitoring, provisioning, 

and Day-N operations

Secure

Open standards based programmability 
with 

NETCONF, YANG

• IT simplicity without compromise

• Designed for mid-markets and small 
to medium-sized deployment

• Ideal for retail, hospitality, K-12

EWC network Scale:
C9115AX-EWC
C9117AX-EWC 

C9120AX-EWC
C9130AX-EWC

* Support Wave 2 AP as client serving APs 

up to 50 AP and 1,000 Clients

up to 100 AP and 2,000 Clients

Management options

Setup like your home Wi-Fi

Supports Advanced Enterprise 
Feature SetRuns Cisco IOS XE C9800 Wireless 

Controller on Catalyst Access Points

Investment protection

Modern OS, scalable, 
open and programmable, 
supports telemetry

HA, aWIPS, Umbrella, SMU, 
ClearAir, FRA

Use mobile app or WebUI to 
deploy, manage, and monitor

Migrate to controller-based 
infrastructure for more than 100 APs

Cisco Catalyst Embedded Wireless Controller on C9100 Access Point

***********
This slide is much too busy and has been replaced with the slide that follows.
***********
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Use mobile app or WebUI 
to deploy, manage, and monitor

Easy to deploy 
and manage

High Availability, aWIPS, 
Umbrella, SMU, ClearAir, FRA

Supports Advanced 
Enterprise Feature Set

Modern OS, scalable, open and 
programmable, supports 
telemetry

Runs Cisco IOS XE C9800 
Wireless Controller on 
Catalyst Access Points

Migrate Access Points to 
controller for more than 
100 Access Points

Investment protection

Cisco Embedded Wireless Controller on Catalyst 9100 
Access Points

The Cisco Embedded Wireless Controller on Catalyst 9100 Access Points is another 
next-generation Wi-Fi solution. This solution for small to medium-sized deployments 
combines the most advanced controller – the IOS XE-based 9800 Wireless Controller 
with the latest Wi-Fi 6 access point – the Cisco Catalyst 9100 Access Point. With the 
9800 Series wireless controller embedded in the Cisco Catalyst 9100 Access Point, no 
separate hardware controller appliance is needed. 
----------CLICK---------------

Wireless deployments can now benefit from an advanced enterprise feature set that 
includes:
 High availability with active and standby controllers running simultaneously
 Advanced security mechanisms such as Adaptive Wireless IPS and Cisco 

Umbrella
 Cisco Software Maintenance Update for hot and cold patching OS software
 And support for RF features such as CleanAir and Flexible Radio Assignment 

which allows the access points to intelligently determine the operating mode of 
the radios based on the RF environment. 

----------CLICK--------------- There are several ways the 9100 Embedded Wireless 
Controller can be managed.  In addition to Cisco DNA, the 9100 can be administered 
through a browser-based dashboard or an easy-to-use mobile app for your 
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smartphone and tablet. The new mobile app can not only be used for Day 0 
deployment, but for ongoing network management and monitoring as well.  Built for 
intent-based networking and Cisco DNA, the 9100 Embedded Wireless Controller 
helps simplify complexity, optimize IT, and reduce operational costs as you migrate 
APs to the controller.
----------CLICK---------------

And lastly, to provide investment protection, the Embedded Wireless Controller can 
support up to 100 APs and 2000 clients, and is fully interoperable with Aironet 
802.11ac Wave Wave 2 and Wi-Fi 6 access points. And if an organization grows, the 
9100 embedded wireless controller APs can still be used and be managed by physical 
standalone controllers such as the 9800-L.
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Cisco Express Specialization
Small Business Track

Switching Product Portfolio 

In this training, we will be discussing Cisco’s small business switching solutions.
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Cisco Catalyst 1000 Series
Enterprise grade sized for small deployments

Simplicity

Reliable, easy-to-manage 
technology that lets you focus 
on your business. 

Flexibility

Compact, fanless design makes it 
easy to deploy in workspace 
environment.

Security

Quickly adopt new technologies 
while maintaining security over 
your network.

Set, forget and never regret

Cisco Catalyst 1000 Series switches are fixed managed Gigabit Ethernet enterprise-
class Layer 2 switches designed for small businesses and branch offices. These are 
simple, flexible and secure switches ideal for out-of-the-wiring-closet and critical 
Internet of Things deployments. Cisco® Catalyst 1000 switches operate on Cisco IOS 
software and support simple device management and network management via a 
Command-Line Interface as well as an on-box web UI. These switches deliver 
enhanced network security, network reliability, and operational efficiency for small 
organizations.
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Cisco Catalyst 1000 Series
Flexibility for a wide range of network environments

Wide variety of model configurations

Compact, fanless, and with PoE for deployment inside or outside the wiring closet

1G and 10G models Internal or external 
power supplyFanless* Up to 50C** 

(122F)Compact Perpetual PoE

WebUI and CLI Single IP 
managementsFlow BluetoothTrustworthy 

Solutions Cisco IOS®

Resilient and secure Simple to use

*All except 24-port full PoE and 48-port PoE models
** For short time operations only

The Cisco Catalyst 1000 series offers flexibility for a wide range of network 
environments including a wider variety of model configurations illustrated here.
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Cisco Catalyst 1000 Series Portfolio
Next generation of simple access switches for small businesses

2x 1G SFP uplinks

16 Port Data, Partial PoE 
(120W) and Full 

PoE (240W)

2x 1G SFP uplinks/RJ45 copper uplinks (Combo)

8 Port Data, Partial PoE 
(67W) and Full 

PoE (120W)

16 Port Data and Partial PoE 
(120W) with external Power 

supply

8 Port Data, Partial PoE 
(67W) and Full PoE (120W) 
with external power supply

8 and 16 Port Models Cisco® Catalyst® 
1000 Series highlights

Fanless*, compact form factor

Cisco IOS® Software

Over the air (OTA) with Bluetooth

Perpetual PoE+ ports

Managed with CLI or WebUI

Single IP management

Advanced Layer 2

Trustworthy solutions

IPv6 First Hop Security

Environmental resiliency

* All except 24 Port Full PoE and 48 Port models

Security Simplicity Flexibility

4x 1G SFP uplinks

24 Port Data, Partial PoE 
(195W) and Full 

PoE (370W)

4x 10G SFP+ uplinks

24 Port Data, Partial PoE 
(195W) and Full 

PoE (370W)

48 Port Data, Partial PoE 
(370W) and Full 

PoE (740W)

48 Port Data, Partial PoE 
(370W) and Full 

PoE (740W)

24 and 48 Port Models

Cisco Catalyst 1000 Series switches feature:
● 8, 16, 24, or 48 Gigabit Ethernet data or PoE+ ports with line-rate forwarding
● 2 or 4 fixed 1 Gigabit Ethernet Small Form-Factor Pluggable/RJ 45 Combo 
uplinks or 4 fixed 10 Gigabit Ethernet Enhanced SFP uplinks
Other highlights include:
----------------CLICK----------------------------
● Compact fanless models available with a depth of less than 13 inches
● Device management support with over-the-air access via Bluetooth, SNMP, RJ-
45, or USB console access
● Perpetual PoE+ support with a power budget of up to 740W 
● CLI and/or intuitive web UI manageability options
● Network monitoring through sFlow
● Security with 802.1X support for connected devices, Switched Port Analyzer, 
and BPDU Guard
● And reliability with a higher Mean Time Between Failures and an enhanced 
limited lifetime warranty support
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Ease of access

Ability to build 
configurations

Intuitive
interface

Network 
monitoring

Troubleshooting

Cisco Catalyst 1000 Series
Simple Management with On-Box WebUI

The Catalyst 1000 series switch has a Web user interface via Cisco Configuration 
Professional. Cisco Configuration Professional provides a user interface for day-zero 
provisioning, which enables easy onboarding of the switch. It also has an intuitive 
dashboard for configuring, monitoring, and troubleshooting the switch.
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Configure, monitor, and troubleshoot with a tablet or laptop with Cisco® Configuration Professional for 
Cisco Catalyst® or Command-Line Interface (CLI) over Bluetooth

• Switch CLI or WebUI can be accessed over Bluetooth when a 
Bluetooth dongle is connected

• The access can be restricted to an Authentication, Authorization, 
and Accounting (AAA) user or a local user configured on the switch

Cisco Catalyst 1000 Series
Ease of Use with Over-the-Air Bluetooth Support 

The Catalyst 1000 series also utilizes Bluetooth for over-the-air access. The switches 
support an external Bluetooth dongle that plugs into the USB port on the switch and 
allows a Bluetooth-based RF connection with external laptops and tablets. Laptops 
and tablets can access the switch CLI using a Telnet or Secure Shell (SSH) client over 
Bluetooth and the GUI can be accessed over Bluetooth with a browser.
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Access points IP phones LED lighting

Sensors Point-of-sale 
terminals

Security 
cameras

Window 
shades IOT devices Door locks

Cisco Catalyst 1000 Series
Power over Ethernet for Smart, Agile Workspaces

Cisco Catalyst 1000 series switches support both IEEE 802.3af PoE and IEEE 802.3at 
PoE+ (up to 30 watts per port) to deliver a lower total cost of ownership for 
deployments that incorporate Cisco IP phones, Cisco Aironet and Catalyst wireless 
access points, or other standards-compliant PoE and PoE+ end devices. PoE removes 
the need to supply wall power to PoE-enabled devices and eliminates the cost of 
adding electrical cabling and circuits that would otherwise be necessary in IP phone 
and WLAN deployments.
The PoE power allocation in the Cisco Catalyst 1000 series switches is dynamic, and 
power mapping scales up to a maximum of 740 watts of PoE+ power. Intelligent 
power management allows flexible power allocation across all ports. With Perpetual 
PoE, the PoE+ power is maintained during a switch reload. This is important for 
critical endpoints such as medical devices and for IoT endpoints such as PoE-powered 
lights, so that there is no disruption during a switch reboot.
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Connect up to eight members

Mix and match within
1G and 10G, 24 and 48 ports, 
PoE and data

All switches act as a single 
logical unit 

Cisco Catalyst 1000 Series
Single IP Management

Single IP Management is available on the Cisco Catalyst 1000 series switches. The 
uplink ports can be used to connect up to eight switches and manage them via a 
single IP address.
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Enhanced 
security to 
guard the 
network

from threats

Cisco 
Trustworthy 

Solutions

Secure 
production and 

delivery

sFlow to gather 
insights

Signed
Cisco IOS® 

images

Helps ensure that IT infrastructure and data are secure against a breach

Cisco Catalyst 1000 Series
Advanced Security Features

Cisco Catalyst 1000 series switches provide superior Layer 2 threat defense 
capabilities for mitigating man-in-the-middle attacks such as MAC, IP, and ARP 
spoofing. They also provide storm control protection and dynamic ARP inspection. 
These switches support advanced security features such as protected port, port-
based access control lists, port security, DHCP snooping, TACACS+, (pronounced
takacks plus) and RADIUS authentication.
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Retail chains Education K-12 Hospitality Small office

• Simplified management for 
non-technical staff

• Easy provisioning for lean IT 
staff

• Simplified management for 
non-technical staff

• Easy provisioning for lean IT 
staff

• Quiet operations for out-of-
the-wiring-closet deployment

• Reliable PoE for all connected 
network devices

• Quality of Service (QoS) for 
seamless video and 
voice streaming

• High bandwidth for media 
upload and download

• PoE for conferencing systems, 
signage, wireless

• Auto QoS for seamless 
in-room video and voice 
streaming

• Quiet operations for out-of-
the-wiring-closet deployment

• Reliable PoE for all connected 
network devices

• Secure and reliable 
connectivity for
Point-Of-Sale (POS)
machines, phones, and 
video displays with network

• Secure Wi-Fi, student and 
faculty access • Secure Wi-Fi, guest access • Secure with VLANs to facilitate 

BYOD and mobile workforce

Si
m

pl
e

Fl
ex

ib
le

Se
cu

re

Cisco Catalyst 1000 Series
Use Cases

There are many use cases for the Cisco Catalyst 1000 series including retail, 
education, the hospitality industry and small office work environments. Take a 
moment to read how the 1000 series provides a simple, flexible, and secure solution.
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110 Series
Unmanaged

550X Series
Managed Stackable

220 Series
Smart

Cisco Business Switches

CBS350 Series 
Managed Stackable

CBS250 Series
Smart

Cisco Business is a cost-effective and easy to deploy portfolio specifically designed for 
small business users which provides a comprehensive network solution covering 
switching, routing, wireless, and network management. This was previous called 
Cisco Small Business portfolio, but now transitioned to the new branding – Cisco 
Business, with refreshed products being launched to provide a more streamlined user 
experience.

For switching, Cisco Business encompasses the entire spectrum of choices and price 
points for all small businesses - From the 95 and 110 series unmanaged switches, to 
the 220 and 250 series smart switches, the 350 series managed switch and the 550X 
series of managed stackable switches. 

-------------CLICK-------------------

The Cisco Business 250 and 350 series have been refreshed with brand new user 
interface, industry design, packaging and documentation, and called CBS250 and 
CBS350 (Cisco Business Switch). The rest of the switch series will follow and be 
refreshed later.
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Overview of Cisco Business Switches

Flexible management with web-based 
tool or Cisco Business Dashboard. Auto 

discovery for easy integration with 
Collab and Wi-Fi products

Ultimate business flexibility with 8 to 48 
ports of Gigabit Ethernet connectivity, 
Gigabit or 10-Gigabit uplinks, and PoE+ 

support. 

Advanced security protocols provides a 
solid security foundation, ensuring 

privacy and business continuity

Simple Flexible Secure

Let’s look at an overview of Cisco Small Business switches.

First, simplicity is key.

-----------------CLICK--------------

This includes flexible management with:

• the web-based tool or Cisco Business Dashboard, 

• and auto discovery for easy integration with collaboration and Wi-Fi products

Second, these switches are flexible

------------CLICK---------------

- offering the ultimate business flexibility with 8 to 48 ports of Gigabit Ethernet 
connectivity, Gigabit or 10-Gigabit uplinks, and PoE+ support. 
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Lastly, 

------------CLICK---------------

they are secure with advanced security protocols which provide a solid security 
foundation, ensuring privacy and business continuity.
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Cisco Business Switches Offer Seamless Plug and 
Play

Embedded PnP agent for 
ZTD provisioning

Auto-image and 
configuration update

Automated network 
deployment

Cisco PnP Conn ect DHCP auto-
con f igurat ion

S impl i f ied  
set -up

Eliminate complexity while improve business agility

Cisco Business Switches Offer Seamless Plug and Play and eliminate complexity while 
improving business agility by offering:
----------CLICK EACH BULLET---------------

• Embedded PnP agent for ZTD provisioning

• Auto-image and configuration update

• Automated network deployment
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Cisco Business Switches Offer True Stacking

Mix and match 24 to 48 ports, and 
PoE+ combinations

Unified management, control and 
traffic forwarding

Up to four Cisco Business 350 Series 
Switches with 10G uplinks

Cisco Business 350 Series switches provide true horizontal stacking, enabling the 
users to configure, manage, and troubleshoot multiple physical switches as a single 
device, with a single IP address.

A true horizontal stack delivers a unified data and control plane, in addition to a 
management plane, providing flexibility, scalability, and ease-of-use because the stack 
of units operates as a single entity-constituting all the ports of the stack members. 
This capability can radically reduce complexity in a growing network environment 
while improving the resiliency and availability of network applications. True stacking 
also provides other cost savings and administrative benefits through features such as 
cross-stack QoS, VLANs, Link Aggregation Groups, and port mirroring, which clustered 
switches can’t support.
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Cisco Business Offers Built-in Security

IEEE 802.1X port security tightly limits access to specific 
segments of your network

VLANs help prevent unauthorized access

Embedded Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) provide 
additional later of data encryption

Denial of service (DoS) prevention. IP-MAC port binding 
(IPMB) and IPv6 first hop security block deliberate 
network attacks

Encryption

Threat protection

Authentication

Secured access

Pervasive security ensure business continuity

Cisco Business switches provide the advanced security features needed to protect 
business data and keep unauthorized users off the network. These features include;
----------CLICK EACH BULLET-------------
• Authentication with IEEE 802.1X port security tightly limits access to specific 

segments of your network
• Secured access using VLANs to help prevent unauthorized access
• Encryption through SSL which provides an additional later of data encryption
• And Threat protection such as Denial of service prevention. IP-MAC port binding,

and IPv6 first hop security block network attacks
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Cisco Business Offers Energy Efficient Ethernet

IEEE802.3az lowers 
power consumption 

during low traffic 
periods

Resumes active 
mode when the 

switch detects the 
link is up or a device 

is connected

Adjusts power usage 
based upon cable 

length

Automatically turns off 
power when the 

switch detects a link 
down

Cisco Business switches integrate a variety of power-saving features across all 
models, providing the industry’s most extensive energy-efficient switching portfolio.

These switches are designed to conserve energy by optimizing power use, by, for 
example, having LEDs that can be turned off to save power.  These types of features 
help protect the environment and reduce energy costs. They provide an eco-friendly 
network solution without compromising performance.
--------------CLICK EACH BULLET----------------
Other energy efficient features include:
● Support for the Energy Efficient Ethernet (IEEE 802.3az) standard, which reduces 
energy consumption by monitoring the amount of traffic on an active link and putting 
the link into a sleep state during quiet periods
● Automatic power shutoff on ports when a link is down
● which resumes active mode when the link comes up
● Embedded intelligence to adjust signal strength based on the length of the 
connecting cable
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Cisco Business provides a comprehensive solution for small business networks.
Cisco Business Wireless access points and mesh extenders can be easily deployed to 
provide wireless access to small businesses.
Cisco Business routers can be used to securely connect users to the Internet and 
cloud services while offering VPN services to other sites or remote employees 
working from home.

Combined with Cisco Business switches, 
-------------------CLICK------------------
small businesses have a comprehensive and ready-to-deploy suite to build their 
networks. 
------------------CLICK-------------------
And all of these are managed through Cisco Business Dashboard, which provides a 
single pane of glass for all Cisco Business devices across multiple sites, with zero-
touch deployment capabilities.
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Cisco Business Dashboard
Intuitive interface

Zero touch 
deployment  (PnP)

Network 
monitoring

On-prem or cloud

Configuration & 
management

For all Cisco Business 
products

Cisco Business Dashboard is an easy-to-use network management tool for deploying 
and maintaining Cisco Business switches, routers, and wireless access points. Cisco 
Business Dashboard simplifies challenges traditionally associated with network 
management and operations and allows you to manage networks across multiple 
sites and customers from a single pane of glass.
Cisco Business Dashboard  allows you to:
• quickly discover the topology of a new network, 
• generate a detailed inventory of the installed equipment, 
• make configuration changes where necessary, 

• monitor the network with alerts that automatically notify you of important events 
such as network devices going offline,

• automate lifecycle management,

• And troubleshoot with integrated tools that offer remote access to sites and 
devices

With features such as automatic firmware updates and reporting on lifecycle and 
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maintenance information, Cisco Business Dashboard helps ensure that your network 
remains up to date and fully supported.
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81

Sample Use Cases

Open

• Simplified management for non-technical staff
• PoE for conferencing systems, signage, wireless
• QoS for seamless in-room video and voice streaming

• Easy provisioning for lean IT staff 
• Seamless video and voice streaming
• High bandwidth for media upload and download
• Secure remote and on-site student and faculty access

• Set and forget, single to multiple locations
• Reliable PoE for all connected network devices
• Secure and reliable connectivity for Point-Of-Sale (POS) machines, 

phones, and video displays with network

• Easy provisioning for lean IT staff
• Policy-based access and prioritization
• Secure network access for on-site and remote workforce

Retail

Hospitality Education

Small office

Cisco Business switches are perfect fit for small business offices 
that do not have dedicated IT staff.

Cisco Business switches can also be deployed in retail, 
hospitality and education where cost effectiveness and ease of 
management is the key.
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Complementary 24/7 access to 
our Small Business Support Center 

Peace of Mind with Cisco Business

Limited lifetime warranty keeps 
businesses running smoothly

In addition to:
• Global 24-hour access to experts in the Cisco TAC and Small Business Support 

Center (SBSC)
• As well as a Limited lifetime warranty on all Small Business products

The Cisco Business solution offers peace of mind with:
• Local language support within business hours
• Return to factory or next business day advance hardware replacement 
• Software upgrades
• And Self-help support through online communities, resources, and tools
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Cisco 110 Series Unmanaged Switches

• Cisco’s entry level switches for the most 
simple and user friendly networks 

• Truly “plug-n-play” – no IT knowledge 
required

• Ideal for small networks

• Unmanaged Layer 2 switches 

• 16 models ranging from 5, 8, 16, and 24 ports

• 8 x 10/100 FE and 8 x 10/100/1000 GE

• 5 ( of 16 ) models with PoE 

• 4 ( of 16 ) have additional mini-GBIC ports

• Desktop and rack mount placement

• Metal casing

The Cisco 110 series switches.
-----------CLICK FOR EACH BULLET--------------
• Cisco’s entry level switches are for the most simple and 

user friendly networks. 
• They are truly “plug-n-play” – no IT knowledge required. 
• They are ideal for small networks 
• and are unmanaged Layer 2 switches. 
-----------CLICK FOR EACH BULLET--------------
• There are  16 models ranging from 5, 8, 16, and 24 ports 

including:
• (8)  10/100 fast Ethernet and (8) 10/100/gigabit ethernet
• 5 ( of 16 ) models with PoE 
• 4 ( of 16 ) have additional mini-GBIC (pronounced G-bic) 

ports
• Desktop and rack mount placement
• And a Metal casing
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Cisco 110 Series Unmanaged Switches

• All models but one are fanless (SG110-
24HP) 

• Cable management in front

• Limited lifetime warranty

• Integrated in the hardware:
• Quality of Service (QoS)
• Cable diagnostics 
• Loop Detection 
• Power efficiency support (EEE) for both FE 

and GE

Additional features of the Cisco 110 series switches include the following.
----------------CLICK FOR BULLETS-------------------
• All models but one have no fans
• cable management in the front
• And a limited lifetime warranty

--------------CLICK ON BOLD ITEMS---------------
Integrated into the hardware is:
Integrated Quality of Service (QoS)

Zero configuration is required by the user. The switch uses standard 802.1p class of service settings and 
is able to read 802.1p tags to prioritize traffic accordingly based on priority mapping. And the switches 
are set with the same default QoS settings as the Cisco IP phones - simply connect Cisco IP phones and 
cameras to 110 Series switches.

Also integrated is Cable Diagnostics
Quickly identify and easily troubleshoot network cabling faults. When a cable issue is detected a port LED will light 
solid Amber

Loop prevention
A good way to bring down a network is to create a loop. Ideally, your network is going to be running Spanning 
Tree, and that’s going to prevent your network from looping onto itself. But on many networks, unfortunately, 
the network administrators, for whatever reason, have decided not to use any type of Spanning Tree Protocol, 
and they will be susceptible to a switch loop. Unmanaged switches do not use Spanning Tree.

Lastly, the 110 series switches 
Use Energy Efficient Ethernet (IEEE 802.3az) which monitors link activity and powers down inactive links. If there 
is no link on a port (when there is no connection or the device connected is turned off) the port will enter a “sleep 
mode” and resume active mode when the switch detects the link up or device connected..
Also, the 110 switches detect the length of a connected Ethernet cable and adjusts power usage accordingly 
without affecting performance 
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Cisco 220 Series Smart Switches
Product overview

• Raising the bar for smart switches by offering enhanced security and 
management

• 24- to 50-port models for Fast Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet 
switches with PoE options

• Comprehensive security: Access control lists, guest VLAN

• Granular quality of service: Flow-based QoS, 
egress shaping

• Enhanced management: Command line, dual 
image, MSTP

• PoE+ support on all ports

• EEE energy-efficient technology

• Limited lifetime warranty

Cisco 220 Series
Smart Switches 

The Cisco 220 Series is a series of affordable smart switches equipped with security, 
performance, and ease of use to help build a solid business network within a 
restricted budget.

Offered with a limited lifetime warranty, these switches deliver a powerful 
combination of features at a lower cost than fully managed switches.
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Cisco Business 250 Series Smart Switches

Time-based access 
control list (ACL)

Denial of service 
(DoS) prevention

Affordable smart switches combining powerful performance and reliability

1G or 10G fiber 
uplinks

PoE+ support up to 
30W

8/16/24/48 Gigabit 
network ports

Flexible Secure

Fanless on most 
models

Embedded probe for 
Cisco Business 

Dashboard
Onbox webUI

Simple

------------CLICK ON EACH BULLET--------------
The Cisco 250 Series is the next generation of affordable smart switches are:
• Simple
• Flexible
• And Secure

------------CLICK------------------
They combine powerful network performance and reliability with a complete suite of 
network features for a solid business network. These expandable Fast Ethernet or 
Gigabit Ethernet switches, with Gigabit or 10 Gigabit Ethernet uplinks, provide 
features that are far beyond those of an unmanaged or consumer-grade switch and at 
a lower cost than fully managed switches - providing a complete business network 
that can be deployed and configured in minutes.

The capabilities of the Cisco Business 250 series include:

• The intuitive, web-based interface which is now even more user-friendly, with 
basic and advanced modes, configuration wizards, and universal search. The 
switches also come with a USB port and Command-Line Interface.
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• The Cisco Business Dashboard and Probe are designed to manage Cisco Business 
switches, routers, and wireless access points across multiple sites. These tools enable 
proactive management of the network, instead of just reacting to events. Cisco 
Business 250 Series switches support the embedded Probe, eliminating the need to 
set up a separate hardware or virtual machine on site.

• The Layer 3 static routing capability allows segmentation of the network into 
separate workgroups and communication across VLANs without degrading 
application performance. As a result, internal routing can be managed with the 
switches and a router can be dedicated to external traffic and security, helping the 
network run more efficiently

• PoE+ simplifies the deployment of IP telephony, wireless, video surveillance, and 
other solutions by allowing data and power to be sent to network endpoints over a 
single network cable, eliminating the need for separate power supplies or outlets. 
PoE+ provides up to 30 watts of power per port, enabling deployments for 
802.11ac wireless access points, Pan-Tilt-Zoom IP cameras, and videophones, 
delivering more flexibility and investment protection.
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Cisco Business 350 Series Managed Switches

Key building block for any small business network

1G or 10G fiber 
uplinks

PoE+ support up to 
740W

8/16/24/48 Gigabit 
network ports

Flexible

Time-based access 
control list (ACL)

Advanced threat 
protection IPv6 first 

hop security
sFlow

Secure

Fanless on most 
models True stacking

Embedded probe for 
Cisco Business 

Dashboard

IPv4 and
IPv6 routing

WebUI and CLI 
support

USB Port for easy file 
management

Simple

The Cisco 350 Series is a portfolio of affordable managed switches that provide a 
reliable foundation for your business network. These switches deliver the features 
you need to improve the availability of your critical business applications, protect 
your sensitive information, and optimize your network bandwidth to deliver 
information and applications more effectively. Easy to set up and use, the Cisco 350 
Series provides the ideal combination of affordability and capabilities for small 
businesses and helps you create a more efficient, better-connected workforce.
--------------CLICK-----------------
Like the 250 series, the Cisco 350 series managed switches provide a simple, flexible, 
and secure solution for the small business. Models are available with 8 to 48 ports of 
Fast Ethernet and 10 to 52 ports of Gigabit Ethernet connectivity, providing optimal 
flexibility to create exactly the right network foundation for your business. However, 
unlike other small business switching solutions that provide managed network 
capabilities only in the costliest models, all Cisco 350 Series Switches support the 
advanced security management capabilities and network features you need to 
support business-class data, voice, security, and wireless technologies. At the same 
time, these switches are simple to deploy and configure, allowing you to take 
advantage of the managed network services your business needs.
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Specifically, the Cisco 350X Series Stackable Managed Switches help you affordably 
deploy the high-bandwidth applications and technologies essential to competing in 
today’s fast-paced, connected world. Copper and fiber connection options provide 
the flexibility to configure your network to handle current applications while also 
planning for future growth. At the same time, the 350X are easy to deploy and 
manage. These switches offer models with 12, 24, or 48 ports of all 10 Gigabit 
Ethernet connections. 

Many capabilities are built into the 350X Series switches to simplify the deployment 
and operation of your network:
• Configuration wizards and true stacking make it easy to set up and manage the 

network.
• The latest ASIC technology provides power efficiency that reduces your carbon 

footprint and your energy bill. 
• Advanced security features include access control lists (ACLs), guest virtual LANs 

(VLANs), encrypted management data, and IEEE 802.1X security.
• Threat defense mechanisms such as DHCP snooping, dynamic ARP Inspection, IPv6 

first-hop security, and denial-of-service prevention also help to protect your 
network.
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Cisco Business 250 and 350 Series Switch Models

Highlights

Fanless*, compact form factor

Rich port and PoE combinations

Support Cisco Business Dashboard

Cisco Network PnP deployment

Intuitive on-device web UI

True stacking on select models

Advanced layer 2 switching

Layer 3 static routing

Built-in security

Environmental resiliency

* All except 24 Port Full PoE and 48 Port models

2x 1G SFP uplinks

16 Port Data, PoE (120W) and 
Full 

PoE (240W)

2x 1G SFP/RJ45 uplinks (combo)

8 Port PoE (67W) and Full 
PoE (120W)

16 Port Data and PoE (120W) 
with external power supply

8 Port Data, Partial PoE 
(45W), PoE (67W) and Full 
PoE (120W) with external 

power supply

8 and 16 Port Models

4x 1G SFP uplinks

24 Port Data, Partial PoE 
(100W), PoE (195W) and Full 

PoE (370W)

4x 10G SFP+ uplinks

24 Port Data, PoE (195W) 
and Full 

PoE (370W)

48 Port Data, Partial PoE 
(195W), PoE (370W) and Full 

PoE (740W)

48 Port Data, PoE (370W) 
and Full 

PoE (740W)

24 and 48 Port Models

SecureSimple Flexible

Cisco Business Switches for small business are best in class. They offer:

• Primarily fanless, compact form factor
• Rich port and PoE combinations
• Support Cisco Business Dashboard
• Cisco Network PnP deployment
• Intuitive on-device web UI
• True stacking on select models
• Advanced layer 2 switching
• Layer 3 static routing
• Built-in security
• Environmental resiliency
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Cisco 550X Stackable Managed Switches

• Affordable 10 GE copper and fiber connectivity

• Redundant power and fan with high availability

• 60W PoE on selected ports for a compact switch and high-power wireless access point

• Advanced features like sFlow, RSPAN, and PBR

The Cisco 550X stackable switches are designed to be easy to use and manage by 
small business administrators. The 550X switches offer:
-------------CLICK FOR EACH BULLET------------------------
• Affordable 10 gigabit Ethernet copper and fiber connectivity

• New redundant power and fan with high availability

• 60 watt PoE on selected ports for a compact switch and high-power wireless 
access point

• Advanced features like sFlow, RSPAN (pronounced r-span), and policy-based
routing
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Cisco Business Switches Comparison

110 Series 220 Series CBS250 Series CBS350 Series 550X Series

Management Unmanaged Smart managed Smart managed Fully managed Fully managed

Routing/switching Layer 2 Layer 2 Layer 3 static Layer 3 static Layer 3 dynamic

Network ports 5 to 24 ports
GE, FE

24 to 48 ports
GE, FE

8 to 48 ports
GE

8 to 48 ports
GE

16 to 48 ports
10 GE, GE

Uplink ports No 2x GE 2x GE, 4x GE, 4x 10 GE 2x GE, 4x GE, 4x 10 GE 4x 10 GE

PoE PoE up to 100W PoE+ up to 370W PoE+ up to 370W PoE+ up to 740W PoE+ up to 740W

Stacking No No No 10G uplink models
(4 units per stack) Yes (8 units per stack)

Redundancy No No No No Redundant power connector and 
built-in redundant fan

Security No 802.1X basic,
ACL support

802.1X basic,
ACL support

802.1X including DVA, web-based 
authentication, MAB, Private VLAN, 
IPv6 First Hop Security, DAI, IP 
Source Guard, DHCP Snooping, ACL 
support, SCT (CoPP), SSD, storm 
control, DoS prevention

802.1X including DVA, web-based 
authentication, MAB, Private VLAN, 
IPv6 First Hop Security, DAI, IP 
Source Guard, DHCP Snooping, ACL 
support, SCT (CoPP), SSD, storm 
control, DoS prevention

Ease of use Loop detection, cable 
diagnostics

Cisco Business 
Dashboard

Cisco Business Dashboard, 
Network PnP, Auto Smartports

Cisco Business Dashboard, Network 
PnP, Auto Smartports

Cisco Business Dashboard, Network 
PnP, Auto Smartports

Warranty Limited lifetime Limited lifetime Limited lifetime Enhanced limited lifetime Enhanced limited lifetime

Here is a feature comparison of the switches that make up the Cisco Small Business 
portfolio.  Please take a few minutes to familiarize yourself with some of the 
differences between the models.
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Cisco Business Switching Portfolio Migration

• Smart managed
• 8 to 48 GE network ports with GE or 10G uplinks
• Layer 3 static routing (limited scalability)
• Improved performance with fiber uplink 

bandwidth
• Higher PoE budget for additional flexibility

Platform 
Innovations

CBS350 Series 
Switches

CBS250 Series 
Switches

Cisco Business 
Switches

• Fully managed
• 8 to 48 GE network ports with GE or 10G uplinks
• Layer 3 static routing
• True Stacking up to four switches
• Fanless design on most models for flexible 

deployments

New modern web 
U/I

Multi-site 
management with 

Cisco Business 
Dashboard

Pervasive security

Software 
Innovations

SG250 / SG200

SG350 / SG300

SG350X

Cisco Small 
Business 
Switches

Here we see the migration path customers may take to realize the benefits that the 
Cisco Business 250 and 350 series switches have to offer.
------------CLICK----------------
The 250 series offers platform innovations that include:
• Smart management
• 8 to 48 GE network ports with GE or 10G uplinks
• Layer 3 static routing (limited scalability)
• Improved performance with fiber uplink bandwidth
• Higher PoE budget for additional flexibility
-----------------CLICK-----------------
The 350 series offers platform innovations that include:
• Fully management
• 8 to 48 GE network ports with GE or 10G uplinks
• Layer 3 static routing
• True Stacking up to four switches
• Fanless design on most models for flexible deployments
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----------------CLICK---------------------
And both the 250 series and 350 series offer software innovations such as: 
• A new modern web U/I

• Multi-site management with Cisco Business Dashboard

• And Pervasive security
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Lifetime warranty 

Simple-to-deploy, flexible, and 
secure, Cisco Business Switches 
form a key building block for the 

small business network Set-up in minutes

Pervasive securityDiverse use cases

Cisco Business – Network of Possibilities

Smart Switches

Cisco Business Dashboard

Enterprise-grade solution

Managed Switches

Simple-to-deploy, flexible, and secure, Cisco Business Switches form a key building 
block for the small business network.
------------CLICK-----------------
With a comprehensive portfolio from unmanaged switches to managed stackable 
switches, affordable price, business-class performance and limited lifetime warranty, 
these switches are the ideal choice for small business users.

For small business partners, Cisco Business devices with Cisco Business Dashboard 
provide the comprehensive solution that is easy to sell and support. This solution also 
provides an easy pathway for partners looking to get into managed service provider 
business, and generate recurring revenue.
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Cisco Express Specialization
Small Business Track

Routing Product Portfolio 

In this training, we will be discussing Cisco’s small business routing product portfolio
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Cisco Small Business Routing Portfolio Overview
Broad Offering for Every Customer Type

So
ph

ist
ic

at
io

n

Customization

How critical is connectivity to the small business? 

Does the connection need to be always on?

Do employees send and receive large files to and from 
partners and customers? 

How many employees login from home or the road?

How much network security is necessary for this device 
to handle? 

Choosing the right connectivity solution for the small business takes a bit of thought. 
-------- CLICK-------- -
How critical is connectivity to the small business? 
-------- CLICK--------
Does the connection need to be always on?
-------- CLICK--------
Do employees send and receive large files to and from partners and customers?

-------- CLICK--------
How many employees login from home or the road?

-------- CLICK--------
How much network security is necessary for this device to handle? 
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Cisco Small Business Routing Portfolio Overview
Broad Offering for Every Customer Type

So
ph

ist
ic

at
io

n

Customization

 Industry Leading Cloud 
Management

 Basic SD-WAN
 Unified Threat 

Management

RV Series 100/200/300
Simplicity, Price

 Reliable, easy to use
 Affordable price
 Easy to install, Web interface

ISR Series 900
Sophistication, Connectivity, 

Security

 Connectivity and high 
performance

 Ease of use and provisioning
 Integrated security

Cisco offers a range of router products with an abundance of services for small enterprises that 
provide answers to all these questions. 
-------- CLICK--------
Reliable, secure routing is required for any business, regardless of its size. Cisco Small Business RV 
Series Routers are affordable, secure network access devices that deliver simple, basic, reliable 
connectivity right out of the box. Cisco Small Business RV Series are perfect for the small business, 
home office, teleworker, retail, office, restaurant, small hospitality, medical/dental, real estate, or 
small branch deployment. 
-------- CLICK--------

And as you build out the digital capabilities of enterprise branch offices, the ISR900 consolidate many 
must-have IT functions, including security, compute, storage, and unified communications - everything 
you need in a single platform. A single platform provides significant savings in capital, operational, and 
management expenses for lower total cost of ownership. 

The ISR900 platform provides the ability to add new services without changing equipment. The 900 
Series ISRs incorporate a 4-port managed switch, providing LAN ports to connect multiple devices and 
up to 250 Mbps of VPN throughput for high performance. These small yet powerful fixed-configuration 
routers provide secure broadband, Metro Ethernet, LTE and DSL connectivity as well as deliver 
integrated security and threat defense, protecting networks from both known and new Internet 
vulnerabilities and attacks. The 900 Series offers easy management and provisioning capabilities 
through Cisco Configuration Professional Express, Cisco DNA Center and Cisco IOS® Software, with full 
visibility and control of network configurations and applications.

Lets take a look at each of these platforms in a bit more detail…
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96

Available on some 
models

Extending Collaboration to Small Office, Small Enterprise Branch and Teleworkers

• Built-in firewall and access control
• Optional advanced security (anti-malware & anti-virus)
• Optional web content filtering
• Integrated Umbrella support

Award-Winning Support

Simplified Installation and Operations

Comprehensive Security

Highly Secure VPN Access
• Secures voice and data end to end
• Access for 5 to 50 workers
• 650 IPSec performance

• Free software upgrades
• Limited lifetime warranty
• 1-year phone support included with device purchase

• Browser-based voice and data configuration
• Zero-touch deployment with Cisco Business Dashboard

Cisco RV100 Series
Cisco RV200 Series
Cisco RV300 Series

Cisco RV Series Routers

The Cisco RV Series Small Business routers are affordable, secure network access devices. 
Common hardware features include:
• Wired connectivity with 4 to 16 switch ports (with PoE on some models) or 802.11ac WiFi

connectivity for local devices.
• And cellular failover capability via a USB modem if the primary WAN connection fails.
-------- CLICK-------- -
Other RV series features include:
• Secure VPN connectivity for site-to-site and remote access for 5 to 50 simultaneous users at up 

to 650 Mbps IPSec VPN throughput.
-------- CLICK--------
• Strong security, including firewall, encryption, authentication, and access control. 

On some models there are options for: 
• Web content filtering to enforce internet usage policy
• And anti-malware and anti-virus protection

The 3-forty model also has the option of using Umbrella to block site hosting phishing, botnet and 
malware. The 3-forty Umbrella Integration:
• Encrypts all DNS traffic between the router and the Umbrella DNS servers
• With a single click, the router will create an ACL to block external DNS requests to non-umbrella 

DNS servers
• And it Reports the local IP address making the DNS inquiry to Umbrella allowing the 

administrator to see more detailed reporting on a device/user basis.

The RV series routers are designed for the small office, enterprise branch and teleworkers. The RV 
series of routers also provide:
-------- CLICK--------
• Award winning support with free software upgrades and a limited lifetime warranty
-------- CLICK--------



• And a Simple, easy-to-use, browser-based interface for both installation and management
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The Cisco® 900 Series Integrated Services Routers (ISRs) are designed for enterprise-class connectivity 
for small businesses. These routers combine WAN, comprehensive security, and cellular connectivity in 
a compact, fixed-interface, fanless platform that makes it easy to set up the device in any location.
-------- CLICK--------
The 900 Series ISRs incorporate a 4-port managed switch, providing LAN ports to connect multiple local 
devices. To meet the increasing demand by devices to access large content and cloud applications, 
these small yet powerful fixed-configuration routers provide secure broadband, Metro Ethernet, LTE 
and DSL connectivity. 
-------- CLICK--------
These routers deliver integrated security and threat defense, protecting networks from both known 
and new Internet vulnerabilities and attacks. It provides a high-performance VPN with up to 250 Mbps 
of throughput. 
-------- CLICK--------
The 900 Series ISRs make it easy for small businesses to manage and operate their WAN from a central 
location. Management and provisioning capabilities can be done through Cisco Configuration 
Professional Express, Cisco DNA Center and Cisco IOS® Software, with full visibility and control of 
network configurations and applications.
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Cisco 900 Series Integrated Services Routers
Enterprise-class connectivity and security for small business

Advanced Connectivity

Ethernet 
ADSL and VDSL
CAT4 LTE

Ease to Deploy and Manage

Application Visibility & Control
Cisco DNA Center, CCP Express
Cisco IOS

Compact Design

WAN-WAN and LAN-WAN
Fixed, fanless design

Integrated Security

High performance VPN
Firewall

Dynamic load balancing
Trustworthy Systems
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• First teleworker device with support for voice, video, SRST, and 
FXS devices

• Brings reliability to collaboration applications

Unified Wireless Mobility

Simplified Operations

Extending Voice to Small Office and Teleworker

Secure Remote Collaboration
• Secures voice and data end to end
• Provides advanced security and content filtering, VPN, firewall, 

intrusion prevention

• 802.11n support
• Fully integrated with Cisco Unified Wireless
• Optional WWAN connection for anywhere connectivity

• Comprehensive Cisco IOS routing, QoS, and 
network management

• Graphical voice and data configuration

Extending Collaboration to Small Office, Small Enterprise Branch and Teleworkers

Cisco 900 Series

Cisco 900 Series Integrated Services Routers

Cisco® 900 Series Integrated Services Routers are also well suited for deployment as Customer 
Premises Equipment (CPE) in enterprise small branch offices and in service provider managed-
service environments.

With respect to software features and the 900 ISR: 
- the 900 Series ISRs support Cisco IOS Software Release 15.8(3)Mb. 

- Three major technology licenses are available on the 900 Series. These licenses can be activated 
through the Cisco software activation process. The following licenses are available: 

- IP Base - this technology package is available as the default. 
- Application Experience (A-P-P) - this license includes data and application performance 

features. 
- Security (SEC) or Security with No Payload Encryption (SEC-NPE) - this license includes 

features for securing network infrastructure

Regarding Security Features on the 900 ISR:
- Hardware-assisted IP security (IPsec) Triple Data Encryption Standard (3DES) and Advanced 

Encryption Standard (AES) encryption is available on the 900 Series ISRs; 128-, 192-, and 256-bit 
keys are supported for AES.

- The 900 Series ISR support basic security features such as site-to-site VPN, Easy VPN, DMVPN, 
Group Encrypted Transport VPN, and application inspection and control with Cisco IOS Firewall



ISR 900 Portfolio
ISR 921 ISR 931 ISR 926 ISR 927

VPN Throughput 150 Mbps 250 Mbps 150 Mbps 150 Mbps

GE WAN ● ● ● ●

VDSL2 - - ●
(ANNEX B/J)

●
(ANNEX A/M)

ADSL2/2+ - - ● ●

CAT4 LTE ● - ● ●

Managed Switch Ports 4 GE ports 4 GE ports 4 GE ports 4 GE Ports

VLANs 50 50 50 50

Flash (fixed) 2 GB 2 GB 2 GB 2 GB

DRAM 1GB 1 GB 1 GB 1 GB

Power Supply Internal Internal External External

Security
(GET VPN, DMVPN, FlexVPN, Firewall)

● ● ● ●

The ISR900 Portfolio offers many different benefits for a variety of customizable 
needs.

The Cisco 900 Series ISRs lead in their class, thanks to Cisco IOS Software, integrated 
security, high performance, scalability, and Application Visibility and Control. 
Together, these features help ensure a secure, trustworthy, enterprise-class network, 
providing reliability and peace of mind.
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Cisco Specialization - Small Business

Security Solutions

In this training, we will be discussing Cisco’s small business security solutions.
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Warum kleine Unternehmen die Sicherheit von Cisco verdienen

Warum Cisco für kleine Unternehmen?

Wie jedes große Unternehmen müssen auch kleine Unternehmen das Netzwerk, die 
Endpunkte, die Cloud, E-Mails und Anwendungen absichern - aber sie müssen dies 
mit weitaus weniger Ressourcen (sowohl in Bezug auf das Budget als auch auf die 
Mitarbeiter) tun. 
Außerdem müssen sie Verbesserungen vorantreiben, obwohl es ihnen an Klarheit bei
der Entscheidungsfindung und am Budget mangelt. Auf die Frage, wer die IT-
Sicherheitsrichtlinien festlegt, lautete die häufigste Antwort in der Ponemon-Umfrage
für kleine Unternehmen: "Keine einzelne Funktion bestimmt die IT-
Sicherheitsrichtlinien". Die zweithäufigste Antwort war der "Chief Executive", der 
natürlich auch viele andere wichtige Entscheidungen im gesamten Unternehmen
treffen muss.

Why Cisco for Small Business?

Just like any large organization, small businesses need to secure the network, 
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endpoint, cloud, email and applications – but they must do it with far fewer resources 
(both in terms of budget and people). 
They also need to drive improvements despite a lack of clarity in decision making and 
budget. When asked who determines IT Security policies, the top answer to the 
Ponemon small business survey was “no one function determines IT Security 
policies”. The next most popular answer was the “Chief Executive” who of course 
needs to make lots of other key decisions across the business.
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Kleine Unternehmen sind stärker gefährdet als je zuvor

Source: Ponemon

say their response time 
has increased or is the 

same

74%

Businesses face threats on many fronts, and the more 
users, devices, and applications you add, the more 
vulnerable the network becomes. 

Small businesses 
are hit by 62% of 
all cyberattacks 

agree attacks are more 
targeted and 
sophisticated

69%
say they do not have 

visibility into 
password practices

58%
say they have had a 
cyber attack in the 

past year

72%
The average cost of 

Business Email 
Compromise in 2019 

($)

$125
k

Small businesses are hit by 62% of all cyberattacks. Businesses face threats on many 
fronts and there are some key factors driving the urgency regarding Small Business 
risk factors:
-----------CLICK FOR EACH BULLET-----------------
• 72% of small businesss say they have experienced a cyber attack in the past year
• The average cost of a a business email  compromise in 2019 is $125K, and the 

average cost for business disruption is even higher at $1.9m.  This is up from 2017 
by $1.02m and %1.2m respectively.

• The time to respond to a cyber attack for an small business has increased, not 
decreased. 74% of small businesss say their time to respond has either increased 
or stayed the same. Only 26% say they have managed to decrease their time to 
respond.

• 69% of small businesss agree that attacks are becoming more targeted and 
sophisticated (phishing and social engineering attacks are the most frequent attack 
vectors).

• A huge challenge for small businesss is data being stolen through the compromise 
of employees’ passwords. According to Ponemon, the biggest pain point for 
passwords isn’t having to change them when people leave, or working on a best 
practice routine.  It’s having employees’ passwords being stolen or compromised –
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essentially the gateway to a lot of attacks. 58% of small businesss say they do not 
have, or are unsure if they have, visibility into employees’ password practices.
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IT Sicherheit, die den Bedürfnissen kleiner
Unternehmen nicht gerecht wird

Too complex
Disparate security systems that have 

been deployed with little to no 
integration are making even minor 

tasks overly complex

Too slow 
Overly complex infrastructure is 

negatively impacting speed and agility, 
increasing response times and 

draining resource

Too rigid
Most vendors require lengthy 

commitments, which does 
not suit a constantly changing 

business

Risk to small business results in security that isn’t meeting their needs because:
------------CLICK FOR EACH BULLET-----------------
• It’s too complex with disparate security systems that have been deployed with 

little to no integration that make minor tasks complicated
• It’s too slow with challenging infrastructure that impacts speed and agility, 

increasing response times and draining resources
• It’s too rigid requiring lengthy commitments, which does not suit a constantly 

changing business.
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As the threat landscape becomes more difficult to deal with, security is rising up the list of priorities for many small businesses. But 
it’s not always clear where to start or which approach to take, especially in fast-paced businesses that are changing all the time. 
That’s why our security is developed with your needs in mind.

Vereinfachen Sie Ihren Lösungsansatz zur IT Sicherheit

Your security 
experience simplified

Security that 
works as fast as 
you do 

Security that 
grows with your 
business

Cisco Security takes you from overwhelmed to empowered. Go from one or two 
people doing everything, to an integrated and open system that does the legwork for 
you.
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As the threat landscape becomes more difficult to deal with, security is rising up the list of priorities for many small businesses. But 
it’s not always clear where to start or which approach to take, especially in fast-paced businesses that are changing all the time. 
That’s why our security is developed with your needs in mind.

Ein einfacherer Weg zu besserer IT Sicherheit ist notwendig

Security that 
works as fast as 
you do 

Your security 
experience simplified

Security that 
grows with your 
business

Focus on what matters 
with simplified security 
that works for everyone.

Quick and painless deployment       

Eg. Setup Umbrella and deploy 
in under 8 minutes.

Simplified threat detection 

Automatically threaded into all 
Cisco security products;  Talos
blocks 19.7B threats per day.

Frictionless user experience 

Allow users to access any 
application securely, no matter 

where they are, what device 
they’re using, or where the 

application is. 

Gain robust protection through quick and painless deployment, and use automatic, 
accurate alerts to save time.  This means you’ll be able to easily pinpoint that needle 
in a haystack without any in depth investigation, and you can prioritize the 
remediation of any confirmed infection (whether it’s on your network, web or 
endpoint data).
--------------CLICK----------------

With Cisco Security, you don’t have to be an expert in networking technology or 
advanced threat remediation.  You’ll be leveraging tools that already come with 
advanced behavioral analytics, for total network visibility and fast breach detection. 
These tools are quick and easy to deploy and enable you to be protected in minutes. 
So, no matter the skill level of your team, you’ll be able to focus on what matters, 
with Security that is embedded across your business.
--------------CLICK----------------

In a small business, your people are everything. It’s what makes you, you. We 
understand this, and so with Cisco, your employees will experience frictionless 
security. They will be able to access any application securely, no matter where they 
are, what device they’re using, or where the application is. So you can get on with 
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changing the world.
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As the threat landscape becomes more difficult to deal with, security is rising up the list of priorities for many small businesses. But 
it’s not always clear where to start or which approach to take, especially in fast-paced businesses that are changing all the time. 
That’s why our security is developed with your needs in mind.

Ein einfacherer Weg zu besserer IT Sicherheit ist notwendig

Security that 
works as fast as 
you do 

Your security 
experience simplified

Security that 
grows with your 
business

Agility is vital for many small 
businesses, but it shouldn’t 
stop with security. Identify 
and respond to threats 
before they impact the 
business. 

Fast remediation 

Receive best-in-class protection 
for previously unknown threats 

in under 10 minutes.

Prioritize what’s important 

Separate critical incidents from 
the noise and leverage unrivaled 
intelligence from Cisco Talos to 

focus on what matters. 

Seamless updates 

Update policies and implement 

new capabilities with just a few 
clicks.

Cisco Security comes with an entrepreneurial mindset, just like you. Our powerful 
tools keep you safe as your business pursues what’s next. It’s Security that works as 
fast as you do.
Things can happen quickly in small businesses, so we’ve designed our Security to 
match that.  With our unmatched threat intelligence, we will see a threat once and 
protect everywhere in your business from it.  You’ll also receive protections for a 
previously unknown threat in under 10 minutes — the fastest time to remediation in 
the industry.
--------------CLICK----------------

Just like a business plan needs to focus on achieving your goals (without other things 
getting in the way), we will separate critical incidents from the noise for you. It’s 
important to us that you only act on what you need to; and not waste any of your 
valuable time investigating false positives. With this methodology, you’ll be 
remediating threats at scale, leaving your team free to innovate and build.
--------------CLICK----------------

You can update policies and implement new capabilities with just a few clicks, and 
you can make better security policy management decisions with greater visibility and 
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threat detection capabilities – on the device, operating system, and application level.  
For example, we know that one of your top concerns is your users having their 
passwords stolen. We take a “verify or no access” approach to protect your 
workforce, workloads, and workplace. We make sure to verify who is using the 
device, not just by their username and password, and establish device trust to ensure 
only the right users and secure devices can access applications, so there’s less risk for 
phishing, stolen credentials, and other identity-based attacks.
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As the threat landscape becomes more difficult to deal with, security is rising up the list of priorities for many small businesses. But 
it’s not always clear where to start or which approach to take, especially in fast-paced businesses that are changing all the time. 
That’s why our security is developed with your needs in mind.

Ein einfacherer Weg zu besserer IT Sicherheit ist notwendig

Security that 
works as fast as 
you do 

Your security 
experience simplified

Security that 
grows with your 
business

Future-proof the 
business with security 
that scales alongside you.

Improve efficiency 

Save time and manage risk more 
efficiently as you grow with the 
predictive capabilities of Talos.  

Integrate at your own pace 

Cisco regularly adds new 

technical capabilities and 
seamless product integrations 

across their entire security 
portfolio.

Security that grows with you 

Invest with confidence in a 

platform designed to grow with 
your individual business needs.

Security should limit threats, not your business. Cisco Security helps you breathe 
easier. As your business grows and takes on new challenges, you won’t have to keep 
changing your security strategy every six months. Take full advantage of our resources 
and expertise, to take your business to new heights. Gain enduring protection with 
world-class threat intelligence that anticipates what’s coming. Cisco Talos researchers 
actively surveil threat vectors (for every size of business – not just enterprises) to 
ensure the best protection by understanding active campaigns, seeking known threat 
conditions, and new attack strategies.

--------------CLICK----------------

We believe businesses should be able to build on what they have. There’s no need to 
replace everything, or chase the latest shiny Security product. We are committed to 
delivering the powerful security solutions that support the outcomes customers 
need, whether that’s through an entire architecture or an individual product.  Most 
importantly, you can trust in a stable, resilient leader that isn’t going anywhere.

--------------CLICK----------------

Cisco regularly adds new capabilities and seamless integrations across our security 
portfolio. Plus, we work with an ecosystem of 200+ partners who innovate alongside 
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Cisco through the Cisco Security Technology Alliance. With these partnerships, we 
truly offer a groundbreaking level of security efficacy. And that means you will be able 
to draw on industry-leading depth and breadth to extend what’s possible for your 
business.
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Schützen Sie Ihr Unternehmen mit dem
stärksten Sicherheitsteam der Welt ... TALOS

Securing your 
network

Meraki MX or 
FirePower 1000

Security for your 
users wherever they 

are

Umbrella

Protect your
Passwords

Duo MFA

Protect your 
Endpoints

AMP 4 E

Stop phishing 
attacks

CMD 4 O365

19.7B 
threats blocked per day

600B 
emails inspected per day

1.5M 
malware samples per day

The power behind the Cisco security portfolio is the largest private security threat 
detection organisation; Talos. 

Talos is the heart of all the products in the Cisco security solution for small 
businesses.

Talos security intelligence is the industry’s most powerful cyber threat protection. 
It offers:
------------CLICK FOR EACH BULLET-------------
• 19.7B threats blocked per day
• 600B emails inspected per day
• 1.5M malware samples per day
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Cisco Offering
Meraki MX
Meraki MX can be remotely deployed in minutes and 
gives you complete control over the users, content, and 
applications on your network

Firepower 1000 Series
Get application visibility and control, a next-generation 
intrusion prevention system, advanced malware 
protection, and URL filtering, without slowing down the 
network. 

Sichern Sie Ihr internes Netzwerk mit Firewalls

Why
Firewalls put up a barrier between your trusted internal 
network and untrusted outside networks, such as the 
Internet and control access to your company's resources.

Also, firewalls help prevent the loss of company data and 
the best firewalls prevent disruption of business-critical 
applications and services due to security breaches.

Why do small businesses need a firewall?
Firewalls have been a first line of defense in network security for over 25 years. 
Firewalls put up a barrier between your trusted internal network and untrusted 
outside networks, such as the Internet and control access to your company's 
resources. Firewalls control access to your company's resources. The most effective 
firewall solutions for small business block unauthorized access to applications or 
information assets. Gain increased employee productivity. By blocking unauthorized 
access from hackers, your firewall helps prevent the loss of employee productivity or 
valuable company data. Improved business resiliency. The best firewalls prevent 
disruption of business-critical applications and services due to security breaches.
------------------CLICK--------------------

Also, firewalls help prevent the loss of company data and the best firewalls prevent 
disruption of business-critical applications and services due to security breaches. 
Firewalls provide support for changing business needs. The best firewall solutions for 
small business let you safely deploy new applications. They provide advanced 
application-layer security for a wide range of applications, including email, voice over 
IP (VoIP), video, and multimedia programs.
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-------------------CLICK---------------------------
Cisco offers 2 main firewall solutions for small business.

For small businesses who prefer a completely cloud managed solution, Meraki MX 
can be remotely deployed in minutes and gives administrators complete control over 
the users, content, and applications on their network. Security settings are simple to 
synchronize, using templates. In fact, you can secure an office in minutes using 3 
steps:

1) Add Meraki Security Appliance to dashboard.
2) Enable intrusion prevention.
3) Select desired threat protection level.
----------------CLICK--------------------
Secondly, our Firepower 1000 series is a small business focused Next Generation 
firewall. It provides enterprise-grade protection for small to medium sized offices, 
and is flexible enough to protect your business whilst you grow. With Firepower 1000 
you can get application visibility and control, a next-generation intrusion prevention 
system, advanced malware protection, and URL filtering. Everything works together, 
and is ideal for either a small office, home office, or remote branch office. It’s easy to 
use, and is designed not to impact network performance (unlike other firewalls which 
can slow your business down). The Firepower Device Manager lets you configure the 
basic features of the software that are most commonly used for small or mid-size 
networks. It is especially designed for networks that include a single device or just a 
few, where you do not want to use a high-powered multiple-device manager to 
control a large network containing many Firepower Threat Defense devices.
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New Model still support USB Cellular Modems
It does contain eSIM card for future use
MX67/68 CW
North America variant: 
Bands 2, 4, 5, 12, 13, 17, and 29
Worldwide variant: 
Bands 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 20, 26, 28A, 28B, 34, 38, 39, 40, 41

Z3C
*North America variant: 
Bands 2, 4, 5, 13, 17
Worldwide variant: 
Bands 1, 3, 7, 8, 20 



vMX100 to EoS in future
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• Logical grouping using Organization wide Objects and Groups

• Easy to scale, easy to maintain, easy to troubleshoot

• Hundreds of rules per object

• Group-hierarchy support

• Human interface (text names, smart search)

• Full API support

• L3 beta available now, L7 beta available soon

• No firmware limitation, GA by Dec 2019
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Cisco Offering
Cisco Umbrella
By enforcing security at the DNS and IP layers, Umbrella 
blocks requests to malware, ransomware, phishing, and 
botnets

Monitoring DNS requests can be an easy way to reduce 
blind spots and provide better accuracy and detection of 
compromised systems, improving network protection.

Sichern Sie Ihre Anwender mit DNS-Sicherheit

Why
The average cost of a compromise for small businesses 
in 2019 is $1.24m, and the average cost for business 
disruption is even higher at $1.9m. 

Security must start before a connection is even 
established and from anywhere on the network.

Why do small businesses need DNS Security?

The average cost of a compromise for small businesses in 2019 is $1.24m, and the 
average cost for business disruption is even higher at $1.9m.  This is up from 2017 by 
$1.02m and %1.2m respectively. 
-----------------CLICK-----------------
Cisco avoids the aftermath with a proactive before-strategy. By enforcing security at 
the DNS and IP layers, Cisco Umbrella blocks requests to malware, ransomware, 
phishing, and botnets. Umbrella is the first line of defense against threats on the 
internet wherever users go. It uses the internet’s infrastructure to block malicious 
destinations before a connection is ever established and from any location, without 
slowing users down - even when they are joined to the network via AnyConnect or a 
third-party VPN. 

Umbrella provides instant protection for the entire organization—including BYOD and 
IoT devices—whether on or off the network. And by leveraging the simple 
dashboards with native Umbrella integration, 72% of customers reduced investigation 
time of incidents by 50% or more. 
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And small business Meraki customers can find flexible cloud security subscriptions 
and license options  to protect every employee or guest on Meraki wireless access 
points in minutes. 
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Cisco Offering
Cisco Duo
Cisco Duo verifies the identity of all users with strong 
two-factor authentication before checking the devices 
meet security standards - safeguarding against 
vulnerable or compromised endpoints.

Schützen Sie Ihre Passwörter mit
Multi-Faktor-Authentifizierung (MFA)

Why
Challenge: data being stolen through the compromise of 
employees’ passwords.

80% of security breaches involve compromised 
passwords.

58% of small businesss may not have visibility into 
employees’ password practices.

Why do small businesss need Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)?
A huge challenge for small businesss is data being stolen through the compromise of 
employees’ passwords. According to Ponemon, the biggest pain point for passwords 
isn’t having to change them when people leave, or working on a best practice routine 
- It’s having employees’ passwords being stolen or compromised – essentially the 
gateway to a lot of attacks. 
-----------CLICK FOR EACH BULLET---------------
• The best firewalls prevent disruption of business-critical applications and services 

due to security breaches, however, 80% of security breaches involve compromised 
passwords.

• 58% of small businesss say they do not have, or are unsure if they have, visibility 
into employees’ password practices.

--------------CLICK------------------------
Cisco’s response to these challenges is to easily secure access to Virtual Private 
Network (VPN), email, and any app that employees value, using  Cisco Duo’s multi-
factor authentication. With Duo, see a vulnerable endpoint and automatically reduce 
the risk to adapt access policies, and instruct users how to remediate.  Use Duo to 
automatically block out-of-date, unsecured, or unknown devices from accessing 
applications, even if the devices have never been seen. You can also prompt users 
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through Duo to update their software when a new vulnerability is announced - before 
they access sensitive applications.
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Objective: Validate security jobs that Duo can do. Does the prospect align with it? 

Key talking points: 
● Duo performs three jobs for customers
● User trust is about verifying user identity with user authentication 
● Device trust checks for security posture of devices 
● Access controls are enforceable using security policies for each application 
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Slide Objective (why to use the slide): 
- Build on the ease of use for end-users 

Key talking Points:
- Duo supports several authentication options to support all your users including 

those without a smartphone, vendors/contractors, call-centers etc. We do not 
license per device 

- You can even manage what authentication options are enabled for your end-
users. For example: You can meet NIST compliance by disabling SMS for a 
group of users

- Duo supports modern technologies such as U2F, which provide a secure form 
of authentication for end-users. Example: Facebook uses Duo with U2F to 
allow applications developer to login several hundred times a day into their 
Unix servers/SSH login by simply tapping a key on their laptops 



Objective: Show that Duo is best in class MFA

Key talking points: 
● Reduce security risks by securing all your applications 
● Duo pioneered push based authentication. End-users simply tap a button to 

get access into applications. It works on any smartphone.
● In addition to Push, users have a choice of several authentication options 

such as soft token, SMS, phone calls, Yubikeys etc
● Duo provides a quick way to enroll users. Most end-users enroll themselves in 

less than 5 minutes
● Customer story: An IT admin called us from Stanford Health to share that he 

received a voicemail from a doctor, telling him that he liked using Duo (Duo 
Push for e-prescriptions) - this was the first time that a doctor ever thanked the 
IT admin for adding a new security solution. 

● Customer story: Our customer Boston University was able to enroll 24,000 
students in less than 2 months



Objective: Summarize how Duo can protect all applications + confirm priority for 
applications they want integrated with Duo

Key talking points:
● Duo is incredibly easy to deploy across all types of applications (cloud/on-

premises)
● Start with out-of-the-box integration with VPNs, Email, and cloud applications.
● Then, continue with other Microsoft apps, RDP, SSH, and on-prem apps.
● Integration guides, step-by-step instructions and videos are available to 

customers at duo.com/docs page
● Duo doesn’t license per application
● Customer story: Ohio State University (CISO): Went live with Duo in front 

of their HR Self Service portal. In less than a month 32,000 employees 
enrolled with Duo. The CISO said Duo has been one of the most successful 
project in IT (not just Security) at Ohio State. Both the President and Provost 
have personally commented on how easy it is to use Duo



Talk about solution capabilities



Objective: Highlight our pricing and packaging 

Key talking point: 
● Three main packages. Priced per user / per month 
● Duo MFA provides basic MFA for all users and unlimited applications 
● Duo Access provides adaptive MFA based on user and device risks 
● Duo Beyond provides the ability to identify corporate-managed versus BYO 

device and enforce security policies based on them
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Cisco Offering
Cisco AMP for Endpoints
Prevents threats at the point of entry and then 
continuously tracks every file it allows onto your 
endpoints, such as mobile devices, laptops, desktop PCs, 
and more. This enables you to uncover the most 
advanced threats—including fileless malware and 
ransomware.

Schützen Sie Ihre Endpunkte/geräte

Why
Laptops and mobiles are the most vulnerable endpoints 
for small businesses. 

As malware becomes more evasive, traditional antivirus 
falls short in protecting your endpoints.

The average time to respond to a cyber attack for an 
small business has increased.

Why do small businesss need endpoint Security?

Laptops and mobiles are the most vulnerable endpoints for small businesses. The 
need for effective endpoint security has increased substantially with the rise in 
mobile threats. Endpoint security helps you to find the threat fast, and what it has 
affected, without the need for huge resources.

----------CLICK FOR EACH BULLET-------------

• As malware becomes more evasive, traditional antivirus falls short in protecting 
your endpoints. Endpoint security helps you to find the threat fast and see what it 
has affected. 

• Over the last few years, the average time to respond to a cyber attack for an small 
business has increased, not decreased. There is a need to quickly stop threats from 
spreading and fast-track remediation. 

------------CLICK----------------
Cisco AMP for Endpoints is a product that constantly receives actionable intelligence 
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from previously and newly discovered threats. It allows you to categorize events and 
endpoints by priority. Security compromises are graphically shown in the AMP 
interface, and are color-coded by severity, with the top five significant compromises 
prominently displayed in the console to help you prioritize higher risk threats first. 
Essentially, for any threat that affects your organization, you’ll know exactly what 
needs attention, and how to fix it.
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Cisco Offering
Cisco Mailbox Defense

After a painless, two-step deployment CMD can be 
administered. The simple policy allows an administrator 
to decide what action should be taken on Spam/Phishing 
messages, and what action should be taken on Malware 
messages…and that’s it! There is no in-depth training 
required to get started.

Phishing-Angriffe stoppen

Why
Most attacks begin with an email; that number is nearly 
90%.

There are three potentially destructive elements of an 
email: attachments, links, and the message body.

Microsoft Office365 is the second most targeted brand 
in phishing attacks.

Traditional mitigation can be slow across a large mailbox 
deployment.

Why should small businesses be concerned about protecting against email attacks?
It’s well-understood that most attacks begin with an email. According to reports like 
the Annual Verizon Data Breach report, that number is nearly 90%. Beyond just 
delivering malware, attackers are more sophisticated than ever at crafting social 
engineering attacks and generating phishing links that look just like the services they 
are impersonating. Simply relying on the built-in security controls of your email 
provider is not enough to mitigate this threat. 
-----------CLICK EACH BULLET (not dashes)--------------------
• Multiple layers of security engines are required to identify all the potentially 

destructive elements of an email. These elements include:
-The message attachments which may contain malware
-Links in the message which may lead to phishing sites and thus credential 

theft or account takeover.
-The body of a message which may contain social engineering attacks that 

lead to fraudulent wire transfers or other business compromise.
• Because of its success in the marketplace, Microsoft’s email offering is by far the 

most targeted. Attackers know that if they put their resources into evading Office 
365’s built-in security protections then this scales very well. Instead of targeting 
individual company defenses, attackers can ensure that their techniques are re-
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usable across hundreds of targets. Customers who rely on Microsoft’s solutions 
alone are at a greater risk and will have significantly higher false-negative rates 
than those who diversify. 

• Security operations teams have long used PowerShell to automate their detection, 
investigation, and remediation processes. But it can be slow, often taking hours to 
action a message across a large mailbox deployment. Microsoft’s investment in 
cloud has opened new avenues for automation in the form of native APIs like 
GRAPH.

------------CLICK---------------------
Cisco’s response to these challenges is to integrate our incredible threat intelligence 
with these faster and more powerful tools to bring to market a brand-new email 
security tool: Cisco Cloud Mailbox Defense.
We have all of the protections that you would expect from a full—formed email 
security product. We examine every component of a message: 

The attachment hash is checked against known malicious files, and the file 
itself can be run in our cloud file analysis engines to detect unknown malware. 

Sender reputation is checked using cloud intelligence APIs so we know the 
data is as fresh as possible.

Embedded links are evaluated for category and reputation.
The content of the message is analyzed to identify phishing and business 

email compromise.
And of course we can detect spam.

All of these checks are run against every message, even those that are sent between 
internal users so we can detect insider threats, lateral movement, and malware 
propagation. 

Cisco Mailbox Defense deploys quickly without infrastructure changes, and is 
effective within minutes. No change to mail flow (or MX records) is required -
meaning there is no operational risk to message delivery. We understand email is 
critical infrastructure and in direct line-of-business, and that deploying security 
controls should not require a compromise of message delivery. Cisco Mailbox 
Defense can also be deployed in “Audit mode” to allow for full visibility and with 
manual remediation options without taking any policy action on messages so that 
you can see the full proof-of-value without taking any action on your messages.
Lastly, after a painless, two-step deployment Cisco Mailbox Defense can be 
administered and configured with minimal administrative overhead. Our philosophy 
is that the product should work out-of-the-box and require no specialized knowledge 
or tweaking. Our simple policy allows an administrator to decide what action should 
be taken on Spam/Phishing messages, and what action should be taken on Malware 
messages…and that’s it! There is no in-depth training required to get started.
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Integrieren Sie in Ihrem eigenen Tempo 

Spanning four pillars of security, 
which can be implemented in any 
combination, Cisco provides a 
simple, yet powerful solution for 
small business. Each offering is 
developed with simplicity at its 
heart, integrating seamlessly with 
other solutions across multiple 
vendors and benefiting from Talos
to provide a single overview of the 
health of the business.

Email Protection Securing your 
network Cloud Security

Multi-Factor 
Authentication

Q1

Q2
‘21

Cisco DuoCisco 
Umbrella

Cisco 
Mailbox 
Defense

Meraki MX 
Cisco Firepower 

1000 Series

We also understand that small businesses are not always in a position to invest in all 
products at once, so the real benefit to Cisco’s solution is that each of the best-in-
breed products in the security portfolio can be purchased separately - so once you 
invest in one, you can integrate other products as your business evolves or budgets 
become available without compromising your security stance.
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Cisco Express Specialization
Small Business Track

Collaboration

There’s never been a better time to leverage Cisco Collaboration solutions as a Cisco 
certified partner of small business customers. In this training, we will cover:
• how the move towards remote work has changed the IT landscape for customers
• why Cisco is uniquely positioned to address this transition through the Webex

Platform and Cisco devices
• and how a partner can start transacting Cisco solutions easily through the Cisco 

Webex Work bundle.
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Remote work is the new 
normal…and it’s good!

• Remote work improves job 
satisfaction, productivity, and 
employee retention.

• Currently 56% of companies 
worldwide allow remote work, and 
upwards of 85% in the United States 
have policies that allow it.

• By 2028, 73% of teams across the 
globe will include remote workers. 

• Small businesses are twice as likely to 
hire full-time remote employees.

Studies show that more workplaces are moving their employees away from 
traditional offices. 
--------------CLICK---------------- --
Currently 56% of companies worldwide allow remote work, and upwards of 85% in 
the US have policies that allow it. 
--------------CLICK----------------
It is predicted that by 2028, 73% of teams across the globe will include remote 
workers. Not only does remote work improve job satisfaction and productivity but 
has also shown to improve employee retention.
--------------CLICK----------------
Small businesses are twice as likely to hire full-time remote employees.
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Meet and collaborate with employees 
and customers securely

• What: Flexible, purpose-designed 
platform for all collaboration needs

• How: Meetings, Messaging, Calling, 
Video, Whiteboarding, File Sharing, and 
more…

Collaboration needs to 
be everywhere

DIGSMB-1004 152

Despite the growing demand for remote work, not all collaboration solutions are 
made equal. Some only partially address the growing remote workforce. 
--------------CLICK----------------
Employees and customers need to be able to meet and collaborate with each other 
securely.
The solution needs to be a flexible, purpose-designed platform for all collaboration 
needs. Users need to be able to:
• Meet
• Message
• Call
• Video Conference
• Whiteboard
• File share
• And integrate with other third-party solutions for highly customized workflows
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Simple, Secure, Interoperable, Flexible

The solution? Focus on the user experience

Despite the vast number of collaboration solutions available to businesses, few have 
truly addressed all the demands and needs of the growing remote workforce, which 
often results in multiple tools, and greater user confusion in determining which tool 
best accomplishes the task at hand.

Other solutions miss the mark in achieving a user experience that are consistently 
effective across a variety of tools and devices – not just on a desktop or a mobile 
device, but with phones, video conferencing, and more.

Bringing these activities together in an integrated experience creates an environment 
where people can focus on what they need to do, not how they have to do it or which 
tools they should use.

It creates a pervasive, seamless, connected user experience perspective and it 
supports, simple and secure management for IT.
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Be productive
from anywhere

Webex
Home - Mobile –

Branch Locations - Main Office

11:30 am
Schedule

Use your Microsoft or Google 
calendar to schedule a meeting.

2:00 pm
Co-edit a file

Access and work on files 
together - right from 
within a message.

1:00 pm
Whiteboard

Jump into a meeting and sketch 
out ideas as if you were in the 
same room.

10:00 am
Meet

Check in with a colleague 1:1, or 
with the whole team. See 25 
people at one time.

9:00 am
Call

Never miss a customer call -
calls are routed to any 
device, anywhere.

8:00 am
Message

Jump start your day! Say goodbye to 
email. Quickly 
catch up on your conversations. 

10:45 am
Review

Search for and view 
meeting highlights.  Share 
actions with team.

3:00 pm
Message 3rd parties

Simply and securely send messages 
and files to people outside your 
company.

4:00 pm
Add some fun

Add an emoji or animated GIF 
to show appreciation of good 
work.

When we delight employees, we increase engagement and productivity which has a 
direct effect on our customers. But employees are demanding new tools to keep up 
with fast-paced environments and flexible workstyles. Transforming the way 
employees work can be a tough dilemma; many organizations end up with a stitched 
together collaboration solution that provides disjointed and dis-engaging experiences 
for employees – but that’s no longer the case with Cisco.

Let’s walk through the typical day of an employee using Cisco Webex to be productive 
throughout the workday, with one seamless solution available anywhere.
--------------CLICK----------------
8:00 AM: Rather than beginning the day with a cluttered inbox of individual e-mail 
threads, jump start your morning by reviewing self-contained spaces and 
conversation threads to quickly catch up on the latest status updates and 
communications.
--------------CLICK----------------
9:00 AM: With the Webex Platform, you’ll never miss a customer call – calls are route 
to any device, anywhere. You are no longer limited by the device you are using, nor 
have to set up forwarding rules.
--------------CLICK----------------
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10:00 AM: You can check in with a colleague 1 to 1, or with the whole team via 
Webex Meetings. Grid view allows you to see 25 people at one time
--------------CLICK----------------
10:45 AM: Webex Assistant records and transcribes your meetings, allowing users to 
easily search for and view meeting highlights. Share action items discussed in the 
meeting directly with your team members.
--------------CLICK----------------
11:30 AM: Use your Microsoft or Google calendar to schedule additional meetings for 
later in the week.
--------------CLICK----------------
1:00 PM: Whether you’re near a Cisco device, using your desktop, a tablet, or touch 
screen phone, combine the power of whiteboarding with your meetings in order to 
sketch out ideas together as if you were in the same room
--------------CLICK----------------
2:00 PM: Access and work on files together, right from within a message, ensuring 
everyone is working on the latest version of a document.
--------------CLICK----------------
3:00 PM: Simply and securely send messages and files to people outside your 
company. Ease of use without the sacrifice of a secure, safe and controlled 
environment.
--------------CLICK----------------
4:00 PM: End the day with some added fun using built in emjoi’s and animated GIF 
search to show appreciation of good work.
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A single, modern, 
unified experience 
on top of your existing 
collaboration investment.
● Empower Small Business organizations 

● Keep customers connected in a familiar way

● Leverage their existing infrastructure, 
whether on premises or cloud

● Provide migration paths to get them to where they 
need to be

Control Hub

Unified app

Single Platform

● Call ● Message ● Meet ● Contact Center
● Devices ● APIs/SDKs

One unified modern
experience

Cisco accomplishes all these collaborative tasks through the Single Unified platform 
on Webex

ONE APP

On ONE PLATFORM

With one SINGLE PANE OF GLASS 

---------------CLICK-----------------------

Cisco’s Single Unified Platform provides employees with all the collaboration tools 
they need with just one, modern, unified application. One single platform that 
enables innovation at speed and consistency of experience. One modern, unified 
application for calling, messaging and meeting, and with intelligence and context that 
makes collaboration more human, friction-free and engaging.

Instead of learning to sell and deploy several separate solutions, partners can 
leverage the entire Cisco Webex Platform to streamline and grow the customer install 
base. The single unified platform on Webex :
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--------------CLICK EACH BULLET----------------

- empowers small business organizations

- Keeps customers connected in a familiar way

- Leverages their existing infrastructure, whether on premises or cloud

- And provides migration paths to get them where they need to be
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Single pane of glass admin 
experience

One location to oversee all collaboration in 
Webex Control Hub

Security, policy, and compliance

Analytics, troubleshooting, and diagnostics

User, device, and service management

Manage resources centrally from anywhere

Before we talk about the unified Webex app, let’s take a moment to discuss the single 
pane of glass admin experience that drives the single unified platform: Cisco Webex
Control Hub.

Cisco Webex Control Hub is the only solution that offers one location to oversee ALL 
collaboration services, such as meetings, calling, and team collaboration. 

Control Hub allows both partner and customer administrators to:
--------------CLICK EACH BULLET----------------
- Manage users, devices, and services within a Company’s organization
- Review the latest, in-depth analytics, troubleshooting and diagnostics 
across all the services
- Review and implement security, policies, and compliance rules
- Manage resources centrally from anywhere via the browser

Partners are also given access to a special partner admin Control Hub that lets 
designated partner administrators manage and monitor both customer trials and 
active deployments of Webex. 
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How hard is it to get set 
up?

You don’t have to be a technology 
expert to set up your employees to work 
from home. 

Even if you don’t have a large (or any) IT 
team, you can do it. 

But you need tools that:

● Work together well

● Are easy to use and simple to maintain

● Don’t get in the way of employee productivity

Since everything resides in the cloud, you do not have to be a collaboration, nor 
technology expert to set up employees to work from home. From a customer 
perspective, even without a large IT team, anyone can deploy a successful, fully 
integrated Webex collaborative solution. From a partner perspective, setting up trials 
for potential customers and guiding them through the process is just as simple.
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Collaboration without 
compromise 

Three Security Principles:
Privacy, Security, and Transparency

More information: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/about/trust-
center.html https://youprotect.cisco.com/

● Committed to the privacy of your data

● Secure by design and by default

● Transparent about security

The entire Webex platform operates on three principles:
- Privacy
- Security 
- And Transparency
------------CLICK------------------------
Cisco is committed to the privacy of your data. By default, and by design, the platform 
is secure. We are also committed to being completely transparent about our security 
and constantly updates our documentation around our security.
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This is Webex… 

Now that we’ve covered Webex Control Hub and the single platform, let’s talk about 
the application itself. Most are familiar with our flagship product, Webex Meetings. 
We’ve made great improvements over the years in building the functionality and user 
experience of Webex Meetings. 
-------------CLICK-----------------
This is Webex.
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…this is also Webex

But Webex also extends across our calling, team collaboration, phones, video 
endpoints, and even headphones. 

Let’s briefly cover each of these services and the key differentiators of each solution.
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Share and 
view 
content

Advanced 
controls

View 
and 
annotat
e on 
content

Your meeting 
controls

Record

See speaker, or 
change layout 
to see 
everyone

Participant view; 
can minimize

Self-
view

Change what you 
share

In-meeting 
chat

Online video meetings
Invite anyone and meet face to face 
from anywhere, with HD video and 
audio

Scheduled or instant meetings

Personal meeting room

Join with a simple click 

Call Recording

With a simple click, you can invite anyone and meet face to face from anywhere, from
any device, and with HD video and audio. Whether it’s a scheduled or instant 
meeting, you can utilize the same video-centric, modern features and tools that allow 
you to:

- Record your meeting in the cloud
- Change your video layout
- Conduct In-meeting chats
- Share and view content, such as PowerPoints, videos, and PDF’s.
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iCloudGoogle Outlook

Easy to Schedule

Webex meetings can be scheduled easily with just a few clicks
- Within Google Calendar itself you can add Webex Meetings directly 
into your Google invite
- Webex includes an outlook integration that can set up Webex
meetings through Outlook
- On your iPhone or iPad through iCloud
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Easy to Join

At home On the go

Intuitive experience from anywhere. 
No downloads or plug-ins required.

In the office

Whether you’re in the office, at home, or on the go, meetings are easy to join. 
-----------------CLICK-----------------------------------
Webex offers an intuitive experience from anywhere. No downloads or plug-ins are 
required, which makes it easy for those outside of the company to join meetings.
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Flexible Video Conferencing Layouts

Video-centric Webex meetings allows for up to three different Video Conferencing 
layouts
- Active speaker video view, where the participant talking will have the 
most prominent view on the screen
- Active speaker and thumbnail view where the active speaker will be 
displayed with other participants showing on the bottom strip
- Grid view where up to 25 participants are able to be seen at once
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A single app to connect your team

Modern team collaboration happens all 
in one place, from anywhere with the 
Webex app

MessageMeetCall

Keep-up with 1:1 and team messages

Securely share and work together on files

View a contact's status and quickly connect

PC, Mac, tablet, and company or personal 
smartphones

While Webex Meetings has traditionally been a standalone solution, Cisco is 
transitioning into a single, unified Webex app, which brings together meetings, calling 
and team collaboration.

In the Webex app, you can create spaces to keep work moving anytime: 
• Bring everyone together easily and quickly in Webex Teams spaces. 
• Enable everyone to see and share all the information they need to work together 

productively. 
• Send messages, share files, and create or edit whiteboards, securely, with one 

person or a group of people. 
• And use the Webex App Hub to easily integrate with other apps and streamline 

work. 

You can also work inside and outside your company in the same way: 
• Add people to your shared spaces easily from your company directory. 
• Or simply enter an email address and start teaming with customers, partners, or 

anyone else you need to work with. 
• Everyone has a seamless experience for all their spaces, whether created internally 

or by external colleagues - no account switching or loss of context. Everything is 
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always in one place.

Whether on the go, at a desk, or together in a meeting room, Webex Teams helps 
speed up projects, build better relationships, and solve business challenges. It’s got 
all the team collaboration tools you need to keep work moving forward and connects 
with the other tools you use to simplify life.
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Private space taggingCustom statusFilter move + Hide Spaces option

People & 
Spaces tabs

Presence 
updates

WalkMe 
Tours

Reactions

Link activity

Space pins

New default 
theme

********************
Please double-check the changes made here – the 
original wording was hard to understand
*************************

Cisco continues to evolve the Webex app and enhance the experience with engaging 
interaction options and rich insights to help people work smarter and integrate their 
preferences.
These enhancements include the ability to:
• Customize your status to be more than just out of office and to include 
a manual DND presence setting
• Personalize your space listing  -- In space pinning, if you don't need 
active updates, but want to hide individual spaces -then pin info in those spaces, so 
that it lives in your “pin area’ when that specific info is updated.
• Use Tabs to allow you to view messaging by people one to one, shared 
team spaces, or all spaces
• Incorporate emotions and reactions to create more human 



engagement – even in large spaces. 
• Participate in WalkMe Tours which are tips to help alert users to new 
capabilities in the app without the need to read release notes or go to a training class
• Receive Presence visual design updates 
• Edit messages with Files 
• Open chats and spaces in separate windows 
And finally, when you schedule a meeting through the Webex app, you will get the 
full in-meeting experience, no longer needing two different apps for Webex Meetings 
and Webex Teams collaboration.
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Your phone system in the cloud

Never miss an important call with Webex Calling.
All the benefits of a traditional office phone system, 
without the complexity of maintaining it. 

Be reachable anywhere, anytime with one business 
number for all your devices

A virtual receptionist to greet inbound callers and auto 
attendant to handle out-of-hours calls

Hold, resume, merge, transfer calls, access voicemail 
and more

High-quality integrated phone handsets, headsets, and 
video endpoints

Note: A range of flexible PSTN service options are available, sold 
separately by the Cisco partner

For small businesses, leveraging a cloud PBX that is both accessible and enterprise-
ready is key for both the traditional and remote workforce. Webex Calling allows all 
of the benefits of a traditional office phone system, without the complexity of 
maintaining it.

Whether you are using the Webex app on your desktop, mobile device, or simply 
near your desk phone, users are reachable from anywhere, anytime with one 
business number for all devices. Hold, resume, merge, transfer calls, access voicemail 
and more.

Cisco partners can leverage the customer’s existing PSTN structure through a local 
gateway or bring in Cloud Connected PSTN options for a complete cloud solution that 
can easily be deployed anywhere, from the branch office to the remote worker’s 
home environment.
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Webex Devices

The single, unified Webex platform works well with a remote worker’s typical set up 
of having just a desktop and mobile device. What truly brings a differentiated 
experience that takes the user experience to the next level is combining the power of 
the Webex Platform with Cisco Webex Devices. 
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Our solutions bring people together like 
never before with online meetings and 
video + devices that are all supported by 
the Webex app. 

Webex 
board

Room 
system

Room 
kit

Personal 
device

Phone Headset Conference 
phone

Webex Devices

Each Cisco device can register directly through the cloud and are all supported by the Webex
app. Meeting controls are at your fingertips with intelligence to help you schedule and join 
meetings, share content, learn more about the people you’re meeting with, and obtain post-
meeting notes. Our Video devices allow users to easily pair and share from their mobile 
device, as well as move meetings from one device to another without ever hanging up the 
call.
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Pair your app with the right device for the task at hand to experience seamless collaboration

Collaboration  Desktop Video Collaboration  Room KitsIn-Room Sharing 

Webex
DX80 

Cisco IP Phone
8845 and 8865 

Webex
Share

Webex
Desk Pro

Webex Room Kit PlusWebex Room KitWebex Room Kit Mini
Webex Room USB

Webex Room Kit Pro

Collaboration Room Video Co-Creation

Webex
Room Panorama

Webex
Room 55

Webex
Room 70S G2

Webex
Room 70D G2

Webex
Room 55D

Webex Board 70SWebex Board 55S Webex Board 85S

Desktop VoiceHeadsets Wireless Voice Conference Audio

Cisco IP Phone
6825 DECT

Cisco IP Phone
6800, 7800, and 8800 Series

Cisco IP Conference Phones
7832, 8832

Cisco Headset
500 Series

Cisco Headset
700 Series

Integrated Devices to Transform Workplaces

Our portfolio of collaboration devices includes everything from voice to collaboration 
room devices for the small business to the very large enterprise. Cisco offers you the 
most complete range of solutions in the industry, so you can build the voice and video 
collaboration network that meets your needs. The majority of the portfolio has been 
redesigned to make collaboration more affordable, accessible, and easy to use. Many 
of them of the devices received the Red Dot award for excellence in design and the 
Cisco Webex Board and IX5000 received the Best of the Best award in 2017 and 2015, 
respectively.

Here a few highlights of the portfolio:

-------------CLICK------------------- ---

Our room-based devices have been completely refreshed with a new award-winning 
industrial design; richer functionality; easier installation, deployment, and use; and a 
great, consistent experience across the board.

-------------CLICK-------------------

Now with the addition of Cisco Webex Board, we’re expanding the collaboration 
rooms with new ways to create and collaborate and engage teams. With Cisco Webex
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Board, you can wirelessly present, white board, and video or audio conference –
everything you need for team collaboration, all at the touch of a finger. More 
intelligent audio, video, and usability, with new ways to bring your own personal 
devices, such as a smartphone or tablet, into a phone or video meeting to further 
enhance your collaboration experience.

-------------CLICK-------------------

The new Webex Share device allows easy, one-click wireless screen sharing from the 
Webex Teams software client to any external display with an HDMI port.

-------------CLICK-------------------

Collaboration desktop video devices offer users a range of options from entry level 
HD video up to the lifelike DX video collaboration devices.

-------------CLICK-------------------

Our IP Phone portfolio delivers superior voice communications, with select endpoints 
supporting HD video and a range of options that offer you a choice regardless of the 
size of your business, your feature needs, or your budget. Our complete portfolio also 
supports specialty use cases, 

-------------CLICK-------------------

such as in-campus wireless with WLAN handsets and an audio conferencing endpoint 
for conference rooms small to large conference rooms. The focus of our IP Phone 
portfolio is simple: Deliver the highest-quality audio communications with affordable, 
scalable options for desktop video that are easy to use and administer so you can 
collaborate effectively and achieve your desired business results.

The Cisco® Headset 500 Series delivers surprisingly vibrant sound for open 
workspaces. Now users can stay focused in noisy environments with rich sound, 
exceptional comfort, and proven reliability. The headsets offers a lightweight form 
factor designed for workers who spend a lot of time collaborating in contact centers 
and open workspaces. With the USB headset adapter, the 500 Series delivers an 
enhanced experience, including automatic software upgrades, in-call presence 
indicator, and audio customizations that allow you to adjust how you hear the far end 
and how they hear you.
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Cisco Webex Work

A complete cloud solution.

All you need for remote work 
and business continuity. 

Easy

from anywhere
with any device
securely

to purchase
to set-up
to support

Work

*Cisco Suggested Price 

CallMessageMeet

Starting at only $19.95* per user per month

In order to help partners provide their customers with a simple, complete cloud 
solution that meets the demands of the remote worker, Cisco now offers the Webex
Work Bundle. An all-in-one offer that includes meetings, messaging, and calling. It is 
easy to purchase, set up, and support, starting at only $19.95 per user per month.

The target audience for Webex Work Bundle are:

• Customers with 1000 users and under - A-Flex is recommended for 
customers above 1000. Otherwise, above 1000 users for Webex Work requires 
approval
• The best accounts for this bundle are new Greenfield customers

Furthermore,
• Webex Work bundle is for named users and is a cloud offer only
• Choose to pay for committed value subscription upfront, annually or 
monthly for flexibility
• Customers and partners can add or change uncommitted users 
without creating a new order. In other words, through self-service, you can ‘Flex Up 
and Flex Down’ 
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• And Committed Users pay with standard subscription terms; added 
users are billed in arrears
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Committed users - billed for the whole 
term of your agreement

Uncommitted users (+10%*)
- billed monthly in arrears

Flexible plan meets the changing needs of your business

time

• Webex Events (1000 participants)
• Webex Audio options
• Additional Webex Teams messaging users
• Webex video device subscription
• Common area phone licenses

Optional 
add-ons:

• Webex Events 1000 a-la-carte
• Webex Meetings Audio options including:

Callback, Toll-free, per-minute, and international options
• Additional Webex Teams Message users
• Cloud registration for video endpoints
• Common area phone licenses

Webex Work Bundle

*Cisco Suggested Prices
Webex Calling allows customers to choose flexible PSTN services from Cisco partners (not included)
Price shown is based on 1-year commitment.  Uncommitted is 10% more.
**Unlimited storage is provided up to 1 year from the time of the effective date, and on a go forward basis, all storage in arrears deleted

• Pro Pack for Webex Control Hub
• Unlimited storage for meetings**
• Webex Meetings Audio:

VoIP audio, Toll Dial-in or Cloud Connected Audio Service 
Provider

Plus:

Webex Calling

Webex Teams

Webex Work

Bundle includes:

Webex Meetings
(1000 participants)

$19.95*
per user

per month

starting
at only

One simple-to-buy subscription

Webex Work Bundle billing gives customers flexibility in purchasing. Webex Work 
Bundle is billed on a per-user basis with the ability to commit to a desired number of 
users each month with overage billing. This means customers may easily increase or 
decrease the number of users based on their business needs. 

---------------CLICK---------------------------

There are two ways to consume the work bundle:  

Committed 

And Uncommitted  licensing

Customers can be both committed and uncommitted.  

Committed customers subscribe to a number of bundle licenses for a term period 
and benefit from a lower price. Every customer is also given access to uncommitted 
licenses, these are billed on monthly usage. Uncommitted licenses give the 
customer the ability to use what they need when they need it without long term 
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commitment. If a customer finds they are using a consistent number of 
uncommitted licenses the partner can help them purchase more committed licenses 
so they may benefit from the lower price.  

Customers can choose to be either "Committed" or "Uncommitted" for the Webex
Work Bundle users. 

-----------------CLICK------------------------------

The Webex Work Bundle also automatically enables "Uncommitted" add-on options 
for the following features and services: 

additional Webex Teams messaging users, 

common area calling entitlement for Webex Calling and Webex Calling for SP, 

Cloud Device Registration entitlement, 

and Webex Event Center 1,000. 

Customers have the option to commit to a minimum number of users for any of the 
above add-on options if they desire.  
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Cisco Webex Work Bundle

Cisco Webex

Cisco Small Designed for SMB

Resources

173

Collaboration Sales Central

www.webex.com/

www.cisco.com/go/webexwork

www.cisco.com/go/smb/

cs.co/collabcentral

Cisco Webex is uniquely positioned to address the needs of the shifting remote 
workforce. The Webex app and Control Hub allow partner and customer 
administrators to easily deploy and manage a simple, secure, interoperable and 
flexible solution.

For additional training and resources, please visit the following links to dive deeper 
into the Work Bundle, Cisco Sales plays, Cisco Webex, and our Collaboration Sales 
Central site which is an extremely useful portal for more information.
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Cisco Express Specialization
Small Business Track

Data Center Overview and Features

In this training, we will discuss the basic features of the data center for the Cisco 
Small Business track.
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Unified Computing Momentum

Source: IDC, 2016 Q3, Nov. 2016, Vendor Revenue Share
Source: As of Cisco Q2FY16 earnings results; data center revenue is defined as Cisco UCS and Cisco Nexus 1000V

Integrated infrastructure 
(Cisco UCS® and Cisco Nexus®) 

No.1

World-record 
performance benchmark

130+ 

Customers

60,000+

Americas revenue 
Market share in x86 blades 

No.1

Exabyte total 
storage deployed

1

of Fortune 500 have 
invested in Cisco UCS

>85%

Global revenue 
Market share in x86 servers 

No.3

Big data revenue 
growth in 3 years

15x

Cisco HyperFlex™ customers

1600+

Cisco’s innovations in the data center at the beginning of the 21st century, with the 
launch of the MDS Fibre Channel Switch, was the start of many data center 
innovations.  These innovations focused on enabling the network to respond to 
application requirements including:
• the concept of mobile service profiles and templates on the Unified Computing 

System in 2009, 
• Fibre Channel over Ethernet, 
• iSCSI, (pronounced Eye-Scuzzy)
• Converged Infrastructure, 
• Hyperconverged Infrastructure,
• ACI ,
• Intersight, our cloud-based management
• and now in 2020 more Multicloud solutions are available and affordable to 

augment on premise requirements.

The results shown here attest to the value of the innovations in the UCS platform and 
reflect the adoption of function that Cisco’s innovation brings.
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Cisco UCS: Driving Better Business Outcomes
Proven value and more than 60,000 customers worldwide

Ben Issa
Head of IT Strategy, ING DIRECT, Australia 

“Cisco’s server infrastructure helps us break down data center silos and establish a 
single compute platform that’s completely integrated with those of other vendors, 
making us immensely agile.”

Source: Cisco UCS changing the economics of the datacenter, customer case studies, Cisco UCS performance benchmarks

Hyperconverged
infrastructure

400%
faster deployment

Big data

12.5x
faster queries

Cisco UCS

12 weeks to 
10 minutes

Reduced provisioning times

Converged infrastructure

4x
better performance

Cisco’s UCS Servers managed with UCS Manager and now Intersight:
• reduces server provisioning time, 
• provides better performance and faster deployment of applications, 
• and supports converged and hyperconverged solutions including Hyperflex Edge.

Cisco HyperFlex™ Edge brings the robust feature-set of Cisco HyperFlex systems to 
edge environments with a low-cost, easy-to-deploy, centrally-managed solution using 
Intersight.

Cisco HyperFlex Edge System is an entry level Cisco HyperFlex system which is 
optimized for remote sites, branch offices, and edge environments. As a smaller form 
factor of the Cisco hyperconverged solution, Cisco HyperFlex Edge keeps the full 
power of a next generation hyperconverged platform even without connecting to 
Cisco UCS Fabric Interconnects. Cisco HyperFlex Edge Systems support a fixed 
configurations of two, three or four converged nodes, but allow the ability to scale up 
capacity by hot-adding additional capacity drives.
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Cisco UCS: Platform for All Architectures

Unified Control Plane / APIEdge Cloud

Mainstream 
Computing Scale Out Storage Hyperconverged

Infrastructure
Converged 

Infrastructure

S-Series
Storage Servers

Unified Computing System HyperFlex SystemsUCS Mini C-Series 
Rack Servers

UCS Integrated 
Infrastructure Solutions

UCS Express

Cisco 
Intersight

Cisco’s UCS server platform was launched in 2009 and -------------CLICK--------------- is 
the base upon which the HyperFlex solution is built.  The Cisco UCS server family has 
sizes for all business requirements from --------------CLICK------------------small business 
form factors of rack mounted servers - to blade chassis --------------------CLICK------------
----- that can support up to 8 blades in a small footprint and is used by fortune 500 
companies in manufacturing, finance, healthcare and many other verticals.

-----------CLICK-------------------

The approach to building the UCS server family was unique in that the designers 
wanted to build a solution that would provide scaling compute resources and simplify 
deployments. This deployment simplification is accomplished by using software to 
untether configuration from the hardware. It is modeled in software to represent the  
physical components in the server.

Cisco’s approach to simplification of server management 
covers 3 key areas of UCS innovation for management:

1. A Software Object Model where Hardware is not 
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configured directly

2. APIs are foundational and everything is programmatic 

3. And Virtual Interface Cards, VICs,  (prounounced Vicks) 
are programmable

These innovations enable automation and orchestration creating unlimited 
possibilities for all business sizes to automate configuration, deployments and 
management.

And speaking of management, Intersight can be used to manage servers, whether 
they are running as a HyperFlex cluster or they are bare metal servers running specific 
applications.  Intersight and the new Intersight mobile app for smart phones, connect 
you to your servers, notify you when there are issues, AND can automatically submit 
a TAC case.

Let’s take a look a the HyperFlex edge solution.
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What is HyperFlex?
Hardware and software engineered together

Integrated Network Fabric

Fabric Interconnect 6200/6300/6400
Guaranteed QoS with low latency

UCS Rack and Blade Servers

UCS M4/M5 C-series servers as a base
Single point of support 

CloudCenter
AppDynamics

Security
Tetration

ACI
Hypervisor Choice
ESXi and Hyper-V

HX Data Platform

Distributed file system
All-Flash and Hybrid
Performance without hot spots
Extremely consistent I/O
High availability and reliability

Policy Based Management

HX Connect 
vCenter / SCVMM
Intersight Cloud Management

The HX-Series unifies compute, storage, and networking for the core to the edge. The 
HyperFlex HX Data Platform is a high-performance, distributed file system that 
supports multiple hypervisors with a wide range of enterprise-grade data 
management and optimization services. And HyperFlex can be managed from 
anywhere with the intelligent, cloud-based Cisco Intersight.

Cisco HyperFlex Edge can be deployed at any distributed scale with the Cisco 
Intersight cloud-based management platform and you can enable any application tier 
to be deployed, monitored, and managed from anywhere.

HyperFlex brings hyperconverged infrastructure into a new era of performance with 
the HX220c M5 All-NVMe node. Engineered as a fully optimized hardware and 
software solution to power more latency sensitive enterprise applications with higher 
consistent IOPS and lower latency.

The HX Data Platform is designed for independent scaling of compute, caching, and 
capacity, giving you full flexibility to scale the hyperconverged environment based on 
evolving business needs.
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Stretch clusters are a single cluster with nodes distributed across sites for mission-
critical workloads and high availability across geographies.

Cisco HyperFlex and Cisco HyperFlex Edge provide flexible options to add computing 
and storage to the Edge environments in a simple-to-manage, high-performing, 
hyperconverged infrastructure solution. The solutions provide infrastructure where 
your data lives, whether it resides in remote or branch offices, retail or manufacturing 
locations, or anywhere else you need it.
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Cisco UCS C220 M5 Rack Server
20% more cores 

100% more memory
10 SFF bays

8x more NVMe

Cisco UCS C240 M5 Rack Server
20% more cores 

100% more memory
8x more NVMe

https://apps.kaonadn.net/4357027/index.html#C869
3D HyperFlex and UCS Server models online

Cisco UCS Fabric Interconnects and Cisco UCS 
Management
Consistent connectivity and operations across generations

Cisco’s HyperFlex Solution is comprised of a minimum of  two servers for the edge 
that make Cisco HyperFlex Edge easy and affordable to deploy as a hyperconverged 
solution in a multitude of edge locations, or even as the sole cluster supporting a 
small or medium-sized business.

The HyperFlex UCS platform supports a variety of CPU, memory, storage and 
networking options that address performance, cost and most importantly, business 
continuance and disaster recovery.  Whether we are talking an entry level HyperFlex 
Hybrid Node for edges solutions or HyperFlex All Flash and All NVMe Nodes for 
applications requiring blazing performance and consistency - Cisco has a solution.  
Add support for Cloud for management and workloads including containers, Cisco 
brings enterprise level technology to the small business community.

Cisco HyperFlex Edge brings the robust feature-set of Cisco HyperFlex systems to 
edge environments with a low-cost, easy-to-deploy, centrally managed solution. Built 
on the full power of Cisco HyperFlex systems, our entry-level Cisco HyperFlex Edge 
configurations can be deployed in existing edge locations and can even use existing 
networks for cluster communication. These features enable you to easily and 
affordably deploy Cisco HyperFlex Edge as a hyperconverged solution in a multitude 
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of edge locations, or even as the sole cluster supporting a small or medium-size 
business.

The Cisco HyperFlex Application Platform (HXAP) delivers an integrated container-as-
a-service platform that simplifies provisioning and ongoing operations for Kubernetes 
(prounounced “koo-burr-NET-eez”) across cloud, data center, and 
edge. This new platform curates open-source tooling, automates routine tasks, 
provides full-stack lifecycle management and makes it easier for IT and DevOps teams 
to use Kubernetes (prounounced “koo-burr-NET-eez”) in a way that 
accelerates application innovation across multi-cloud environments. It also supports 
monitoring and optimization of the complete application to infrastructure stack 
using AppDynamics and Cisco Intersight.

With innovations such as the HyperFlex Application Platform and the newly 
announced Intersight Workload Optimizer, Cisco is helping customers accelerate their 
journey to application modernization and digital transformation.

Another feature, HyperFlex Stretched Cluster, enables you to deploy an Active-Active 
disaster avoidance solution for mission critical workloads requiring high uptime (near 
zero Recovery Time Objective) and no data loss (zero Recovery Point Objective). A 
stretched cluster is a single cluster with geographically distributed nodes. Both sides 
of the cluster act as primary for certain user VMs. The data for these VMs is 
replicated synchronously on the other site. Stretched clusters enable you to access 
the entire cluster even if one of the sites were to completely go down. Typically these 
sites are connected with a low latency, dedicated, high-speed link between them.
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HyperFlex Edge Solution
Expanding Hyperconverged Simplicity to the Edge

H Y P E R F L E X  E D G E H Y P E R F L E X  S Y S T E M S H Y P E R F L E X  E D G E

Small Business Operations

Limited IT 

Minimal Application Growth

C O M M O N  M A N A G E M E N T  P O L I C Y

Transportation Govt. Manufacturing

Healthcare Finance HospitalityRetail

Branches Smal l  Bus inessCore Data Centers

The Cisco HyperFlex edge solution is appropriate for any business type and size -
including small business with limited IT staff. Therefore, small business can use an 
entry level hyperconverged solution like HyperFlex Edge to begin digitizing their 
business and can grow with confidence knowing the solution can scale as the 
company grows.  This is the same solution that many enterprise customers are using.

The Cisco HyperFlex edge solution solves a number of challenges for business -
beginning with cost.  The HyperFlex edge solution is relatively low cost and 
customizable, only requiring an existing 1 gig switch and  at least 2, 3 or 4 servers in a 
cluster. The solution is managed using Intersight – which is a SaaS management 
platform for UCS servers.  Today the number of servers for the edge is fixed at 2,3 or 
4, but in a future release of Hyperflex Edge, you will be able to add nodes to an edge 
cluster provided that you are using 10 gigabit at the edge.

The replication factor on edge solutions is two, which means there are two copies of 
your data for high availability.  

"While the HyperFlex edge solution only supports ESXi as the 
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hypervisor, The HyperFlex Solution has multi hypervisor 
support for VMware and Microsoft, as well as support for 
containers make HyperFlex broadly appealing to customers."
The HyperFlex plug-in for VCenter is an example of accommodating existing 
infrastructure for virtual machines and easing IT operations burden.  Support for 
Microsoft’s virtualization  solution is also available.  

Finally, for those customers who prefer open source solutions, Cisco offers Cisco 
Container Platform (CCP), a curated set of open source components  (100% upstream 
Kubernetes, Docker, Contiv, Nginx, etc.) so there’s no lock-in. And it runs anywhere, 
with consistent deployment across hyperconverged infrastructure, VMs, bare metal, 
public, and private cloud.

The Cisco HyperFlex edge solution has an invisible cloud witness used to address 
“split-brain” scenarios.  Split-brain scenarios occur when the link between the servers 
at the edge is disrupted and they lose communication with each other.  A virtual node 
is created in Intersight and used as a witness server to break ties for control. The 
witness helps  determine which device remains operational and which is “backup” so 
the solution can continue to work.
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HyperFlex Edge Cluster

For the Hyperflex Edge, the cluster consists of:
• 3 standalone Cisco Hyperflex HX220c nodes
• A single-CPU option
• 3 or more disk drives per node
• 128 gigabytes or more of RAM
• And integrated gigabit Ethernet connectivity
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What is Intersight?
Intersight device connector internals

Cisco Intersight is a great start for edge management and provides another level of 
simplification by removing the burden of server operations and storage management 
from IT. Intersight automates many tasks including auto reporting of cases to TAC, 
using AI to predict….and providing storage utilization stats and predict utilization over 
time.

Cisco Intersight is a Software-as-a-Service infrastructure management platform that is 
augmented by other intelligent systems. It provides global management of the Cisco 
Unified Computing System and Cisco HyperFlex hyperconverged infrastructure. 
Intersight provides a holistic approach to managing distributed computing 
environments from the core to the edge. "The cisco intersight virtual 
appliance, (which is available in the essentials licensed 
edition), provides customers with deployment options while 
still offering all the benefits of SaaS.“ This deployment flexibility enables 
organizations to achieve a higher level of automation, simplicity, and operational 
efficiency.
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Cisco UCS and Cisco HyperFlex Systems are fully programmable infrastructures. Cisco 
Intersight includes a RESTful API to provide full programmability and deep 
integrations with third-party tools and systems. The platform and the connected 
systems are DevOps-enabled to facilitate continuous delivery. 

Customers have come to appreciate the many benefits of SaaS infrastructure 
management solutions. Cisco Intersight monitors the health and relationships of all 
the physical and virtual infrastructure components. Telemetry and configuration 
information is collected and stored in accordance with Cisco’s information security 
requirements. The data is isolated and displayed through an intuitive user interface. 
The virtual appliance feature enables users to specify what data is sent back to Cisco 
with a single point of egress from the customer network. This cloud-powered 
intelligence can assist organizations of all sizes. Because the Cisco Intersight software 
gathers data from the connected systems, it learns from hundreds of thousands of 
devices in diverse customer environments. This data is combined with Cisco best-
practices to enable Cisco Intersight to evolve and become smarter. As the Cisco 
Intersight knowledge-base increases, trends are revealed, and information and 
insights are provided through the recommendation engine.

The data points from Cisco Intersight machine learning are correlated to create 
models that recognize indications of problems. The knowledge-base is tightly 
integrated with Cisco TAC support and supplemented by the expertise of the Cisco 
UCS community. When used in combination with Cisco TAC’s vast knowledge base, 
Cisco Intersight helps prevent problems by delivering new levels of proactive systems 
support. The information is synthesized and provided to you in an easily consumable, 
actionable format through the Cisco Insight recommendation engine. By combining 
these insights and recommendations, you can significantly increase efficiency, reduce 
costs, and accelerate time to resolution.
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Simple Hybrid Cloud Architecture

CloudCenter
Orchestrator(s)

CloudCenter Application
Profile

Public 
Cloud

HyperFlex

VMs Managed

Software - Annual Subscription

Web TierApplication and Database  Tier

Three-tiered Solutions Apps (which include web, application and database tiers) can 
run the web tier in the cloud and the application and database servers on-prem with 
HyperFlex. Cisco Cloud Center can help manage the web tier and push that to the 
cloud.

Add Intersight and the Intersight Workload Optimizer that can select the most cost 
effective place to run apps in a multi-cloud world, and you have an enterprise class 
solution available to the small business community - saving money by managing IT 
costs.

The hybrid cloud architecture is comprised of several components:
---------------CLICK------------------ --

• "Cisco Cloud Center is a management platform that allows 
users” to quickly and easily model, deploy and manage application stacks on 
demand.  It also gives administrators enterprise-class visibility and governance 
control that spans applications, clouds, and users. 
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---------------CLICK------------------
• The CloudCenter Application Profile is a User-created model that defines each 

application stack’s deployment and management requirements maintained in a 
cloud-agnostic format. The profile defines 5 requirements:

• Topology and dependencies
• Resource requirements
• Artifacts – packages, builds – scripts, files
• configuration and security Orchestration
• And Run-time requirements – scaling, bursting,  and end of life actions

---------------CLICK------------------
• Lastly, the CloudCenter Orchestrator is a cloud-specific, multitenant orchestration 

tier that is transparent to users and is installed in each environment to coordinate 
native deployment and ongoing management. 

Putting all the pieces together, 
---------------CLICK------------------
1 –CloudCenter first passes the Application Profile to the CloudCenter
Orchestrator that is running on the target cloud. 
---------------CLICK------------------
2 – It then provisions and configures the cloud infrastructure and services (such as 
compute, storage, and networking) as defined by the application profile. 
---------------CLICK------------------
3 – Next, CloudCenter launches VMs and mounts storage to each. 
---------------CLICK------------------
4 – It Installs the CloudCenter agent in each VM. 
5 – Then, it links to the appropriate artifact repository to access application-specific 
packages, data, and scripts and optional data. 
6 – Next, it deploys each application component (different tiers in a multitier 
application) and orchestrates application services in the proper order as specified by 
the application profile topology. 
7 – Next, CloudCenter applies appropriate security policies to configure port 
settings and firewall rules at the application level and individual tier level. 
8 – And finally, it monitors a range of performance metrics and triggers automated 
run-time policies for:  scaling in place, hybrid cloud bursting or high
availability/disaster recovery, or stopping the deployment. 
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HyperFlex

Model Once. Deploy and Manage Anywhere.

DEPLOY

MANAGE

MODEL

Public 
Cloud

Hybrid “Day 2” 
Actions

New and Existing
Applications

CloudCenter is unique in the industry.

CloudCenter abstracts the cloud and assumes clouds are and will continue to all be 
different.
It uses an application-centric approach –
------------CLICK------------------
You model an application profile once – then you can deploy and manage it 
anywhere.

One profile combines application and infrastructure automation directives and 
eliminates environment-specific automation that locks workloads into a single 
environment.
This approach supports composite topologies – including OS images, containers, 
application and cloud services, and leverages investments in Chef, Puppet, and Salt.

The use of a graphical modeler makes it easy to create a deployable Application 
Profile that is portable to any environment – there is no environment specific 
scripting, programming, or modifying the application code.
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This solution also provides broad application support including popular types such as 
n-tier, batch, cluster, parallel, and distributed services as well as popular technologies 
– java, .net, and node js.

CloudCenter also provides broad cloud support including pre-integrated support for 
more than 19 datacenter, private and public clouds - each having different 
infrastructure APIs and it meets the needs of most demanding service providers and 
enterprise IT organizations.
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Solutions that can be run on HyperFlex

Use the HX Sizing tool to help create a BoM 
for each solution

https://hyperflexsizer.cloudapps.cisco.com

Use the HX Sizing tool to help create a bill of materials for each solution.
--------------CLICK-----------------------

The sizing tool can be found at hyperflexsizer.cloudapps.cisco.com
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Cisco UCS C220 M5 Rack Server

100% more memory and 10% more bandwidth*
Up to 3 TB

56 cores: 20% more cores per socket*
2 x Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors

33% more PCIe lanes per socket*

* Compared to M4 generation
** Post-FCS

Dense 1RU form factor for a wide range of workloads, including virtualization, web, collaboration, 
cloud, and bare-metal applications

20% more
SFF drives

GPU support**80% more
NVMe drives**

New 10-Gbps LOM
and M.2 support

The Cisco UCS C220 M5 rack server is a high-density 2-socket rack server that delivers 
industry-leading performance and efficiency for a wide range of workloads, including 
virtualization, collaboration, and bare-metal applications.

It incorporates the Intel® Xeon®Scalable processors, supporting up to 20 percent more 
cores per socket, twice the memory capacity, 20 percent greater storage density, and 
five times more PCIe NVMe Solid-State Disks compared to the previous generation of 
servers, the M4. These improvements deliver significant performance and efficiency 
gains that will improve application performance.
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Cisco UCS C220 M5 Backplane Options

Cisco UCS® C220 M5 x 10-HDD backplane
Maximum density and performance 
Up to 10 x 2.5-inch 12-Gbps HDDs or SSDs
(up to 2 NVMe PCIe SSDs)

Cisco UCS C220 M5 x 4-HDD backplane
Cost -optimized storage
Up to 4 x 3.5-inch 12-Gbps HDDs
(up to 2 NVMe PCIe SSDs)

Cisco UCS C220 M5 NVMe-optimized backplane 
Maximum NVMe capability
Up to 10 x 2.5-inch NVMe PCIe SSDs
Post-FCS

The C220 is flexible and supports multiple combinations of hard disk drives and solid 
state drives and up to 2 NVMe drives.

This platform is also supported in Hyperflex solutions using a Hyperflex specific 
firmware load that must be  purchased from the factory.
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Cisco Unified Computing System Adapters

UCS 1400 Series VICs for racks
• UCS VIC 1455, UCS VIC 1457, VIC 1495, VIC 

1497
• Two or four ports
• Up to 100 Gbps
• VXLAN, NVGRE, SR-IOV, DPDK, RoCE v2

UCS 1400 Series VICs for blades
• UCS VIC 1440
• UCS VIC 1480
• Two ports; 2 x 40 Gbps
• VXLAN, NVGRE, SR-IOV, DPDK, RoCE v2

Converge LAN and SAN traffic with one adapter

With the M5 generation of servers, we are introducing our fourth generation VIC 
(pronounced vick) technology. Our VIC technology has been a cornerstone of 
the UCS innovation and the fourth gen also provides the foundation of our next wave 
of products. The fourth generation Cisco UCS VIC 1400 series are quad-port Small 
Form-Factor Pluggable half-height PCIe cards designed for the M5 generation of Cisco 
UCS C-Series Rack Servers. 

The VIC cards support 10 or 25 gigabit Ethernet and Fiber channel over ethernet. 
These cards present PCIe standards-compliant interfaces to the host. They can be 
dynamically configured as either NICs (pronounced nicks) or HBAs. The fourth 
gen brings low latency RDMA to the UCS. As extremely fast flash storage becomes 
mainstream, and clustered applications gain popularity, high bandwidth low latency 
interconnect technology will be required to improve application performance.

The fourth gen VIC provides technology investment protection and ensures that as 
customers grow, their bandwidth expands to support their additional 
requirements. The fourth gen VIC has built-in capabilities that make it ideal for next 
generation virtualization deployments. It accelerates VXLAN and NVGRE flows and 
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supports toolkits for service provider and enterprise customers to deploy elastic 
network services for virtualized environments. In short, the fourth gen VIC extends 
our differentiation. It provides the right foundation for our customers as they 
prepare to deploy the next generation of data center technologies, such as flash 
storage, or to take virtualization to the next level.
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Cisco UCS C240 M5 Drive Options 

Cisco UCS® C240 M5 x 24-HDD backplane
Maximum storage expandability and performance 

Up to 24 x 2.5-inch 12-Gbps HDDs or SSDs and optional 2 rear hot-
swappable 2.5-inch drives (up to 4 NVMe PCIe SSDs)

Cisco UCS C240 M5 x 12-HDD backplane
Maximum storage capacity

Up to 12 x 3.5-inch 12-Gbps HDDs and optional 2 rear hot-
swappable 2.5-inch drives (up to 4 NVMe PCIe SSDs)

Cisco UCS C240 M5 NVMe-optimized backplane
Maximum NVMe capability

Up to 8 x 2.5-inch NVMe PCIe SSDs and up to 16 SAS and SATA SSDs and HDDs 
(and optional 2 rear hot-swappable NVMe PCIe SSDs)

Cisco UCS C240 M5 x 8-HDD backplane
Cost-effective 2RU server

Up to 8 x 2.5-inch 12-Gbps HDDs or SSDs and optional 2 rear hot-
swappable 2.5-inch drives (up to 4 NVMe PCIe SSDs) and 

optional media drive
Post-FCS

The UCS C240 supports a variety of drive solutions supporting up to 24 Small Form 
Factor drives (spinning or solid state) with 2 additional optional drive bays in the 
back, to a more cost effective 8 drive device.
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Leadership in Converged Infrastructure Partnerships

Cisco UCS® and Cisco Nexus® are 
number 1 in integrated and 
certified reference systems 

Integrated and reference systems market share: Q1 2017

DC, Q1 2017 converged systems tracker

Active system, Dell hybrid 
cloud systems, 6.4%

Cloud system, virtual system, 
and converged system, 15.0%

Converged system for 
infrastructure, 1.2%

Vblock and VxBlock
and FlexPod, 63.7%

Ready bundles, 5.9%

Other family, 5.2%

Unified computing platform, 2.6%

Cisco’s UCS servers are a key component in both converged and hyperconverged
solutions. Cisco UCS® and Cisco Nexus® are number 1 in integrated and certified 
reference systems.
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Simplified Cloud Based Management
Cisco Intersight for UCS

SaaS 
Simplicity

Actionable
Intelligence

SaaS 
Delivered

Intuitive 
Experience

Enhanced Connected 
Support

Proactive 
Guidance

Secure and 
Extensible

In December 2017 Cisco Intersight became available for new and existing HyperFlex
and UCS infrastructures. Cisco Intersight combines the simplicity of Software as a 
Service with actionable intelligence derived from analytics and machine learning. By 
moving management software to the cloud we relieve users of the burden of 
maintaining systems management software and hardware. 

Cisco Intersight allows Cisco to have a more intimate relationship with our customer’s 
ownership experience. Customers can log into Cisco Intersight with role-based access 
control and claim ownership of their UCS components.  Once logged in, customers 
get access to the policy-based orchestration and management capabilities of 
HyperFlex and UCS. Management tools that are required to effectively operate a UCS-
based infrastructure, such as UCS Central, UCS Performance Manager, UCS Hardware 
Compatibility Matrix, HyperFlex Connect and more are being integrated into Cisco 
Intersight to streamline UCS operations. Cisco is able to update the Intersight portal 
to provide new features and functionality without requiring customers to do software 
or firmware updates onsite. And Cisco can provide information to customers, such as 
security vulnerability notifications, service notifications, and configuration 
recommendations right on the Intersight dashboard. 
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Hampers speed, security, 
service delivery, scale

Complexity 

Microservices and 
distributed applications 

on/off premises 

Developers demand 
choice, business 

demands economics

Evolving App 
Architectures

Multicloud
Reality

v

Evolving Infrastructure Challenges

As applications evolve from on-prem hosted workloads to cloud enabled and even 
cloud native platforms, the role that IT departments play for organizations is changing 
from a department that serves the business to one that drives the business. IT staffs 
are becoming more tightly integrated into business units in order to provide the 
technology needed to support fast paced user expectations, so moving from a 
maintenance model to an innovation model is no longer a goal, but a necessity.  
Many organizations use “The Cloud” as the goal for their infrastructure and while 
public cloud services have reset expectations of how infrastructure can be delivered, 
the reality is, its now a multicloud world and enabling IT organizations to drive 
innovation starts in-house.  
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Speed, economics, 
simplicity for any 

application

Hyperconverged 
Infrastructure

Cloud Like 
Resource 

Model

Speed and 
Simplicity

Common platform 
across data center

Predictable, reliable 
performance

Pay as you grow
Pay-as-you-grow 
economics with 
resource scaling on-
demand

Streamlined Operations
Cloud like simplified management and 

orchestration

Overcome Infrastructure Challenges

Hyperconverged infrastructure, sometimes referred to as HCI, is an iterative step 
beyond converged infrastructure. HCI allows IT to deliver on-prem options that rival 
the speed and simplicity of public cloud solutions. It provides pay as you grow 
economics that IT needs to be more predictable as resource demands scale. And HCI 
allows IT to spend less time integrating and operating infrastructure by eliminating 
the silo-approach to the network, compute, and storage components that make up 
the data center stack. With the converged infrastructures that came before HCI, the 
design and implement phases are streamlined by the vendors, but operations and 
troubleshoot phases are still the responsibility of the customer. HCI, with its 
”datacenter in a box” approach, simplifies all four phases, implement, design, 
operations, and troubleshoot.
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Architectural Approaches to Hyperconvergence

Storage Software HX Data Platform 

Vendor B - Compute

Vendor C - Network
Cisco Fabric Computing

Hybrid Cloud Management 

Multicloud era Hyperconverged 
Infrastructure 

Cisco UCS Foundations Cisco HyperFlex
Converged compute and networking 

system 
Siloed tiers of compute, storage and 
networking from separate vendors

Siloed & disaggregated management

Traditional Infrastructure

Cisco did not invent the Hyperconverged Infrastructure. As often happens when a 
new industry transition occurs, Cisco observes the transition, and lets it develop for 
awhile before offering a differentiated solution. Cisco identified that there were 
specific shortcomings in first-generation HCI products that our solution should 
improve on. First-generation HCI solutions are not complete, in that they don’t offer 
complete solutions to all three silos in traditional infrastructure. Cisco’s HyperFlex
completely addresses compute, storage, and network. 

Additionally, Cisco identified the need to develop a purpose-built file system for HCI 
to better address the needs of more applications with higher performance and 
consistency requirements. Finally, Cisco designed HyperFlex to use functionality in 
UCS that simplifies deployment, scaling, and operations tasks.

With HCI, there is a lot of conversation around software-only vs appliance-type 
models. Cisco takes an end-to-end appliance approach because HCI is supposed to be 
about simplicity. By design, many issues are discovered during regression testing of 
our appliances so that customers do not have to discover them in their datacenter. To 
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put this in context - there are over 2000 Cisco TAC cases related to ‘mis-configuration’ 
of the network and our competitors HCI solutions.  Our end-to-end appliance 
approach adds real value and takes the guess work out of deployment. 
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HyperFlex Architectural Differentiators
Hardware and software engineered together

CloudCenter
AppDynamics CWOM

Security
UCS

Intersight
Tetration

ACI
Hypervisor Choice
ESXi and Hyper-V

Hyperflex

Complete Hyperconvergence with 
Integrated Network Fabric
Unified Network Infrastructure

Guaranteed QoS with low latency

Pre-integrated UCS Rack and Blades + 
Cisco HX Data Platform

Single point of support backed by world 
class Cisco TAC Support

Next Gen Distributed 
Data Platform
Enterprise scale 
Performance without hot spots
Extremely consistent IO

Simplified Policy Based Management

Simplified operations across compute, 
storage and network

Cisco HyperFlex has been built from the ground up to offer a complete solution for 
hyperconvergence. It’s based on the industry-changing and very successful Cisco UCS 
platform, and has tight integration with the functionality that UCS provides. The 
HyperFlex Data Platform was designed for distributed storage that provides higher 
performance, better consistency, and higher availability than solutions that rely on 
legacy file systems and data locality. And HyperFlex is an integral part of Cisco’s 
overall vision for the Data Center, which includes application-advanced-workload 
placement, hybrid cloud management, application visibility, micro-segmentation, and 
an overarching commitment to pervasive security.
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Flexible and Adaptive Infrastructure 

C O M M O N  N E T W O R K  F A B R I C
C O M M O N  M A N A G E M E N T  P O L I C Y

H Y P E R C O N V E R G E D C O M P U T E - O N L Y
N O D E S

S C A L E  O U T  A N D
C L O U D  S T O R A G E

HX Cluster
Nodes

Scale
Racks

Scale
Blades Traditional Storage Arrays

SAN/NAS

HX Data 
Platform

Easily integrates into existing 
infrastructure

Seamless integration with UCS for 
independent resource scaling

Single architecture for operational 
simplicity

Cisco’s Hyperflex solution addresses many types of workloads by including standard 
compute and storage nodes, compute only (to scale compute bound applications) 
and integration with existing storage arrays for scaling out cloud storage.
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Primary HyperFlex Use Cases

Agile provisioning 

Frequent 
iterations

Instant 
cloning and 
snapshots

Low 
upfront 

costs

Consistent 
performance

Predictable scaling

Reduce 
operational 
complexity

Adaptive 
scaling 

Always-on 
resiliency

Simple 
deployment 

Centralized 
management

No 
“fly-and-fix” 

missions

Consistent, 
low-latency

High IOPS

All-flash 
nodes

Simple & seamless 
customer experience

Enterprise grade 
container storage

Cloud native 
development on 
prem

Virtual Desktop 
Infrastructure

Test and 
Development 

Server 
Virtualization

ROBO & 
Edge

Databases 
& ERP Containers

Cisco Hyperflex has many use cases validated and tested by Cisco including for small 
business and remote branch office edge managed by Intersight.
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HyperFlex Edge
Expanding Hyperconverged Simplicity to the Edge

H Y P E R F L E X  E D G E H Y P E R F L E X  S Y S T E M S H Y P E R F L E X  E D G E

Small Business Operations

Limited IT 

Minimal Application Growth

C O M M O N  M A N A G E M E N T  P O L I C Y

Transportation Govt. Manufacturing

Healthcare Finance HospitalityRetail

Branches Smal l  Bus inessCore Data Centers

Cisco HyperFlex Edge is deployed as a pre-integrated cluster with a unified pool of 
resources that you can quickly provision, adapt, scale, and manage to efficiently 
power remote-office and branch-office locations. Physically, the system is delivered as 
a cluster of three hybrid or all-flash nodes that are integrated using an existing Gigabit 
Ethernet switch. All nodes use Intel® Xeon® Scalable CPUs and next-generation DDR4 
memory and offer 12-Gbps SAS throughput. As a result, these fifth-generation servers 
offer faster processing, more cores, and a faster, larger memory capacity than 
previous-generation nodes.
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Cisco Express Specialization
Small Business Track

Meraki Overview

In this training, we will discuss the Meraki portfolio of solutions and product line 
technology. 
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Cisco Meraki

Simply Better IT

Technology can connect us, empower 

us, and drive us. At Cisco Meraki, we 

believe that by simplifying powerful 

technology, we can free passionate 

people to focus on their mission and 

reach groups previously left in the 

darkness.

Cisco Meraki is 100% Cloud-managed IT that simply works.  Technology can connect 
us, empower us, and drive us. We believe that by simplifying powerful technology we 
can free passionate people to focus on their mission and reach groups previously left 
in the darkness. 
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Simplifying across IT with cloud management

A complete cloud managed networking solution

Wireless, switching, security, SD-WAN, intelligent 
network insights, endpoint management, and security 
cameras

Integrated hardware, software, and cloud services

Leader in cloud-managed networking

Among Cisco’s fastest growing portfolios

500k+
Unique 

customers

7M+
Meraki devices 

online

23M+
API calls
per day

Founded in 2006, Meraki joined Cisco in 2012 as one of the industry leaders in the IT 
cloud management space.  

Today, Meraki solutions represent one of Cisco’s fastest growing portfolios.  Over 
500,000 customers use Meraki systems to empower their workforce.  There are over 
7 million Meraki network devices online all over the world. 

These comprehensive sets of solutions include wireless LAN, switching, security and 
SD-WAN, smart cameras, and mobile device management. All of which are managed 
through Meraki’s unified, single-pane-of-glass dashboard interface. This allows 
customers to seize new business opportunities and reduce operational costs. 
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Single pane of glass management for the enterprise

CLOUD MANAGED IT

SM MDMMS SwitchesMR Wireless MI InsightMV Smart CamerasMX Security & SD-WAN MG Cellular

Wherever you may be in the world, a single pane of glass gives you visibility and 
control of your wireless access points, security appliances, switches, mobile device 
management, smart cameras, application insight, and cellular gateway devices.  All of 
this is available without changing interfaces or logging in to different systems. 
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Manage and monitor those networks with 
robust analytics from a single pane of glass

Reduce administrative overhead with 
simple all-inclusive licensing models and 
tools

Deploy and grow networks at branch 
locations or large campuses easily and 
rapidly

With the Meraki full stack you can…

Managing a full stack of Meraki gear under a single pane of glass affords simple, 
scalable, and cross-platform visibility.  What do Meraki MR wireless, MS switching, 
MX security, Systems Manager, and MV Manager all have in common? 

Intuitive cloud management. 

Enhancing any network with just one of these products provides granular visibility 
and control. But deploying a combination of Meraki product families introduces a 
whole set of unique benefits.  
With the full stack, you can deploy and grow networks easily and rapidly.  
Administrative overhead is reduced with Cisco Meraki’s simple, all-inclusive licensing 
models. 
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Cloud Networking Technologies

Let’s discuss cloud networking technologies in more detail. 
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What is cloud networking?

Centralized management, visibility, and control without the cost and complexity of 
controller appliances or overlay management software.

Cisco Meraki products are built from the ground 
up for cloud management

Out of the box centralized management with 
layer 7 device and application visibility alongside 
real time web-based diagnostics and monitoring 
tools

End-user focused interface without the need for 
training or experience with proprietary 
command line interfaces

Cloud networking provides centralized management, visibility, and control without 
the cost and complexity of controller appliances or overlay management software.  
-----------CLICK--------
Cisco Meraki products are built from the ground up for cloud management and come 
out of the box with centralized management, layer 7 device and application visibility, 
real-time, web-based diagnostics, monitoring and reporting capabilities, and live tools 
such as packet capture or cable testing. And all Cisco Meraki devices can be deployed 
quickly and easily without training or proprietary command line interfaces. 
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The cloud increases IT efficiency

Turnkey installation and 
management

Secure out-of-band 
management – no user traffic 
flows through the cloud

Manageability Scalability Cost Savings

Scales from small branches to 
large networks

Reliable: the network stays up, 
even if connection to the 
cloud is lost

Reduces operational costs

Integrated, always up-to-date 
features

Cisco Meraki products increase IT manageability and allow for quick deployment out-
of-the-box through its secure management connection to the cloud. This connection 
is encrypted while keeping end-user traffic split-tunneled for data privacy and 
avoiding traffic bottlenecks. 
-----------CLICK------------------ --
The cloud also increases scalability from small branches to large networks.  The 
network stays up even if the connection to the cloud is lost.  
-----------CLICK--------------------
Cost saving is possible by reducing operational costs.  And, since they can be easily 
enabled by the cloud, Cisco Meraki system features are always up-to-date. 
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How it works…

1.

Reliable, high-
performance Cisco Meraki 
devices (e.g. access points, 
switches, security 
appliances) are deployed 
in your campus or remote 
branches.

3.

You have complete 
visibility and control over 
your entire network over 
the web. Configure 
thousands of devices, run 
diagnostics, or view 
reports with a few clicks.

2.

Cisco Meraki devices 
automatically connect to 
the Cisco Meraki cloud 
over SSL, register with 
your network, and 
download their 
configuration.

4.

Tasks such as RF 
optimization and VPN 
configuration are 
automated by the cloud, 
while firmware updates 
and application signatures 
are seamlessly deployed 
over the web.

So, how does it work? 
-----------CLICK------------------
Plug any high performance and reliable Cisco Meraki device, for instance an MX, MR, 
MS, or MV, into a network that has connectivity to the Internet.  
-----------CLICK------------------
The device will automatically connect to the Cisco Meraki cloud over SSL.  
-----------CLICK------------------
Once registered with your network it will download its configuration. From that 
moment on you have complete visibility and control over the web. You can configure 
thousands of devices, run diagnostics, or perform remote troubleshooting with just a 
few clicks.  
-----------CLICK------------------
Tasks, such as RF optimization and VPN configuration, are automated by the cloud.  
Firmware updates and application signatures are delivered securely over the Web, 
which you can reschedule or cancel at any time. 
or cancel at any time. 
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Out-of-band control plane

Cisco Meraki’s out-of-band control plane separates network management data from 
user data. Management data (e.g. configuration, statistics, monitoring, etc.) flows 
from Cisco Meraki devices to the Cisco Meraki cloud over a secure Internet 
connection and consumes a very minimum of overhead (1 kbps/device). User data 
(web browsing, internal applications, etc.) does not flow through the cloud, instead 
flowing directly to its destination on the LAN or across the WAN.

Advantages of an out-of-band control plane:

• Add devices or sites without MPLS tunnel

• Unlimited throughput (no centralized controller bottlenecks)

• Redundant cloud service provides high availability

• Network functions even if management traffic is interrupted

• No user traffic passes through Cisco Meraki’s datacenters (fully HIPPA / PCI 
compliant

Let’s talk about the out of band control plane. 

Cisco’s Meraki out of band control plane separates network management data from 
user data. Management data includes configuration, statistics, and monitoring data. 
Management data flows from Cisco Meraki devices to the Cisco Meraki cloud over an 
encrypted VPN connection and consumes a minimum of overhead, approximately 1 
kilo bit per second per device. On the other hand User data, such as web browsing 
and internal applications, does not flow through the cloud.  Instead, it flows directly 
to its destination on the LAN or across the WAN.
-----------CLICK-------- ----------
There are some clear benefits in this architecture such as 
• Scalability, whereby you can add devices or sites without MPLS 
tunnels,
• Unlimited throughput with no centralized controller bottlenecks
• Enhanced reliability, where redundant cloud service provides high 
availability and even if management traffic is interrupted, the network continues to 
function, and 
• security.  Since no user traffic passes through the Cisco Meraki cloud, it 
is fully HIPPA and PCI compliant. 
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Regular Penetration Testing

Environmental Controls

Disaster Preparedness

Physical Security

Cloud Services Security

Disaster Recovery

Redundancy

Availability Monitoring

Cisco Meraki datacenter design

Co-located in tier-1, SAS70 type II / SSAE16 certified datacenters

Cisco Meraki service is collated in Tier-1, SAS70 type 2/ SSAE 16 certified datacenters. 
These data centers feature state of the art security, both physical and cyber security, 
and are highly reliable designs. 

All Cisco Meraki services are replicated across multiple, independent data centers so 
that customer-facing services recover rapidly in the event of a catastrophic data 
center failure.  
-----------CLICK AFTER EACH BULLET------------------
Meraki data centers have 
• Availability monitoring with 4-nine uptime service SLA  and 24/7 
automated failure detection, since services are tested every 5 minutes from multiple 
locations 
• Redundancy with globally distributed data centers and nightly archival 
back-ups 
• Disaster recovery with rapid fail-over to hot-spare in the event of 
hardware failure or natural disaster 
• Cloud services security with 24/7 automated intrusion detection, 
remote access restricted by IP address and verified by public key; and automatic 
alerts sent to administrators upon configuration changes 
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• Physical security with a high security card key system and biometric 
readers utilized to control facility access.  This ensures that all entries, exits, and 
cabinets are monitored by video surveillance 
• Disaster preparedness with diesel generators providing back-up power 
in the event of power loss.  Each datacenter has service from at least two, top tier 
carriers. In the event of a catastrophic data center failure, services fail-over to 
another geographically separate data center 
• Environmental controls with over-provisioned HVAC systems provide 
cooling and humidity control and flooring systems are dedicated for air distribution. 
• And daily penetration testing by an independent third party 
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Security, reliability, and privacy information

Cisco Meraki is the industry's largest-scale and most 
experienced Cloud Networking service – powering over 
tens of thousands of networks worldwide 

Cisco Meraki also has the most experience in the 
cloud, having run its production service continuously 
for seven years

The Cisco Meraki Cloud Networking platform is trusted 
by thousands of IT professionals, from enterprises to 
hospitals, banks, and retailers

Additional information on Cisco Meraki cloud-hosted services: https://meraki.cisco.com/trust

Let’s discuss the security, reliability, and privacy information of the Cisco Meraki 
cloud. 
-----------CLICK--------
During the term of the Services Licensing Agreement, the hosted software will be 
operational and available to the customer at least 99.99% of the time in any calendar 
month. 
-----------CLICK--------
Two-factor authentication adds an extra layer of security to an organization’s 
network.  In order to log-in to Cisco Meraki services, an administrator must provide 
his or her name and password as well as their phone number.
-----------CLICK--------
Cisco Meraki datacenters are SAS 70 Type 2 Audited and if you wanted to have 
additional information please visit meraki.cisco.com/trust  . 
-----------CLICK--------
Every customer’s data, network configurations, and usage metrics are replicated 
across three, independent data centers.
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Compliance and data protection

PCI Security Standard - Cisco Meraki provides a comprehensive solution to ensure a PCI 
compliant environment held to the strict standards of a Level 1 PCI audit (the most rigorous audit 
level). Cisco Meraki’s rich security feature set addresses all of the PCI Data Security Standards, 
helping customers to build and maintain a secure network, protect cardholder data, maintain a 
vulnerable management program, and monitor network security.

HIPAA - Each Cisco Meraki product platform provides a variety of security functions to aid with 
HIPAA compliance. No Individually Identifiable Health Information (IIHI) on the network is ever 
sent to the Cisco Meraki cloud.

EU data privacy regulations - Networks configured to operate in the EU Cloud ensure that even 
the network management information is stored only in the European Economic Area (EEA), 
including failover and back-up. Cisco Meraki also makes available to its customers a DPA (data 
processing addendum) that incorporates the European Commissions' Standard Contractual 
Clauses.

Cisco Meraki provides comprehensive solutions to ensure data protection and 
compliance  with industry service standards, including: 

PCI compliance.  Cisco Meraki solutions ensure a PCI compliant environment.  Each 
solution is held to the strict standards of a Level 1 PCI audit. This represents the most 
rigorous audit level. Cisco Meraki’s rich security feature set addresses all of the clear 
requirements for building compliant wireless LANs.  And Cisco Meraki is certified as a 
PCS DSS version 3.1 Level 1 Service Provider.  
-----------CLICK--------
HIPAA - Each Cisco Meraki product platform provides a variety of security functions to 
aid with HIPAA compliance. For example, WPA2 encryption, IP SEC VPN, Layer 3 and 7 
firewall, Radius, and many more.  No Individually Identifiable Health Information 
located on the network is ever sent to the Cisco Meraki cloud.
-----------CLICK--------
and finally the EU cloud with its data privacy regulations - Networks configured to 
operate in the EU Cloud ensure that even the network management information is 
stored only in the European Economic Area, including failover and back-up. Cisco 
Meraki also makes available to its customers a data processing addendum or DPA 
that incorporates the European Commissions' Standard Contractual Clauses.
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Addressing cloud infrastructure concerns

Common questions about the Cisco Meraki architecture

Does my network traffic flow through the Cisco Meraki cloud infrastructure?

No. Cisco Meraki uses an out-of-band management architecture. No user traffic passes through Meraki’s datacenters.

What happens if I can’t access the Cisco Meraki cloud?

Your network continues to function normally even if you can’t access the cloud. Users can authenticate, firewall rules 
remain in place, and traffic flows at full line rate. Only management and configuration functions are interrupted.

How do firmware upgrades work? How often do I get new features?

Meraki provides firmware updates via seamless, over-the-web upgrades. Cisco Meraki releases updates each quarter 
that contain new features, performance improvements, and other enhancements. Firmware upgrades are delivered 
securely over the web, which you can reschedule or cancel at any time.

So let’s now address some commonly asked questions about the Cisco Meraki 
architecture. 
-----------CLICK--------
Does my network traffic flow through the Cisco Meraki cloud infrastructure?
-----------CLICK--------
As mentioned previously, Cisco Meraki uses an out of band management 
architecture. So, no user traffic passes through Meraki’s data centers.
-----------CLICK--------
What happens if I can’t access the Cisco Meraki cloud?
-----------CLICK--------
Your network continues to function normally even if you can’t access the cloud. Users 
can authenticate, firewall rules remain in place, and traffic flows at the full line rate. 
Only management and configuration functions are interrupted, and usage statistics 
are stored locally until the connection to the cloud is re-established.  Once the 
connection is re-established, usage statistics are pushed to the cloud.   
-----------CLICK--------
How do firmware upgrades work? How often do I get new features?
-----------CLICK--------
Meraki provides firmware updates via seamless, over-the-web upgrades. Cisco 
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Meraki releases updates each quarter that contain new features, performance 
improvements, and other enhancements. Firmware upgrades are delivered securely 
over the web, which you can reschedule or cancel at any time.
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Dashboard Overview and Highlights

We’ll now move on to an overview of the Cisco Meraki Dashboard. 
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The Cisco Meraki Dashboard

Browser compatibility
The Dashboard (and local status pages) are intended to be compatible with the 
most recent versions of all common browsers, including Chrome, Firefox, Edge, 
Internet Explorer, and Safari. In most cases, compatibility will extend one version 
behind their most recent release.

While not designed for compatibility with mobile devices, most mobile browsers 
are able to render the majority of pages – a desktop or laptop yields the best 
experience.

The intuitive cloud-based user interface that is the Cisco Meraki Dashboard can be accessed anywhere in the world 
with a modern web browser and available internet connectivity. A seamless and consistent experience is provided 
across all types of workstations (OS-agnostic) with no dependencies on plug-ins, 3rd party applications, on-site servers, 
or physical connectivity requirements for control and management access.

The intuitive single pane of glass, the Cisco Meraki Dashboard, can be accessed 
anywhere in the world with a modern web browser.  There are no dependencies on 
plug-ins, third party applications, on-site service, or physical connectivity 
requirements, for control and management access.  The Meraki Dashboard is 
Operating-System agnostic. Thus, a seamless and consistent experience is provided 
across all types of workstations. 
-----------CLICK--------
The Dashboard and local status pages are compatible with all major Internet 
browsers, including Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, and Internet Explorer.  

And while it is not designed for compatibility with mobile devices, you will still be 
able to render the majority of pages.  However, using a major Internet browser on a 
desktop or laptop is recommended. 
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Dashboard security

Two-factor authentication
Administrators can require two-factor authentication for logging in to Dashboard. One of 
the options available and recommended is the Google Authenticator (no dependencies 
on SMS service)

Role-based administration
There are two types of Dashboard administrators:

• Organization administrator – complete access to the organization and all its networks

• Network administrator – access to individual networks and their devices with complete or limited control over 
the configurations

Permission types
Different permissions are available for even further granular control at both the organization as well as the network level 
such as: full, read-only, monitor-only, or guest ambassador.

Administrators can require two-factor authentication for logging in to Dashboard. 
One available option is the Google Authenticator. This service is useful because it can 
provide 2-factor authentication regardless of SMS service.
-----------CLICK--------
The Role-based Administration feature provides the administrator with easy to use 
configuration capabilities.  It lets you 
 appoint administrators for specific sub-sets of your organization and 
specify if they have read only access to reports and trouble-shooting tools.  
 administer access to guests via the Lobby Ambassador, or make 
configuration changes to the network. 

Role-based administration reduces the chance of accidental or malicious 
configuration and restricts errors to isolated parts of the network. 

There are two types of Dashboard administrators, 
Organization administrators and network administrators. 
-----------CLICK--------
For the Organization administrator there are two permission levels. 
• With read only permission, the user is able to access most aspects of 
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the network and organization-wide settings, but is unable to make any changes. 
• With full permission, the user has full administrative access to all 
network and organization-wide settings.  This is the highest level of access available. 

For the Network administrator there are four permission levels
• As a Guest Ambassador, the user is only able to see the list of Meraki 
authentication users, add users, update existing users, and authorize or de-authorize 
users on an SSID or client VPN. Ambassadors can also remove wireless users, if they 
are an Ambassador on all networks. They are presented with the User Management 
Portal only.  
• With Monitor Only access, the user is only able to view a sub-set of 
the monitor section in Dashboard and can make no changes. 
• With Read Only access, the user is able to access most aspects of the 
network, including the configure section.  But, no changes can be made. 
• With Full access, the user has access to view all aspects of the network 
and can make any changes to it. 
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Dashboard organizational structure

Account

Licensing Organization Inventory

Site A

All Devices (Combined)Networks

Site B

MR MS MX SM Networks

Account: associated with an email address, used to log in to Dashboard

Organization: an administrative boundary that contain licenses and inventory of devices for a collection of 
networks that are all part of a single organizational entity (i.e. a company)

Network: contain devices, their configurations, statistics, and any client-device information

The Meraki dashboard architecture has several different compontents.
-----------CLICK--------
An email address is required to log-in to Dashboard.  Once an account has been 
created with an associated email address, the basic structure of Dashboard consists 
of two levels: Organizations and Networks. 
-----------CLICK--------
Organizations are a collection of networks that are all part of a single organizational 
entity, such as a company or school district. Therefore, licensing, inventory, users, and 
configurations are all kept within an organization. 
-----------CLICK--------
Networks contain Cisco Meraki devices, the device configurations, statistics, and any 
client-device information. 
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Search Dashboard

Dashboard highlights

Dashboard Search

A persistent search bar 
empowers users with the 
ability to quickly find anything 
in their org from device IP 
addresses to network tags to 
general configuration 
questions 

Make a Wish

Provide direct feedback to the 
Cisco Meraki product 
management teams and 
submit requests to improve 
usability across all Dashboard 
elements

Updates and Alerts

As Dashboard evolves and 
new features or workflows 
are introduced, notices of 
improvements and changes 
are constantly being 
communicated to help 
admins keep up with the 
latest from Cisco Meraki

Here are just a few of the highlights of the Cisco Meraki Dashboard. 
-----------CLICK--------
With the Search Function in Dashboard, users can quickly find anything in their 
organization, from device IP addresses to network tags to answers to general 
configuration questions. 
-----------CLICK--------
At the bottom right of every Dashboard page, the user has the opportunity to provide 
direct feedback and requests to the Cisco Meraki product management team using 
the Make a Wish box. 
-----------CLICK--------
As Dashboard evolves and new features or workflows are introduced, notices of 
improvements and changes are constantly being communicated via Dashboard to 
help administrators keep up with the latest from Cisco Meraki. 
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Cisco Express Specialization
Small Business Track

Meraki Wireless LAN

In this training, we will discuss the Meraki wireless LAN, specifically, the features of 
the MR Wireless Access Point. 
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Cisco Meraki MR Wireless Access Points

The Cisco Meraki MR platform consists of various indoor and outdoor access point 
models that provide many features that support the Cisco wireless solution.  These 
features include the dedicated third radio (the Air Marshal) and auto-RF, the Meraki 
self-healing mesh technology, the engagement solutions such as CMX Analytics, and 
Bluetooth low energy. 
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Variety of models that cater to indoor / outdoor, high performance, and value-priced

802.11ac Wave2 and Wi-Fi 6 models, multigigabit performance, with dedicated scanning and BLE radios

MR platform overview

Enterprise security

Application traffic shaping

BYOD policies

WPA2 / WIDS / WIPS

Guest access

Location analytics

Feature Highlights

Cisco’s Meraki MR platform is the industry leading, cloud managed wireless solution 
providing high performance with value-pricing. The MR platform of access points 
provide 802.11ac Wave2 and Wi-Fi 6 models with BLE radios, and multigigabit
performance. 
----------CLICK------------------
The MR robust feature set makes the platform ideal for demanding enterprise 
deployments. 

The MR series Access Points provide enterprise security with layer 3 firewall rules 
that are based on IP addresses and port and layer 7 firewall rules for application 
control. 

These access points can be used to block traffic at the application level, such as peer-
to-peer traffic, streaming services such as YouTube and Spotify, or any application 
that is band-width intensive. 

Or, instead of blocking the application, traffic shaping rules can be configured to limit 
the amount bandwidth an individual application can use. 
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This feature allows seamless implementation of bring your own device policies. Thus, 
corporate and personal devices can be restricted from the network when they 
connect to a Meraki MR access point based on their Operating System information. 
For example, you could set a policy to allow all devices to connect to the network, 
except Android and iOS devices. 

Up to 15 SSIDs can be configured on a Cisco Meraki network, and they can be 
protected in many different ways.  All the way from WPA2 authentication, and 
wireless intrution prevention,

For guest access, the Meraki MR access point also features splash page functionality 
in the form of click-thru, Facebook log-ins, Google authentication, and, for flexibility, 
external splash pages are also supported through the Cisco Meraki API. 

The MR also supports location analytics to understand wireless user behavior and 
foot traffic .

And, in terms of warranty, all indoor model access points have life-time replacement 
warranty because Cisco believes in the quality of the MR products. 
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MR wireless access points: indoor models

Targeted

4 Stream 4-Radio
802.11ac Wave 2
4-port Gigabit switch

MR30H

General Purpose

2 Stream 4-Radio
802.11ac Wave 2
(1) 1 Gbps Ethernet

MR33

2 Stream 4-Radio
802.11ax
(1) 1 Gbps Ethernet

MR36

3 Stream 4-Radio
802.11ac Wave 2
(1) 1 Gbps Ethernet

MR42

4 Stream 4-Radio
802.11ax
(1) 2.5 Gbps MGig Ethernet

MR46

Entr
y

2 stream, 2-radio
802.11ac Wave 2
(1) 1 Gbps Ethernet

MR20

Cisco Meraki MR indoor access points can be grouped into several categories: 
-------------------CLICK---------------------
The Entry and Targeted groups are designed for simple deployments in offices, 
schools, hospitals, shops and hotels while offering great performance, security, and 
simple management.
The MR 20 is an entry-level 802.11ac Wave2 access point with 2 radios that are 
capable of 2 spatial streams (multi-user MIMO technology). It does not include any 
Bluetooth Low-Energy capable hardware or the bonus spectrum-analyzer radio as 
seen in all the other indoor models. 
The MR 30H is our targeted solution. The MR30H is a unique form factor that was 
developed for use primarily in multi-dwelling and close-proximity environments such 
as that of a hotel building. It includes an integrated 4 port gigabit switch that can also 
deliver an additional port of PoE (802.3af) to a downstream device, for example an IP 
phone without the need to take up a power outlet or provide additional cabling.

On this slide and the ones that follow, you will see that the access points may be 
listed with different number of radios along with various symbols. These icons 
represent Wi-Fi 5, Wi-Fi 6, Bluetooth low energy, and the dedicated scanning radio –
which we will discuss in upcoming slides.
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-------------CLICK--------------
The General Purpose Access Points are designed for robust wireless networks, but 
not necessarily for high-density deployments.
The MR 33 is an 802.11AC WAVE 2 access point with 4 radios with 2 by 2 MU MIMO 
support. The MR 33 provides a maximum 1.3 Gigi bits per second aggregate frame 
rate with concurrent 2.4 Giga hertz and 5 giga hertz radios.  A dedicated third radio 
provides real-time WIDS or WIPS with automated RF optimization. 
-------------CLICK--------------
The MR 36 access point fully supports the Wi-Fi 6 standard and delivers 2 spatial 
stream performance with similar MIMO support. Like the MR 33, the MR 36 has a 
single gigabit Ethernet uplink port.
-------------CLICK--------------
The MR 42 is a four radio, 802.11AC WAVE 2 access point supporting 3 by 3 MU 
MIMO. The 3 spatial stream support makes it well suited for higher client density 
deployments. 
-------------CLICK--------------
And finally there is the MR 46 model which support Wi-Fi 6. This access point 
contains increased performance and hardware that delivers up to 4 spatial streams as 
well as an upgraded multi gigabit Ethernet uplink port.
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MR wireless access points: indoor models (continued)

8 Stream 4-Radio
802.11ax
(1) 5 Gbps MGig Ethernet

MR56

Future Proof

4 Stream 4-Radio
802.11ac Wave 2
(1) 1 Gbps Ethernet
(1) 2.5 Gbps MGig Ethernet

MR53

4 Stream 4-Radio
802.11ac Wave 2
(2) 1 Gbps Ethernet

MR52

Directed Coverage

4 Stream 4-Radio
802.11ax
(1) 2.5 Gbps MGig Ethernet

MR46E

3 Stream 4-Radio
802.11ac Wave 2
(1) 1 Gbps Ethernet

MR42E

4 Stream 4-Radio
802.11ac Wave 2
(1) 1 Gbps Ethernet
(1) 2.5 Gbps MGig Ethernet

MR53E

The Future Proof group of access points are those that contain high-performing 
hardware that is capable of taking advantage of the latest industry standards and 
Cisco Meraki innovations.
-------------CLICK--------------
The MR 52 and MR 53 access points are 802.11AC wave 2 certified and maximizes 
MU MIMO to serve up to 4 concurrent spatial streams. While both models contain 
two Ethernet ports, both are just regular gigabit ports on the MR 52 access point. The 
MR 53 has a regular gigabit paired with a multi gigabit port, which is capable of 
achieving speeds up to 2.5 gigabits per second. 
-------------CLICK--------------
The MR 56 is the Wi-Fi 6 access point model in the Future Proof group. This AP truly 
pushes hardware limits by providing up to 8 spatial streams and contains a multi 
gigabit Ethernet uplink port that is able to deliver up to 5 gigbits per second of 
throughput.
-----------CLICK------------------------
Access points that are grouped into the Directed Coverage category are very capable 
of delivering wireless coverage in troublesome deployments. 
-------------CLICK--------------
The MR 42E and MR 53E are the ideal choice for indoor wireless needs with 
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challenging RF scenarios that could benefit from targeted/directed antenna coverage. 
Both models contain RP-TNC connectors to be paired with desired external antennas 
and the MR 53E capable of delivering one more spatial stream (4 total) than the MR 
42E (3 total) while still having the multigigabit port as one of the two interfaces on 
the back of the access point. 
-------------CLICK--------------
The MR 46E provides Wi-Fi 6 coverage with up to 4 spatial streams like that of the MR 
53E and also contains the same number of antennas. This model also has a single, 
multi gigabit Ethernet uplink port to eliminate any bandwidth bottleneck.
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MR wireless access points: outdoor models

Entry Future Proof

2 Stream 2-Radio
802.11ac Wave 2
(1) 1 Gbps Ethernet

MR70

General Purpose

2 Stream 4-Radio
802.11ac Wave 2
(1) 1 Gbps Ethernet
IP67 rated

MR74

2 Stream 4-Radio
802.11ax
(1) 1 Gbps Ethernet
IP67 rated

MR76

4 Stream 4-Radio
802.11ac Wave 2
(1) 1 Gbps Ethernet
(1) 2.5 Gbps MGig Ethernet
IP67 rated

MR84

4 Stream 4-Radio
802.11ax
(1) 2.5 Gbps MGig 
Ethernet
IP67 rated

MR86

Let’s take a look at the outdoor access point models. 
-------------CLICK--------------
Similar to its indoor counterpart, the MR 20, the MR 70 is an entry-level 802.11ac 
Wave2 access point with 2 internal omni-directional antennas that are capable of 2 
spatial streams. It does not include any Bluetooth Low-Energy capable hardware or 
the bonus spectrum-analyzer radio as seen in the other outdoor MR access point 
models.  
-------------CLICK--------------
The MR 74 and MR 76 general purpose access points are both 2 stream, 4 radio 
access points that have external, N-type antenna support for challenging outdoor RF 
scenarios. Both models have an industrial design to handle vibration, extreme 
thermal conditions, and shock. The MR 74 is 802.11ac wave 2 certified while the MR 
76 is 802.11ax certified and can deliver Wi-Fi 6 data rates and speeds.
-------------CLICK--------------
And lastly, the MR 84 and MR 86 are the future proofing, high throughput, multi 
gigabit capable access points. With support for up to 4 concurrent spatial streams, 
the main differences between these two models are the Wi-Fi standards that they 
support – with the MR 86 supporting the latest IEEE standard of 802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6). 
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Access points in the General Purpose and Future Proof groups have received an IP 67 
rating, which designates the unit’s degree of protection against dust and liquid.

All outdoor models come with external attachable antennas that span a variety of 
styles, such as omni or patch, to meet different needs. An option for directional 
antennas can be acquired separately. 
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MR feature: Air Marshal / WIPS

Air Marshal is Cisco Meraki's wireless intrusion prevention (WIPS) solution. Integrated into every Cisco Meraki 
access point and centrally managed from the cloud, Air Marshal detects and neutralizes wireless threats, delivering 
state of the art protection to the most security conscious distributed networks.

If you recall from the previous slides, the Cisco Meraki access points had a varying 
number of radios (2, 3, or 4).  One of the differentiators of the Cisco Meraki access 
point solution is the dedicated third radio. This dedicated radio is constantly 
monitoring the RF spectrum serving two primary purposes: 
- One is the wireless intrusion prevention system, also known as Air 
Marshal and 
- Two is the RF optimization, also known as auto RF 

From the security aspect, 3 radio and 4 radio access points are basically all of the 
access points we reviewed in the previous slides. The Meraki access points can scan 
across all the 2.4 and 5 giga hertz channels in the surrounding RF environments 
looking for potential wireless threats and neutralizing those threats to protect the 
network from malicious attacks on a full-time basis. 
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MR feature: Air Marshal / WIPS

Dedicated security radio

Cisco Meraki APs feature a dedicated 
security radio, powering Air Marshal and 
enabling round-the-clock protection 
without interrupting client traffic. 

This third radio is dual-band, providing 
spectrum intelligence across 2.4 GHz and 
5 GHz frequencies and full-time security 
protection from network vulnerabilities.

Real-time detection

APs scan their environment in real-time 
and take preemptive action based on 
intuitive user-defined preferences. 

Attack profiles are organized into 
categories such as rogue SSIDs, AP spoofs, 
and packet floods, facilitating rapid 
classification and response by a network 
administrator.

Intuitive & flexible remediation

Once identified, rogue APs can be 
contained through built-in techniques that 
de-authenticate clients and render the 
rogue AP ineffective. 

Air Marshal can also auto-contain APs 
spoofing your network’s SSID, ensuring your 
employees and customers are not lured 
into connecting to a malicious rogue device.

It is very important to know that even though wireless corporate networks can be 
secure with robust network access control mechanisms there is still a potential need 
for a “whips” solution.  For instance, an employee of a company without any 
malicious intent can plug in his home wireless router into an open port around his 
desk with the hope to obtain additional wireless coverage.  However, in this scenario, 
a security bridge can be created exposing the internal network to potential malicious 
users. 

The Cisco Meraki Air Marshal “whip” solution combats these wireless threats by 
detecting them and taking action.  Some of the threats we are able to detect and take 
action on are:
• Rogue SSID and rogue access points
• SSID spoofing 
• Malicious broadcast 
• Packet flood, and new threats are emerging all of the time.

When these threats are detected, the access point can take action to neutralize the 
threats and notify the network administrators.
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MR feature: Auto RF

Cisco Meraki's powerful, automated RF optimization system delivers high 
performance in high density environments and under challenging interference 
conditions

Dedicated radio for continuous monitoring

A 3rd radio dedicated to continuous monitoring serves to optimize WiFi performance of 
individual APs through the measuring of channel utilization, signal strength, throughput, and 
signals from non-Meraki APs 

Interference detection

Tools such as real-time spectrum analysis and live channel utilization deliver information on 
the RF environment to detect and adapt to interference from non-802.11 sources

Adaptive configuration for optimal performance

Real-time metrics are leveraged to ensure that wireless channels, AP output power, and client 
connection settings are automatically adapted to changing conditions

Radio Settings
Channel Planning

In addition to the security aspect of the dedicated third radio, the second purpose of 
this dedicated radio is equally as important to the wireless network. We refer to this 
second purpose as auto RF. Auto RF is Cisco Meraki’s signature RF optimization 
mechanism that increases performance by measuring channel utilization, signal 
strength, throughput, and signals from non-Meraki APs
-------------CLICK--------------
With auto RF, every access point on the Meraki network continuously and 
automatically is monitoring for any sort of interference that could affect the wireless 
performance.  The access point periodically samples the RF spectrum and retrieves 
interference metrics. These metrics are then uploaded to the Meraki cloud. 
-------------CLICK--------------
The Meraki cloud, armed with real-time and historic data, then continually assesses 
the health of the entire network, dynamically tuning the wireless channel selection, it 
transmits powers and client’s connection settings to automatically adapt to changing 
interference conditions ensuring optimal wireless performance. 
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MR feature: CMX location analytics
Data collected by intelligent Meraki APs is:
• Synced with the Meraki cloud
• Automatically reported in the dashboard
• Exported to third-party applications via the CMX location API

In addition to providing secure wireless connectivity, the MR series access points can 
also help to provide business insight to valuable analytics as part of the Cisco Meraki 
CMX Location analytics engagement solution.  
-------------CLICK--------------
By default, all of the Meraki access points gather raw data on probing clients from the 
surrounding environment and upload that data in real-time to the Meraki cloud for 
analysis. 

That data is then reported to the Meraki dashboard to present an easy to consume 
statistics view that can be used to improve customer engagement and loyalty. 

Other key benefits to the CMX Analytics is to understand user behavior and foot 
traffic for a specific time period.  This information helps to make decisions about 
staffing, store front design, or employee and bring your own device policies.   

Location analytics data can be obtained per site and can be compared with one 
another within Dashboard.  This comparison can help the business understand the 
successes and opportunities for improvement for each of the sites and then take 
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well-educated action. 

And for flexibility, the collected CMX data can be exported to an external server for 
further analysis and usage. 
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MR feature: mesh routing

Mesh networking, included in every Cisco Meraki AP, extends coverage to hard to wire areas and creates a self-
healing network that is resilient to cable and switch failures. Cisco Meraki pioneered high performance mesh 
routing, with technologies such as multi-radio routing and per-flow analysis that optimize Cisco Meraki's mesh for 
performance and reliability.

Auto-configuring mesh Multi-channel routing protocols Self-healing networking with 
per-flow optimization

Another key feature of the Cisco Meraki access point is mesh networking.  
Mesh networking, included in every Cisco Meraki AP, extends coverage to hard to 
wire areas and creates a self-healing network that is resilient to cable and switch 
failures. 
-------------CLICK--------------
When Meraki access points are deployed they automatically scan through all the 2.4 
and 5 giga hertz channels looking for Meraki access points to establish a mesh 
relationship with.  This process requires no configuration whatsoever. 
-------------CLICK--------------
Cisco Meraki pioneered high performance mesh routing, with technologies such as 
multi-radio routing and per-flow analysis that optimize Cisco Meraki's mesh for 
performance and reliability. The MR series access points support wireless meshing 
through a Meraki advanced proprietary mesh protocol.  
-------------CLICK--------------
Meraki wireless mesh networks also support advanced self-healing capabilities. 
When a Meraki access point establishes a mesh relationship with more than one 
node the access point in the mesh network constantly updates its routing table with 
the most optimal path to the gateway. If the ideal path changes for some reason, due 
to node failure or route metric for example, the traffic will flow via the best possible 
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path. 
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MR feature: Bluetooth low energy

Meraki access points include a dedicated Bluetooth radio and antenna, extending the power of location awareness 
and returning meaningful value to customers.

Universal support, enabling real 
world applications

Putting beacons 
to work

Dedicated, efficient hardware with 
simple management

Another engagement solution within the Cisco Meraki MR wireless solution includes 
the Bluetooth beacons, also known as Bluetooth Low Energy.  

Most Meraki access points have the dedicated built-in Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) 
radio that can be used for asset tracking.  The MR20 and M70 access points are the 
only models that do not have this feature.  The Cisco Meraki access point with those 
four radios can scan for Bluetooth enabled devices.  For instance, low energy 
Bluetooth tags can be deployed on corporate assets.  Once deployed, the Meraki 
devices or the Meraki access points can ‘listen’ to those beacon advertisements to 
track the location and tracking of those assets. 

In addition to asset tracking, the Bluetooth radio can also be used to enable more 
active customer engagement through mobile integration available through Meraki 
Bluetooth API. 

A Cisco Meraki customer can put a beacon to work by developing a beacon aware 
application for mobile devices to recognize one-way beacon advertisements from 
Meraki devices, such as Meraki access points. 
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So, what is an example use case for customer engagement with Meraki Bluetooth 
Low Energy? 

Say for example, a customer has installed a mobile app on his SMART phone from 
one of his favorite coffee shops.  From his home, he can place an order using this 
application and in several minutes he can drive there and pick it up. When he arrives 
at the site, the application on the phone can detect the Cisco Meraki beacons and the 
application can automatically notify the baristas that the customer has arrived.  An 
acknowledgement notification can be triggered on the application to notify the 
customer that his order is ready for pick up. 
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MR feature: Wireless Health

Meraki Wireless Health helps IT teams verify that wireless users are able to access the network as expected and that 
they have a fast, reliable wireless experience. By simplifying root cause analysis for all connected wireless clients in a 
single dashboard, IT teams can proactively manage and answer complex questions without having to manually dig 
through the entire network stack.

Are connected users having a good 
experience?

Can users access the wireless network 
successfully?

Are any access points overloaded or in 
need of optimization?

Wireless Health is a new feature that allows IT administrators to help ensure devices 
are able to successfully access wireless networks by diving deeper into metrics 
available via the Meraki dashboard. 
-------------CLICK--------------
The analysis process begins when the administrator determines whether a device was 
able to successfully associate with an MR access point.  This step is followed by 
confirming the authentication process, the ability to obtain an IP address, and then 
finally resolving hostnames through DNS. 
-------------CLICK--------------
Once connected, the administrator takes a closer look at the latency on the network 
points to determine the kind of experiences wireless clients are having, and if they 
are experiencing any issues. 
-------------CLICK--------------
The health of each access point is also assessed to ensure it has the capacity and best 
configuration to meet the demands of wireless clients.

By simplifying root cause analysis for all connected wireless clients in a single 
dashboard, IT teams can proactively manage and answer complex questions without 
having to manually dig through the entire network stack.
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Meraki Switching

In this training, we will discuss the fundamentals of the Cisco Meraki MS switch 
platform. 
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Cisco Meraki MS Switches

To help build your understanding of the Meraki MS switch platform, let’s explore how 
Cisco Meraki has redefined the management and configuration of switches. 
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Numerous models scaling from access to campus aggregation

Cloud managed physical stacking, multigigabit performance, and UPoE power to the campus network

MS platform overview

Voice and video QoS

Layer 7 app visibility

Virtual and physical stacking

Dynamic routing

Enterprise security

Remote packet capture, cable testing

Feature Highlights

The MS Switch portfolio includes numerous models scaling from access to campus 
aggregation with features including cloud managed physical stacking, multi gigabit 
performance, and Universal Power over Ethernet UPoE on the campus network. 
---------CLICK------------ ----
Let’s take a closer look at some of the other features included in the MS platform. 
• The quality behind 150 milli seconds is often unacceptable for supporting voice 

and video traffic. Cisco Meraki switches support layer 2 and layer 3 quality of 
service ensuring these real-time traffic flows are given priority as they enter and 
traverse the network. The switch ports can be set to accept ingress prioritization 
label or for certain ports’ chosen priority level. 6 Qs with 4 QoS setting support 
flexible policy implementation. 

• Layer 7 application visibility, that was previously only available through costly 
overlay appliances, is included in Cisco Meraki switches at no additional cost.  
Hundreds of applications are automatically identified and reported, applications 
from business app to BitTorret and YouTube. 

• Rather than separately managing each switch, switches can be grouped together 
into virtual stacks, regardless of how physically dispersed those switches may be.  
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For high performance and management convenience, switches can also be 
physically stacked together and managed as a single entity.  

• OSPF routing automatically factors in link cost to calculate the optimal pathway for 
routing packet from point A to point B.  This efficient transmit tool improves 
network performance since delays across slow links are minimized. 

• Ports to gain access to the network are all around us.  Most are physically secure 
ports, but many are not.  Using 802.1x port-based network access control, MAC-
based identification, or a mix of the two, the network administration can lock 
down access on a port-by-port basis to authorize users or devices. Guest VLAN can 
also be configured to provide restricted access to the Internet via DMZ or a 
remediation server. 

• And lastly, the MS platform incorporate features such as packet capture and cable 
testing tools to help troubleshoot network issues that may arise. 
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MS switch: models

General Purpose

8, 24, 48G ports
1G & 10G SFP(+) uplinks
124/270W PoE+
Integrated power supply

MS120/125

Stackable Access

MS210
24, 48G ports & 4 1G SFP uplinks
370/740W PoE+
Physical stacking (80G)
Static routing

MS225
24, 48G ports & 4 10G SFP+ uplinks
370/740W PoE+
Physical stacking (80G)
Static routing

Let’s have a look at the current MS Switch models.
The MS 120 family contains both rack mountable as well as a desktop form-factor 
model. The compact MS 120-8 is a compact switch that is fanless and provides 8 
gigabit Ethernet ports and 2 fiber SFP uplinks, it also is capable of delivering multiple 
ports PoE+ power with the integrated power supply. 
The rack-mounted MS 120 models are available with a variety of switchport and 
power configurations. They also offer additional power redundancy when paired 
together with a Cisco RPS 2300 unit. 
---------CLICK------------
The MS 210 and MS 225 are both frequently seen positioned as “stackable access” 
switches for branch and small campuses. They both come with a selection of 24 or 48 
port configurations and power supplies for different PoE needs. They both feature the 
ability to physically stack in a ring that has 80G of stacking bandwidth in the 
backplane. The MS 210 as well as the MS 225 are both capable of performing static 
routing. The MS 210 has 4, 1gig SFP uplinks while the MS 225 has 4 10gig SFP+ 
uplinks. 
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MS switch: models (continued)
Stackable High Performance

MS355

24, 48 ports w/ 8, 16, 24 mGig ports
4 10G SFP+ & 2 40G QSFP+ uplinks
Physical stacking (400G)
Dynamic routing & UPoE

MS350
24, 48G ports & 4 10G SFP+ uplinks
mGig & UPoE (MS350-24X)
Physical stacking (160G)
Dynamic routing

MS250
24, 48G ports & 4 10G SFP+ uplinks
370/740W PoE+
Physical stacking (80G)
Dynamic routing

MS390

24, 48 ports w/ up to 48 mGig ports
2 40G or 4/8 10G modular fiber uplinks
Physical stacking (480G)
Dynamic routing & UPoE

MS410
16, 32 1G SFP port models
10 gigabit SFP+ uplinks 
Physical stacking (160G)
Dynamic routing

MS425
16, 32 10G SFP+ port models
40 gigabit QSFP+ uplinks
Physical stacking (160G)
Dynamic routing

MS450
12 40G QSFP+ ports
2 100G QSFP28 uplinks
Physical stacking (400G)
Dynamic routing

Stackable Distribution or Aggregation

There are several switches in the Cisco Meraki MS portfolio that fall into the stackable 
high performance category because of their innate ability to perform dynamic L3 
routing. 
---------CLICK FOR EACH BULLET------------
• The MS 250 family is very similar to the MS 225 except for their differences in 

routing abilities and their power configurations.

• The MS 350 family further pushes hardware capabilities with an increased physical 
stacking backplane but also adds support for multi-gigabit ports and UPoE ports.

• The MS 355 models raises the bar with 40 gigabit QSFP plus uplinks along with yet 
another increase in the physical stacking backplane – up to 400 gigabits.

• And finally, the MS 390 is the most powerful access switch in the Meraki portfolio. 
Offering a high density of multi-gigabit ports, up to 8 ten-gig modular fiber uplinks, 
a 480 gigabit physical stacking backplane, the switch is also capable of running 
features such as StackPower and Adaptive Policy. 

---------CLICK ------------
At the distribution and aggregation layers we have the MS 400 series. 
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---------CLICK FOR EACH BULLET------------
• The MS 410 is an SFP and SFP plus only switch that has two dedicated stacking 

ports for a total of 160 gigabits of stacking bandwidth. 

• The MS 425 offers higher throughput and uplink options via its SFP+ and QSFP+ 
ports. 

• The MS 450 operates as a 40 gig fiber aggregation switch capable of scale with 
multiple 100 gig QSFP28 uplink ports. Multiple MS 450’s can be physically stacked 
together with a backplane capable of providing up to 400 gigs per second of 
bandwidth. 

Note that there are compatibility restrictions with regards to the physical stacking of 
switches. A general rule of thumb to follow is that switches can ONLY be stacked 
within its own family. For example, an MS 350 48 port model and an MS 350 24X 
model can be stacked. But any model within the MS 350 family CANNOT be stacked 
together with a MS 390 family switch or a MS 410 family switch.
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MS feature: Multigigabit Ethernet 
Multigigabit performance is a breakthrough technology, finally breaking the 1Gb/s barrier over existing cable 
infrastructure for the most demanding environments. Cisco Meraki has within its portfolio, a line of Cloud-managed 
wireless and switch products that are designed to compliment one another with multigigabit links.

Standards basedReuse existing cablingPushing past gigabit speeds

2.5GbE via Category 5e, 6, or 6a

Gigabit connections have served us well for many years.  They bring fast, low-latency 
data to the PCs, phones, and other devices sitting on our desks.  With rapid advances 
in wireless technology, the latest generation of access points can overwhelm any 
gigabit connection. Thus, the wired network becomes a performance bottleneck. 

With the continuing trend of wireless as the dominant medium, a technology was 
needed that could push past the long-standing 1 gigabit limit. Multi-gigabit is the 
technology capable of delivering up to 10 gigabits per second to the most demanding 
IT equipment. 

10 gigabit speed and even faster have been available over copper cabling for some 
time. However, these options are limited, either by the need for short cable runs or 
the need to use the very latest twisted-pair cable type, CAT 5e, CAT 6a, or higher.  For 
many organizations, the cost of ripping out and upgrading cable outweighs the 
benefits.  So, CAT 5e and CAT 6 remain the prevailing copper technology installed 
today. 
---------CLICK ------------
Multi-gigabit technology bridges a gap between the 1 and 10 gigabit standards, 
adding options for 2.5 and 5 gigabits over existing cabling. 
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---------CLICK ------------
Multi-gigabit technology is the collaborative work of the N-based T alliance, a 
consortium of over 45 industry leaders from 2014.  This effort has combined into an 
emerging IEEE standard, 802.3BZ which formally introduced 2.5 gigabit based T and 5 
gigabit based T in 2016. 
---------CLICK ------------
Multiple switch families in the Cisco Meraki MS portfolio support multi-gigabit ports 
and speeds, ranging from the MS 350 24X to the MS 355 and MS 390 models. These 
switches perfectly complements the new WiFi 6 MR wireless access points that are 
multi-gig capable.
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MS feature: physical stacking
Cisco Meraki’s portfolio consists of the world’s first cloud-managed physically stackable switches which serves as a 
reliable foundation for high-performance networks with seamless network service.

Stacking configuration

Configure all stacking configurations from a centralized dashboard 
in a streamlined and intuitive interface

Exceptionally fast throughput
Spatial reuse provides up to 480Gb/s aggregate stack bandwidth

Cross-stack LACP
Aggregate links across multiple switches for up to 8 x 40Gb/s uplink to your 
core or aggregation switch

Managing switches is an essential part of network administration. With that in mind, 
the Cisco Meraki MS solution portfolio does not include expensive features or require 
you pay for support licenses.  There are no requirements for proprietary cables either.  
Large networks can be assembled using a combination of stand-alone, physically 
stacked, and aggregation layer switches. Resiliency is supported in hardware and 
software with hot-swappable power supplies and fans plus link aggregation and 
warm-spare functionality. 
---------CLICK -----------
MS switches can be stacked up to 8 switches per stack, all of which are managed 
through a single pane of glass, the Meraki Dashboard. The dedicated stacking cables 
between switches in the stack can provide up to 480 gigabits of stack bandwidth with 
spacial reuse and link up to the core distribution layer.  
---------CLICK -----------
By using cross-stack LACP, throughput between network layers can be maximized with 
all links forwarding at up to 40 gigabits per second with up to 8 links aggregated 
together. 
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MS feature: virtual stacking

Stack switches physically or virtually

Switches can be grouped together into virtual stacks using tags to 
be managed as a single logical entity

Zero-touch deployments

By leveraging the centralized cloud management interface, 
switches can be pre-staged and virtual stacked before they are 
even deployed.

Seamless and efficient management

Bulk configuration changes, software updates, and 
troubleshooting are done through a single dashboard.

Virtual stacking is a concept pioneered by Cisco Meraki that enables the management of numerous ports 
simultaneously, regardless of the physical location of switches. 

Virtual stacking is a concept pioneered by Cisco Meraki. MS series switches can be 
treated as a virtual stack without requiring a physical connection and regardless of 
their location. 
---------CLICK -----------
This means that switches can be in different physical locations. For instance, you 
might have one switch in New York, a switch in California, and administrators in a 
third location. Admins will have unprecedented visibility and manageability of every 
port of every switch in the virtual stack. This greatly simplifies management of large 
distributed networks.   
Switches that are in the same physical location can be physically stacked and 
managed using virtual stacking in the same way. 
---------CLICK -----------
You can leverage the power of centralized cloud management to pre-stage switches 
in the virtual stack before they are even deployed. Using this approach, switch 
deployment becomes a zero touch, plug and play exercise…even by non-technical 
staff. 
---------CLICK -----------
And Bulk configuration changes, Bug changes and software updates are straight 
forward to push-out, eliminating the requirement to be physically present at each 
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switch or stack. 
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MS feature: topology

Cisco Meraki’s network topology automatically 
and intelligently maps Meraki security 
appliances, switches, access points, IP phones, 
and security cameras in the network, giving 
administrators a hierarchical, physical layout of 
how equipment interconnects. 

The topology is also interactive, letting IT 
admins do things like search for network 
devices by name, tag, or device type to quickly 
view how equipment is deployed.

Network topology automatically maps network architecture showing how Meraki 
security, switches, cameras, and wireless devices are connected – including 
redundant links disabled by the spanning tree protocol to prevent data loops.  

In the topology view, a square represents MX security appliances, a rectangle 
represents MS switches, and a circle represents MR access points.  

Non-Meraki equipment is also detected and displayed.  Because Meraki MS switches 
automatically seeks for LADP and CDP broadcasts from connected devices, it may be 
possible to detect the manufacturer, model type, IP address, and more from 3rd party 
equipment. This is done automatically.  There is no overlay software needed. 
---------CLICK ------------
Quickly zero in on a device that matters by using the dynamic search tool available in 
the topology Dashboard view.  You can search for a network device by name, type, or 
device type to see how equipment is deployed. Devices not meeting search criteria 
will be automatically dimmed, so that searched for equipment is highlighted. 

Conversely, if you are viewing detail for a specific client like a laptop or a mobile 
phone from within the Meraki Dashboard, clicking the topology link will highlight 
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which network device that client is directly connected to enabling a quick assessment 
of upstream connectivity. 

See at a glance where trouble lies on your network. Devices displayed in the topology 
view are color-coded based on connectivity health.  Cisco Meraki devices that are 
displayed in red or yellow can be immediately clicked into for remote diagnosis and 
troubleshooting. 

Hovering over individual network links displays the active port of each termination 
point, the number of clients using that link for the last day, link speed, and link usage.   

These statistics make it easy to pinpoint which links are the most heavily trafficked 
and service the most clients. 
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MS feature: troubleshooting tools

Packet Capture

The built-in packet capture utility can be used to observe network 
traffic passed by Cisco Meraki devices to provide a live snapshot of 
traffic and help in diagnosing and troubleshooting networking issues. 
Resulting outputs can be viewed directly in the browser or exported 
as a .pcap file (for analysis in Wireshark). 

Cable Test

Cisco Meraki MS Series switches have the ability to allow for per-port 
cable testing. This can be an invaluable feature when trying to 
troubleshoot a problematic or faulty cable as well as determine the 
estimated cable length.

The Cisco Meraki MS platform offers troubleshooting features that allow 
administrators to resolve network problems efficiently and effectively.  

Every network engineer knows that sooner or later only a packet capture will truly 
identify the source of the network problem. Cisco Meraki offers the unique ability to 
run a detailed packet capture from anywhere with an internet connection without 
needing to be directly connected to the router or switch. Simply select the port or the 
devise in Dashboard and run the capture. This will generate an industry-standard 
PCAP file, which can be opened with the usual software. 
---------CLICK -----------
Many Internet network issues start at the physical layer. At a remote site, a cable 
connecting to a computer or a remote phone may become damaged or may not be 
usable. With built-in remote cable testing, the network administrator can test the 
integrity of the cable even thousands of miles away. A cable test will also indicate the 
approximate length of the cable helping the remote engineer understand whether he 
is working on a patch cable or a building cable. 
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Cisco Express Specialization
Small Business Track

Meraki Security and SD-WAN

In this training, we will discuss the features of the Cisco Meraki security appliances 
including their support for Cisco SD-WAN.
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Cisco Meraki MX Security Appliances

The MX is the Cisco Meraki series of security appliances. The MX is a 100%, cloud-
managed appliance providing comprehensive security, networking, and application 
control. There are several different MX models as well as features that include 
automatic site-to-site VPN, malware protection, software-defined WAN, and high 
availability. 

Let’s get started with an MX platform overview. 
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Reliability is accomplished through high availability and failover.

Threat definitions and filter lists are automatically updated as soon as a new vulnerability or malicious website is identified.

The cloud-based Dashboard provides end-to-end visibility and reporting for all your Meraki devices. 

MX platform overview
Feature Highlights

Identity-based firewall

Intrusion detection/prevention

Auto VPN

Built-in SD-WAN

Content filtering and geo-location rules

Advanced malware protection

Layer 7 visibility 

Traffic shaping 

On top of the standard security features you would expect to find in a quality, next-
generation security appliance, such as stateful firewalling, intrusion detection and 
prevention services, and VPN capabilty, the MX also includes: 
• Software-defined WAN
• Content filtering 
• Advanced malware protection 
• Layer 7 visibility 
• and Traffic shaping
----------CLICK-------------
From a reliability standpoint, each model of MX has dual-fixed LAN interfaces and a 
cellular uplink to maximize the uptime of your network.  They also support a warm-
spare fail-over and redundant power supplies on certain models. 
----------CLICK-------------
Being cloud-managed, threat definitions and filter lists are automatically updated as 
soon as a new vulnerability or malicious website is identified. Definitions, security 
patches, and new feature updates are pushed out from the cloud to each of your 
devices.  This ensures your networks are always up to date and protected. These 
updates can be delivered as soon as they become available or in a pre-scheduled 
maintenance window that suits your needs. 
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----------CLICK-------------
The single pane-of-glass, cloud-based Dashboard, provides end-to-end visibility and 
reporting for all your Meraki devices.  Rich graphical reports, in-depth usage analytics, 
and intuitive configuration and troubleshooting tools are all included, out of the box.  
They are accessible wherever you have a browser and an Internet connection. 
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MX security appliance: models
Teleworker Small Branch

Medium Branch Large Campus or Concentrator Virtual

~5 users
802.11ac Wave2 Wireless & PoE
FW throughput: 100 Mbps
CAT 3 LTE (Z3C)

Z3 Z3C MX64 MX67/68 MX67C/68CW

~50 users
802.11ac Wireless*
FW throughput: 250 Mbps

~50 users
802.11ac Wave2* & PoE
FW throughput: 450 Mbps

~50 users
802.11ac Wave 2* & PoE
FW throughput: 450 Mbps
CAT 6 LTE

MX84 MX100

~200 users
FW throughput: 500 Mbps

~500 users
FW throughput: 750 Mbps

MX250 MX450

~2,000 users
FW throughput: 4 Gbps

~10,000 users
FW throughput: 6 Gbps

FW throughput: 750 Mbps
VPN & SD-WAN features

vMX100 for AWS & Azure

*Available with wireless models
(MX64W, MX67W, MX68W, MX68CW)

There is an MX security appliance to suit every network. 

----------CLICK-------------

 The Cisco Meraki Z-Series teleworker gateways are ideal devices for ultra-small 
offices, tele-commuters, or even as a remote access, out of band management 
device. The Z3C model contains a built-in cellular 3G/4G failover option for 
added reliability.

----------CLICK-------------

For small branch applications, 

 The MX64 is the most popular device in the MX portfolio, making up over 50% 
of all security appliances shipped to date. 

 The MX67 and 68 are more powerful models that are capable of handling up to 
450 mega bits of firewall throughput and up to 200 mega bits of VPN 
throughput. The MX68 models further adds to the hardware feature set by 
providing 2 PoE plus ports. 
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 The MX67 and 68 family have a “C” variant which signifies the built-in cellular 
capabilities of those models. The cellular SIM slot allows for an integrated 
backup connectivity option.

 Across the MX64, 67, and 68 family is the “W” variant which signifies the 
wireless capabilities of those models. The built-in wireless is capable of 
broadcasting up to 4 separate SSIDs serving clients at 802.11ac or higher 
speeds.

 The MX64, 67, and 68 models are all recommended for installations with up to 
50 users and serve as a great branch in a box solution.

----------CLICK-------------

For the medium branch, we offer the MX84 and MX100.

 The MX84 has ten copper gigabit ethernet interfaces and two SFP ports. Firewall 
throughput is 500 mega bits per second and VPN throughput is 250 mega bits 
per second.  The device is recommended for networks of up to 200 users. 

 The MX 100 has 9 copper gigabit ethernet interfaces and 2 SFP ports.  Firewall 
throughput is 750 mega bits per second, with VPN throughput of 500 mega bits 
per second.  Select this device for networks of up to 500 users.

----------CLICK-------------

For the large branch, campus, or VPN concentrator, we offer the MX250 and MX 450. 

 Both models offer two 10G SFP+ interfaces for high-speed connectivity, eight 
copper + eight fiber + eight 10G SFP+ interfaces for flexible LAN connectivity 
needs. 

 The MX250 is rated for 4 Gbps of stateful firewall throughput and up to 2000 
users, while the MX450 is rated for up to 6 Gbps of firewall throughput and up 
to 10,000 users.

----------CLICK-------------
Lastly, The vMX100 is Meraki’s only appliance that is available as a virtual machine, 
with two versions currently available, one version for AWS and the other version for 
Azure. When deployed, the vMX can support up to 500 Mbps of VPN throughput and 
is managed through the Meraki Dashboard just like any other piece of Meraki 
hardware.
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MX security appliance: licenses

Enterprise License Advanced Security License

Stateful firewall

Site-to-site VPN

SD-WAN

High availability failover

Application control

Traffic shaping

Client VPN

*additional Threat Grid subscription required

All Enterprise features, plus

Content filtering (with Google SafeSearch)

Cisco AMP for Malware protection

Sourcefire IDS/IPS

Threat Grid integration*

Geo-based firewall rules

The MX security appliance is an exception to the Meraki portfolio in that it supports 
two levels of licenses. 

----------CLICK-------------

The features included with the Enterprise Features License are extremely powerful, 
and may exceed many of your customer’s needs. 

 The Auto-VPN feature is a reason alone to choose MX for your networks. This is 
a cloud-brokered VPN service that allows you to build a dynamic, self-healing, 
resilient, IP SEC VPN in a couple of clicks of your mouse. 

 Software-defined WAN adds intelligence and automation to your traffic flows. 
It’s a transport independent service that supports policy-based routing and 
allows for dynamic path selection based on application type, link quality, and 
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other factors. 

 High-availability fail-over ensures maximum uptime for your network in the 
event of a device failure. 

 Application control and traffic shaping allow you to get very granular with what 
you want to allow on your network and how you determine the level of 
bandwidth you want to allocate to each application type.  

----------CLICK-------------

The slightly more expensive Advanced Security License includes all of the Enterprise 
features plus a bundle of additional security subscription services to enhance your 
appliance’s capability. 

Advanced Security License features include 

 Google SafeSearch and YouTube for Schools, 
 Cisco Advanced Malware Protection with its Global Threat Intelligence Network, 
 Cisco Sourcefire IDS and IPS to detect and protect traffic between the Internet 

and the LAN as well as VLAN to VLAN, 
 ThreatGrid Behavioral Monitoring to establish file dispositions through 

executing potentially malicious files in a sandbox environment, and
 IPGO location database for geographical-based viable rules.

The most important thing to know about these two licenses is that you must be 
running the same licensing level organization-wide.  You may have multiple networks 
within your organization. You may want to run Advance Security at your head office, 
but want to run Enterprise at the branch offices and for the teleworkers.  
Unfortunately, you are not able to do this. All MXs within an organization must be 
licensed to either all Enterprise or all Advanced Security.  

There is a work-around to this, however.  You could put the headquarters MX in one 
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organization and the branch offices in another.  But, this approach is not ideal. First, 
you will lose your aggregated end-to-end reporting and analytics as these role up to 
an organizational level. Second, you won’t be able to take advantage of the auto-VPN 
to automatically configure and heal your site-to-site VPNs. You can still set up non-
Meraki VPNs between organizations like you would to an ASA or Azure, but you will 
lose some of the really compelling features that are in auto VPN. 

So, our recommendation is to have all MXs in one organization. 
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MX feature: automated site-to-site VPN

Linking your sites as if connected with a virtual Ethernet cable

Simple
Creates L3 site-to-site VPN tunnels with just a 
couple of clicks in the Dashboard

Automatic
Choose from either a mesh or hub-and-spoke 
topology for VPN tunneling between all peers 
and auto-adjusts to IP changes

Resilient
DC-DC failover, automatic local failover over to 
secondary WAN link or 3G/4G USB modem

Traditionally VPNs have been complicated to set up and support, and they are prone 
to mis-configuration. In the past, pre-configured devices still required on-site help 
from staff with little to no technical experience.

The Meraki MX Auto VPN feature provides the ability to setup VPNs ----------CLICK------
------- in a simple, automatic, and resilient manner.

With the Meraki MX Auto VPN feature all the challenges of site-to-site VPNs are 
removed. Because all Meraki devices talk to the centralized cloud Dashboard to fetch 
their configurations, you will never again end up in a situation phoning on-site staff 
and walking them through fixing an offline device. 

Not only is the distribution of configuration seamless, the actual set-up of the VPNs 
couldn’t be easier. It’s a simple matter of clicking on a radio button to select whether 
your MX is a hub or a spoke. Then, if you have selected ‘spoke,’ pick a hub from the 
drop down list. 

Now if you want to add resilience to your network, you can select a second hub or a 
third.  Then arrange them in order of preference. 
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Finally, browse the list of local networks, and check ‘yes’ or ‘no’ as to whether you 
would like them to be on the VPN. You are done.  It is as simple as that.  You now 
have a fully resilient hub and spoke VPN between your sites. 

Because the VPN is cloud-brokered, if your MX is on a dynamic IP and changes its 
address, it will simply update the Dashboard and the new configurations will be 
pushed out to all the other MXs that are participating in your VPN.

From a monitoring and troubleshooting perspective, the Dashboard gives a really 
beautiful and intuitive view of your VPNs.  Through the dashboard, you get to view 
usage and latency graphs, a breakdown of all peer information, and charts that 
display how much traffic is traversing each site-to-site link. 
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MX feature: AMP (Advanced Malware Protection)

Enhanced Threat 
Defense

Contextual 
Visibility

Rapid 
Detection

Ease of 
Management

Automatic protection against 
millions of malicious files

Pivot easily on a particular 
threat, client, or external 

threat source

Automatic alerting for 
retrospective malware 

detection

Enable best-in-class malware 
protection with just two 

clicks

Cisco Advanced Malware Protection has a database of over 500 million known files.

Over 1.5 million new incoming file samples every day to provide global threat protection.

Extensive visibility during and after a malware attack

The Cisco Advanced Malware Protection team and the Cisco Meraki MX teams 
worked really hard to bring the best anti-malware solution in the industry to the MX 
platform. Now that it is fully integrated into the Cisco solution portfolio, the MX gets 
access to the AMP Global Intelligence Database just by using the Cisco Meraki 
Dashboard. Like all things at Cisco Meraki, we offer comprehensive features with 
minimal complexity. 
----------CLICK-------------
The AMP Intelligence Database has over a half a billion known files and receives a 
million new samples every day. This means your network can be protected from even 
the newest of threats because the AMP database is being updated every hour. 
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MX feature: AMP (Advanced Malware Protection)

Real-time malware blocking
Check downloaded files against the global AMP database and block malicious 
files before they can pass through the network perimeter

Retrospective malware detection
Through maintaining information about files, 
report on files that were determined to be 
malicious after they are downloaded

Threat Grid sandboxing
Execute files in a virtual environment and match against actions taken by those 
files against over 825 behavioral indicators

With AMP, downloaded files get checked in real-time against the Global AMP 
database and are blocked immediately if they are deemed malicious. However, no 
solution can detect 100% of the malware. One of your users may be unlucky enough 
to be ‘patient 0.’  
----------CLICK-------------
AMP for Meraki can even retrospectively detect malware. Suppose your user 
happened to download some well-ware that had not yet been identified as a threat.  
A few hours or even a few days later, this download is tagged as a threat.  As the 
administrator, you would be notified about this new threat so you could take 
corrective action against the files that have already been downloaded.

The Meraki Security Center gives you a graphical view of what threats have been 
blocked, where those threats are coming from, and which users or hosts are 
triggering them.  It also combines information from the IPS and IDS, so you are 
presented with a more holistic view of your security landscape.  
----------CLICK-------------
Lastly, Threat Grid provides sandbox execution of unknown files, either in the cloud 
or in a local sandbox.  You can monitor and playback the actions performed by a file 
to determine its intent – malicious or otherwise.
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SD-WAN characteristics

MPLS, Internet, LTE, etc…

Must support VPNs

Can do dynamic path selection

Must support multiple connection types

Allows for load sharing across WAN connections

As well as other third-party services (firewalls, web gateways, etc.)

Provides a simple interface for managing WAN
Must support zero-touch provisioning at a branch, as easy to setup as home WiFi

MPLS-like functionality at a fraction of the cost or complexity
Meraki Support?

Software-defined WAN, or SD-WAN, provides MPLS-like functionality at a fraction of 
the cost or complexity. There are four main areas that Gartner says are required to 
classify a solution as SD-WAN. 
----------CLICK------------- -
The first of those is transport independence.  The solution must be completely 
agnostic to the underlying connection type, it must support multiple connection 
types. In other words, according to Gartner, it should not make any difference if you 
build your SD-WAN over the top of an existing carrier MPLS network, public Internet, 
LTE, 3G, satellite, or even dial up. An SD-WAN will work. In the case of Cisco Meraki, 
for example, a Cisco Meraki SD-WAN deployed over MX appliances provides this 
transport resiliency and independence. 
----------CLICK-------------
Secondly, SD-WAN needs to offer dynamic path selection. The SD-WAN enabled 
appliance must be able to identify multiple paths and offer some sort of intelligence 
in how it chooses to best route to the destination, without manual intervention.
----------CLICK-------------
Third, there must be a simple interface for managing the WAN. If the interface is not 
simple, we might as well go back to hand-configuring MPLS PE routers via the CLI. 
----------CLICK-------------
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Lastly, the solution must support VPNs.  To create an overlay WAN we need to stitch 
together all these features somehow and make sure it is secure, and advertise our 
local networks to remote sites.  This is achieved by the use of virtual private 
networks. 
----------CLICK-------------
The Meraki appliances absolutely meet and exceed all of the requirements set out by 
Gartner. 
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MX feature: SD-WAN
Enabling transport independence, intelligent path control, application optimization, and secure connectivity for 
multi-site deployments

Transport Independence

Easy-to-configure IPsec overlay 
using Meraki Auto VPN

Traffic distribution over 
multiple pathways (Internet, 
cellular, MPLS-to-VPN failover) 
with built-in load balancing

Application Optimization Intelligent Path Control Secure Connectivity

Centralized network visibility 
and control

Application QoS & bandwidth 
optimization (Traffic shaping)

Policy-based routing: Traffic 
path assigned based on source, 
destination, or application

Dynamic Path Selection -
Uplink chosen by link latency, 
data loss, etc. (performance-
based routing)

Intuitive, automatic, scalable 
VPN solution to connect 
remote branch sites (Auto VPN)

AES encryption to ensure data 
privacy

So how is the Meraki software defined WAN implemented? 
----------CLICK-------------
SD-WAN completely abstracts the transport away from the service giving complete 
transport independence.  We do this by using the Auto VPN functionality. As long as 
there is IP reachability, Auto VPN will build the IP SEC overlay tunnels between sites.  
----------CLICK-------------
Application optimization. As with all Meraki devices, application visibility is built right 
in. You can use this application awareness combined with QoS and traffic shaping to 
ensure super granular control over the traffic flows on your WAN.  
----------CLICK-------------
Meraki supports not only fail-over and load sharing, but granular intelligent path 
selection and control based on individual traffic flows and traffic types.  You can set 
specific rules based on source address, destination address, port number, application 
type, or a combination of any number of these. 

As well as abrupt fail-over when a link goes down, Meraki also supports soft fail-over 
of individual traffic types based on custom criteria. For example, you could set up a 
performance class indicating that voice over IP traffic should be on a path with less 
than 150 milliseconds of delay.  The preferred length of this voice service may not fail 
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completely, but due to congestion or upstream issues, it may have high latency. The 
MX device will monitor these threshholds and dynamically move the voice traffic over 
to a more suitable WAN connection.  No waiting for users to call up and complain 
about voice quality. No manual intervention is required.  This is intelligent path 
control.  
----------CLICK-------------
And from a security perspective, the overlay of VPN isn’t just providing a virtualized 
transport, it is also providing a secure, encrypted tunnel. This can give you the 
comfort that your private, corporate data can traverse the public Internet without any 
fear of compromise. 
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MX feature highlight: failover and high availability

SP1 Uplink

SP2 Uplink

HA Link

3G/4G UplinkDual redundant MX WAN uplinks

Redundant links to multiple service providers 
for load balancing and failover

Warm spare failover

Warm spare failover (utilizing VRRP) ensures the 
integrity of MX service at the appliance level 
regardless of deployment mode

Cellular connections

3G/4G uplinks with seamless, automatic failover—
necessary for protection against ISP connection outage

Mission critical networks can’t afford to be down.  Cisco has built several layers of 
redundancy into the Meraki MX product line to protect your networks against WAN 
failure, power interruption, and appliance faults. 
----------CLICK-------------
In the event of an appliance failure, the warm-spare feature will ensure that your site 
stays online automatically.  Because your configurations and features are 
synchronized from the cloud, all of your firewall rules, DHCP configuration and leases, 
VPNs, and advanced security services will continue to operate off the back up device. 
Virtual router redundancy protocol ensures minimal interruptions in the client 
devices as the switchover happens. 
----------CLICK-------------
Dual redundant WAN connections means you have the option of protecting your 
network connectivity to the Internet via multiple service providers. This can be 
achieved with a basic fail-over or using concurrent load-balancing, if required.  
Granular traffic control rules allow you to specify what traffic takes priority on each 
link and ensure that, in a fail-over event, your most critical traffic continues to 
operate as expected. 
----------CLICK-------------
All MX devices also support cellular WAN - providing a third option to access the 
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Internet in the event of a total Exchange outage or a backhaul outage event.  High 
availability is simple to configure and monitoring of links and devices is all directly 
from the Dashboard.  Alerts can be configured to notify the administrator of a failure 
event so a ticket can be raised with your service provider or an RMA arranged for the 
device. 
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Resource: MX Sizing Guide

MX Sizing Guide: https://meraki.cisco.com/lib/pdf/meraki_whitepaper_mx_sizing_guide.pdf

How do I decide which MX model I need?          Which features should I turn on?          

How do MX models compare against the competition?

The Meraki MX Sizing Guide is a fantastic resource to help you answer the most 
common questions about the MX security appliance.

The Sizing Guide provides a side-by-side comparison of each model of MX.  Simply 
select the physical requirements, such as port quantity and type, PoE, power, and so 
forth. 
Then compare the line rate network performance. 

The Sizing Guide goes on to articulate each security feature and the comparative 
performance impact of enabling that service. 

Most useful though are the real-world use cases. These cases have been developed in 
collaboration between product development, engineering, and the sales teams off 
real-world customer networks.  

Do you want to know what a K to 12 school with limited bandwidth would look like?  
How will the device perform with net, content filtering, layer 7 firewall rules, traffic-
shaping, malware protection, SafeSearch and webcaching all turned on?  It’s there, in 
the Sizing Guide.  
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How about a college that is a high bandwidth user, but only wants to enable net, 
malware protection, and layer 7 to block bit torrent?  Well, that is in the Sizing Guide 
too.  

Retail services for branches or head offices?  All included in the Sizing Guide. 

So the MX Sizing Guide is the ‘go-to’ guide for comparing Meraki products against 
each other as well as for comparing them to the competition.  The Sizing Guide is 
constantly revised and updated as new products and features are added to the 
Meraki security portfolio. 

The MX Sizing Guide is available on our website at the link shown at the bottom of 
the screen.  Alternatively, type ‘Meraki MX sizing guide’ into your favorite search 
engine. 
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Cisco Express Specialization
Small Business Track

Meraki Licensing, Support, and Warranty

In this training, we will discuss the fundamentals of Cisco Meraki licensing, support, 
and warranty. We will discuss how licensing works, how to interact with support for 
technical assistance, and what to do in case of faulty hardware.
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Simple, all-inclusive licensing

A Meraki solution includes a 1:1 ratio of hardware and licenses

Hardware

Licensing is required and includes:

Centralized management with network-wide 
visibility and remote troubleshooting tools

License

Meraki supports two types of licensing models:

co-termination licensing (co-term) and per-device licensing (PDL)

Seamless firmware and security updates

24/7 enterprise support and warranty

It is very important to understand that every cloud managed Cisco Meraki device 
requires a license in order to work properly in a one-to-one ratio. For example if you 
have 20 access points as part of a dashboard organization, you will require 20 
licenses. 
--------------CLICK--------------------- ----
Licenses are available for the duration of 1, 3, 5, 7, or 10 years. They cover all the 
cloud-based services that allow devices to operate, be centrally managed, and collect 
analytics and metadata about the networks. Licensing also includes unlimited 
firmware updates, which are automatically scheduled and downloaded seamlessly to 
all devices. Thanks to the cloud nature of the products, this ensures the security of 
the network through continuous security patches and updates. 

Lastly, 24/7 Enterprise Support is also included together with a lifetime hardware 
warranty. What licensing really represents is the total cost of ownership for an 
organization’s Cisco Meraki devices.  This means that all the related costs of running, 
maintaining, and updating the network are covered.
--------------CLICK---------------------
Meraki deployments can operate in one of two license models: co-termination 
licensing and per-device licensing. By default, all new Meraki organizations will co-
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terminate but administrators can elect to switch to per-device licensing from day one. 
It should be noted that once an organization has chosen to switch to the per-device 
model, it cannot return to the co-termination model.

Let’s explore some of the differences between the two models.
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Co-term vs PDL

Co-termination
Licensing

Per-device
Licensing

Where is licensing enforced? Org-wide

How many expiration dates?

Is the 30-day grace period still in effect?

What happens when a device exceeds the grace period?

When do license keys begin to burn (count-down)?

In what durations can licenses be purchased in?

Can all available add-on licenses be purchased?

Per-device

1

Yes

Org shutdown

Order generated

1, 3, 5, 7, 10 years

No

1 or many

Yes

Device shutdown

When activated or 90 days

1 day, 1, 3, 5, 7, 10 years

Yes

Is it possible to migrate licenses between orgs? Only by Meraki Support Yes

--------------CLICK FOR BOLD AND EACH BULLET--------------------

One of the biggest differences between the co-term and PDL license models is the 
answer to the question “where is licensing enforced?” 

• For co-termination, this is enforced across the entire organization. As the name 
would suggest, with per-device licensing, licensing is enforced individually and 
independent of the status of other devices in the organization.

This leads to the next question of “how many expiration dates” are checked in both 
models. 

• For co-termination, all license keys added to the organization are pooled together 
to create a single expiration date by which every device complies to. Whereas with 
per-device licensing, there will likely be numerous expiration dates depending on 
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when license keys were activated, the duration of those keys, or other factors.

“Is the 30-day grace period still in effect?” 

• Yes, both license models grant Meraki administrators a 30-day period for which to 
resolve any license issues before Dashboard and device operations are impacted.

And what does it mean to be “impacted” once “a device exceeds the grace period?” 

• In deployments operating under the co-term license model, the entire organization 
will be shut down, which disables all networks and every registered Meraki device. 
With per-device licensing, only those individual devices that have exceeded their 
grace period will be disabled and cease to pass network traffic.

“When do license keys begin to count down?” 

• For Meraki organizations that operate in the co-term license model, the date that 
license orders are generated by Cisco will be the date on which the license time 
begins to count down. In per-device license deployments, administrators will have 
up to 90 days from the license order date to begin using licenses before they are 
auto-activated.

For both license models, the license duration can be purchase for all Meraki products 
in increments of 

• 1, 3, 5, 7, or 10 year durations. There is a 1-day option available for the per-device 
licensing model only. The 1-day licenses are useful to administrators who may 
want to synchronize the expiration dates of devices for easier bookkeeping.

Can all available add-on licenses be purchased?

Cisco Meraki does have some features that require a unique add-on license on top of 
the base license required for device operations. Some examples are the Umbrella 
DNS protection license option for MR access points and the Advanced license tier for 
MS switches. These are only available for organizations deployed using the per-device 
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licensing model.

And finally, should an organization have the need to “migrate licenses between 
organizations” 
• it would take a call to the Meraki Support team for assistance if using the co-term 

license model. In per-device licensing, you will have the ability to unclaim license 
keys from an organization to be repurposed as needed.
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Tiered licenses

MX

SD-WAN Plus
MI advanced analytics,

Smart SaaS optimization, Segmentation

Advanced Security

Fully featured unified threat management

Enterprise
Essential NGFW features,

Essential SD-WAN features

Advanced
Extended routing table,

Adaptive Policy

Enterprise

Switching features

Advanced
Umbrella DNS security,

Adaptive Policy

Enterprise

Wireless features

MS MR

Higher license tiers include all lower tier features

Meraki licenses across the MS, MX, and MR product families have a tiered approach 
that increases in features and functionality. 

The minimum baseline tier is Enterprise, which includes the most commonly used 
features across the platform.
--------------CLICK---------------------
The Advanced tier includes all features in Enterprise and typically addresses specific 
use cases. 
For MS switches that support this tier (currently only the MS 390 family) it extends 
the dynamic routing table size and unlocks the Adaptive Policy feature. 
For MX appliances, we have the popular Advanced Security tier that unlocks the full 
suite of threat management features such as intrusion detection/prevention and 
content filtering. 
And For MR access points, the Advanced tier is needed in order to enable direct 
integration with Umbrella’s DNS protection and to extend the domain of Adaptive 
Policy to the wireless LAN
--------------CLICK---------------------
The newest tier named SD-WAN Plus is only available for MX’s. It tends to be most 
appropriate for businesses that are heavily reliant on software as a service, internet 
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as a service, or data center served applications. MX devices licensed with this tier will 
unlock all features from the Advanced tier and also things such as: Meraki, increased 
SD-WAN granularity through Smart Saas Optimization, and source-based and tag-
based segmentation – also known as Adaptive Policy over WAN.
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Common licensing questions

Does every piece of Meraki hardware require a license?

Yes, every Meraki hardware component requires a cloud license to be managed.

Which is the better licensing model: co-termination or per-device?

It depends on the license administration preference and organizational needs.

What happens when a license runs out (expires)?

Unless renewed, you will no longer be able to manage (configure or make changes to) your devices via the Meraki cloud and your 
Meraki network devices will cease to function (they will no longer allow traffic to pass to the Internet or through the local network). 
With SM networks, you will no longer be able to enroll devices or change settings for currently enrolled devices.

Are notifications sent before licenses expire?

Yes, administrators listed on the account will be sent notifications 30 days prior to account expiration outlining the steps for license 
extension. A further e-mail will be sent 3 days prior to account expiration. In addition, an account expiration banner will be displayed 
in the Meraki dashboard during this time.

Let's have a look at some of the most common questions in regards to licensing.

---------------CLICK FOR EVERY QUESTION-----------------------

Does every Meraki device require a license in order to operate and be managed? 
 The answer is yes, each Meraki product will require a license for a one-to-one 

ratio.

Which is the better licensing model: co-termination or per-device?

 This depends on the individual organizational needs and preferences when it 
comes to license administration. Co-termination provides the benefit of a single 
expiration to track and auto-pooling of all license keys for convenience. This 
makes renewing the entire Meraki organization clean and simple. Per-device 
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licensing provides flexibility at the cost of micro-managing numerous device 
expiration dates. It should be noted that per-device licensing does have the 
clear advantage of being able to support new features through add-on licenses 
and tiers.

What happens to devices in the unlikely and unfortunate case that a license runs out 
and no action has been taken to return to compliance?
 Should a license, and the 30-day grace period expire, you will no longer be able 

to “cloud manage” your Meraki devices. This means that any configuration 
change will not be allowed and the devices will also cease to pass traffic. In the 
case of an SM network, it will not be possible to enroll devices or change any 
setting for the current enrolled ones.

Are organizations notified when a license expiration date is approaching?
 Yes. First, any administrator listed for the organization will receive an email 30 

days before the expiration date. Three days before the expiration date, we will 
send a reminder. A banner will be shown in the dashboard at all times as soon 
as you enter the grace period.
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Enterprise support

24 x 7 telephone & e-mail support 
technical assistance centers based in 

San Francisco, Sydney, Shanghai, London, and Chicago

Phone support at Meraki support centers 
are always staffed for timely, one-on-one 
case management

Online support cases opened via email or 
Dashboard allows Meraki support to quickly 
locate and solve issues

On-going cases can be managed, updated, 
or audited directly in the Dashboard (Help > 
Cases)

Let's talk about our Enterprise Support Service. 
Our technical support team operates in the so-called “follow the sun” model. It 
provides global customer service from multiple locations. San Francisco, Sydney, 
Shanghai, London, and Chicago are the cities around the world for which we have 
technical support staff members located. 
This guarantees 24/7, 365 days a year support coverage is available, increasing 
responsiveness and reducing delays. 
--------------CLICK---------------------
Whenever assistance is required, a case can be opened by phone by calling our 
localized phone numbers and a qualified network engineer will always be ready to 
help. This is the recommended procedure for emergency support.

Alternatively, for non-urgent matters and general queries about products and 
features, a case can be opened by emailing support@meraki.com.  We will respond 
within 1 business day; although usually you will get a response within two hours.
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Case management and escalation

Online case submission

Cases may be opened directly within Dashboard from the Help 
menu/section (Get help) – allows for the Cisco Meraki support 
team to quickly locate your network and resolve issues.

On-going cases can also be managed, updated, or audited 
through Cases for continuous communication with the technical 
support staff.

Priority Level Impact Support Acknowledgement Support Case Escalation

1 Major One (1) hour Four (4) hours

2 Moderate Four (4) hours Eight (8) hours (next business day)

3 Minor Four (4) hours Five (5) days

4 General Question Eight (8) hours Five (5) days

Another convenient way to open a case is through the dashboard itself - by going to 
the help section and clicking on the “get help” option. You can then grant Support 
access to the dashboard for fast troubleshooting. 

Remember that the more detailed the problem description is, the faster the 
resolution of the problem will be. Through the same Help Menu in dashboard, you 
can then click on “Cases” where you can manage, update, or audit your open and 
closed cases. 
------------CLICK--------------
Each case can be assigned a priority level from one to four. And it is classified as 
Major, Moderate, Minor, or General Question - depending on the impact of the fault 
or issue. 

Support acknowledgement will depend on the priority specified at the time the case 
has been opened. Should it be required, support can escalate to the engineering 
team or developers for further assistance if something needs to be changed in the 
back end or new firmware is required. 

We have labs in all locations where we can easily recreate an organization’s network 
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setup and recreate the issue in-house for better troubleshooting. 

Please remember in emergency situations, we encourage cases to be opened via a 
phone call.
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Warranty returns (RMA)

All RMA requests should only 
be processed after a technical 
support case has been 
opened and proper 
troubleshooting has taken 
place

If qualified, advanced 
replacement orders will ship 
new devices overnight from 
global distribution centers to 
a customer-specified location 
within 1 business day

Approved RMA requests will 
be accompanied by an RMA 
number and a return shipping 
label free of charge –
replacement units will ship 
within 5 business days of 
receiving defective units

Support Engagement & 
Troubleshooting

Warranty Returns 
(RMA)

Advanced Replacement

24H
(NBD)

Cisco Meraki stands behind its products and all licensing includes a lifetime warranty. 

----------CLICK-------------

Contact Cisco Meraki technical support to request a replacement of failed Hardware. 

However, it is important to understand that for any RMA to be processed, a support 
case should be opened first, either via phone, email, or from the help section in 
dashboard. 

Second, proper troubleshooting needs to be performed. Support will assist 
administrators to perform troubleshooting steps depending on the nature of the 
specific issue. This is in the interest of all parties to ensure that there is indeed a need 
for a replacement. Many times, we have found the symptoms that appear to reflect 
the failure can often be explained and resolved by troubleshooting.  
----------CLICK-------------
If an Advanced Replacement is required, devices will be shipped from our distribution 
centers within 1 business day. This means an organization can receive the new device 
even before the faulty one is returned.  This ensures the network is always up and 
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running with down time reduced to a minimum.
----------CLICK-------------
For regular warranty returns, we will send prepaid shipping labels to return the faulty 
hardware to us free of charge. Returned hardware should be shipped using the 
original shipping carton and packaging material. If this is not possible, another 
shipping carton with padding to protect the units from damage during shipping 
should be used. 
Once the replacement device is received, it can easily be claimed into the Dashboard 
organization from the Inventory section.  Since licensing is not linked to serial 
numbers, no other license keys need to be obtained.
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Cisco Meraki documentation

Cisco Meraki documentation : https://documentation.meraki.com

Knowledge Base

The Cisco Meraki knowledge base contains documentation is always growing and being constantly 
updated by the product management teams. Articles are also improved and revised based on feedback 
we receive from end-users through our global support teams to ensure the documentation portal easy 
to understand and as comprehensive as possible. 

The various types of collateral found here include but are not limited to:

• Getting started / quick start guides

• End-user / installation guides

• Administration / configuration guides

• Integration walk-throughs

• Architecture / topology design

• Deployment best practices

• Tools and tips

• FAQ articles

If adminstrators ever get stuck in Dashboard, we have a wealth of resources online to 
support them even before contacting our Enterprise Support line.  These resources 
include comprehensive, knowledge-based articles that are easily accessible through 
the help section in dashboard - or by going to documentation.meraki.com. 

----------CLICK-------------

Here you can find information such as:

● How to get started installing and configuring a product 
● Guidelines and help on how to configure your first Network
● Detailed documentation that explains how the most advanced features work
● Time-saving troubleshooting tips
● Suggestions and recommendations on how to successfully design, implement, 

monitor and optimize your network infrastructure.
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Meraki Smart Cameras

In this training, we will discuss the fundamentals of the Meraki MV smart camera 
platform. 
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Cisco Meraki MV Security Cameras

Let’s take a look at one of Cisco Meraki’s newest products to be added to the 
solutions portfolio, the Cisco Meraki vision. The Cisco Meraki MV line of security 
cameras was announced and launched in September 2016 and started shipping soon 
thereafter. 

This product line got a lot of attention not just in the networking market where the 
existing Meraki portfolio fits, but also in the physical security space. What the Cisco 
Meraki product management team uncovered was an opportunity to solve a lot of 
customer problems in their existing security camera deployments. 

There were complexities and difficulties with familiar areas including, but not limited 
to, the overall deployment, configuration, and operation.  All of these are areas that 
Cisco Meraki products have experience and successes in solving through simplifying 
technology. 

We chose to really focus on the hardware design to reduce the installation and 
deployment time.  Each new version and build of the product will continue to 
improve, mature, and evolve the product features to be more robust and 
comprehensive. 
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MV platform overview

Edge architecture with optimized retention

End-to-end encryption

Customizable video wall layouts

Retroactive motion event searching

Granular role-based access control

IR illumination and analytics

Different models for indoor / outdoor deployments and narrow / wide / 360° FOV needs

Integrated high-endurance SSD, 802.11ac Wi-Fi, and industry-leading onboard processor

Feature Highlights

The MV portfolio includes a variety of camera models that deliver excellent 
performance in both indoor as well as outdoor use. They serve various purposes 
depending on the needed field of view (FOV) angles as well as camera quality and 
resolution for streaming playback and recording. 
--------------CLICK----------------- -
All MV models utilize an integrated high-endurance SSD for storage of the recorded 
camera footage. The cameras also include support for 802.11 ac wireless operation 
out of the box and features an industry-leading, Qualcomm Snapdragon processor 
directly onboard for edge processing and machine-learning.
--------------CLICK-----------------
Other features include:
• End-to-end encryption
• Retroactive motion event searching
• And IR illumination and analytics
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256 GB on-device SSD
1080p video recording
36° - 112° horizontal FOV

MV72 +

512 GB on-device SSD
4MP video recording
36° - 112° horizontal FOV

MV72X +

MV security cameras: models
General Purpose (Indoor)

256 GB on-device SSD
1080p video recording
36° - 112° horizontal FOV

MV22

512 GB on-device SSD
4MP video recording
36° - 112° horizontal FOV

MV22X

General Purpose (Outdoor)

Wide (Indoor)

Narrow (Indoor)

128 GB on-device SSD
1080p video recording
114° horizontal FOV

MV12WE

256 GB on-device SSD
1080p video recording
114° horizontal FOV

MV12W

256 GB on-device SSD
1080p video recording
73° horizontal FOV

MV12N

360° (Indoor)

256 GB on-device SSD
1080p video recording
180° horiz & vert FOV

MV32 VR

General purpose MV smart cameras include the MV 22 and 22X which are suited for 
indoor deployments while the 72 and 72X models are rated for outdoor use. All four 
cameras come with a varifocal lens that is capable of up to 3X optical zoom. The MV 
22 and 72 include 256 gigabytes of on-device storage for video retention, while their 
X-model counterparts have double the capacity at 512 gigabytes. The MV 22X and 
72X are also capable of recording up to 4 mega-pixle resolution while using H.264 
encoding for even higher video fidelity. The outdoor models have an IP 67 weather 
resistance rating as well as an IK 10 or higher impact resistance rating which makes 
them well suited for demanding environments. 
--------------CLICK----------------- -
The remaining camera models are all rated for indoor use only, and can generally be 
differentiated based on their field of vision capabilities or storage capacities. All of 
these models have fixed camera focal lengths.
--------------CLICK-----------------
The MV 12 cameras come in WE, W, and N variations. The WE model contains only 
half of the storage capacity at 128 gigabytes as that of the W and N models. The WE 
and W models have a wider horizontal field of vision as compared to that of the N 
“narrow” model. 
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--------------CLICK-----------------
The MV 32 is an ultra compact indoor fisheye camera that offers a 360 degree view of 
a space. Recording at 1080p quality like the MV 12 models, the MV 32 is unique in its 
ability to offer a dewarped video view with digital pan, tilt, and zoom of live or 
recorded footage directly within Dashboard’s intuitive player. The video captured by 
the MV 32 can even be paired together with a virtual reality headset for a new and 
immersive way of playing back footage stored on the 256 gigabyte onboard memory. 

All current generation of MV smart cameras are capable of being deployed wirelessly, 
include onboard hardware for object detection, as well as optional voice recording 
capabilities.
They also have a three-year warranty with advanced replacement through Cisco 
Meraki support. 
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MV edge architecture benefits
Meraki's expertise in distributed computing has come to the security camera world. With cloud-augmented edge storage, 
MV cameras provide ground breaking ease of deployment, configuration, and operation. 

Reduced complexity
Completely eliminating the Network Video 
Recorder (NVR) not only reduces equipment 
CAPEX, but the simplified architecture also 
decreases OPEX costs.

Bandwidth conscious
A novel architecture places video storage on the 
camera, not in the cloud, ensuring mission critical 
network activities get the bandwidth they need.

Anytime, anywhere (automatic network detection)
The Meraki dashboard will auto-detect whether the viewing computer is in the local network or remote – local streaming video never 
goes to the cloud, while streaming video is proxied through the cloud allowing it to be viewed from anywhere.

With traditional physical security camera deployments the network video recorder, 
(or NVR for short), and video management software were always the biggest 
challenges. The recorder and software were unreliable due to disk failures or were 
hard to use and manage just through the management of the operating system. 
------------CLICK------------------ -----
The Meraki MV is deployed in a fashion that we call edge architecture. In edge 
architecture video is not stored in the cloud.  Cisco Meraki wants to use cloud where 
cloud makes sense, and this is not viable when there is a high quantity of cameras all 
recording at 720p HD quality.  This is also an issue when dealing with data sensitivity, 
privacy, and compliance regulations in certain industries. 

So, how do we actually leverage the Meraki cloud?  We leverage it for the same 
advantages as the other Cisco Meraki products.  We take advantage of:
• centralized control, the single point of management, 
• pre-staging and always available configurations, 
• visibility into the operational uptime of the infrastructure, 
• and finally, the storage of configuration and management meta data. 

The MV Edge architecture really drives home Cisco Meraki’s reputation as the leading 
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expert when it comes to distributed computing technology, user experience design, 
and cloud management. 

We use the cloud to eliminate complexity of highly distributed file storage of videos. 
The on-device storage eliminates the need for a central NVR storage. In addition to 
simplifying the architecture, bandwidth is more efficiently used as none is ever 
consumed unless a live stream, or recorded footage, is being requested. 
------------CLICK------------------
Intelligent communication occurs between the MV cameras and the Meraki 
Dashboard to detect whether a direct IP route can be established between the 
requested camera and the workstation. This further supports the bandwidth 
conscious efforts of the edge architecture by providing a lower-latency and less 
bandwidth intensive stream where possible.  It also provides instant access through 
the Dashboard interface, which proxies the video stream through the Meraki cloud. 
No VPN connection, special video viewing software, or unique codecs are needed. 
Access the video stream anytime, anywhere that an internet connection and web 
browser is available.
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MV feature: optimized retention
Each MV camera comes with integrated, ultra reliable, industrial-grade storage that allows the system to efficiently 
scale to any size – the storage expands with the addition of each camera. The MV utilizes a hybrid motion-based 
retention strategy + scheduled recording to allow for the ideal retention period.

Schedule recording
Determine when cameras are recording, and 
when they’re not, with scheduled recording. 
Create schedule templates for groups of cameras 
and store only what’s needed, nothing more. 

Motion-based retention
A unique approach to handling motion data by analyzing video on the camera itself and indexing motion in the cloud. The motion-
based retention tool allows users to pick the bit rate and frame rate to find the perfect balance between storage length and image 
quality. 

All cameras retain continuous footage as a safety net for the last 72 hours before intelligently trimming stored video that contains 
no motion.

The on-board storage of the MV cameras can be configured and re-adjusted to 
provide prolonged retention of the recorded footage, as well as early deletion, if 
required. The MV cameras can utilize a schedule-based recording model.  This 
recording model can also be paired with a motion-based retention option in a 
combined effort to extend the capacity of the SSD of the camera. Several other 
factors, such as video resolution, video quality, and enabling audio recording, can all 
be adjusted to calibrate the storage to the ideal configuration.
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MV feature: video wall
Installing plugins, changing browser settings, and deploying custom software are now relics of the past. Meraki MV 
uses the latest web technology to provide a fluid video experience within the Dashboard.

Video Wall
Drag and drop camera feeds to create any number of video walls 
with up to 16 cameras per layout. When resizing the video tiles, the 
rest of the layout dynamically updates to accommodate the changes. 
Once the perfect layout has been created, layouts are shared across 
all users, preventing the need to create them again and again.

When it comes to tile displays of various camera feeds on a large screen, the Cisco 
Meraki dashboard fulfills this requirement with ease.  Each custom arrangement of 
video streams can be laid out to accommodate user preferences and saved to be 
shared between users within Dashboard.  There is a limitation to the number of 
streams that each MV Video Wall layout can simultaneously display.  The maximum 
number of video streams per video wall is 16.

However, there are no limitations to the number of web-browser tabs or sessions….as 
long as you have a machine powerful enough.
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MV feature: retroactive video search 2:00 PM

3:00 PM

Retroactive motion event search

Meraki MV cameras use intelligent motion search to quickly find important segments of 
video among hours of recordings. 

Optimized to eliminate noise and false positives, this allows users to zero-in on relevant 
events with minimal effort. 

The MV motion indexing offers an intuitive search interface. Select the elements of the 
scene that are of interest and dashboard will retrieve all of the activity that occurred in 
that area.

Export and share video clips

Select important video segments and export from the dashboard to a shareable and 
downloadable link. 

When paired with granular access controls, proper measures can decide who has access 
to historical footage and exporting privileges.

The MV solution does not record based on motion or any pre-configured motion 
trigger area.  It does something even more comprehensive and better through the 
feature known as retroactive motion event search. 

Many vendors in the physical event industry record only when something happens.  
And even then, 99% of the video that is typically recorded is never watched. Cisco 
Meraki takes a different approach.  Our approach is to record 24/7 and then index the 
data for effective and efficient search.  

But, how do we find that 1% of useful and interesting footage? We do this by 
selecting an area of interest to forensically analyze and poll the history of motion 
event meta data triggers. 
------------CLICK------------------
Once the point of interest has been found, it is a simple process to export the video 
clip from the camera.  Generate a downloadable link to the exported file and easily 
share it with the relevant parties. 
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MV feature: role-based access

Role-based granular access control
The Meraki dashboard has a set of granular controls for defining what a user can or cannot do. Prevent security 
staff from changing network settings, limit views to only selected cameras, or restrict the export of video: you 
decide what is possible.

With the Meraki cloud authentication architecture, these controls scale for any organization and support 
Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) integration.

There is often a need to allow different users access, but with tailored controls 
appropriate for their particular roles. For example, a receptionist needing to see who 
is at the front door, does not need full camera configuration privileges, or even the 
ability to export recorded footage. 

The ability to enable certain roles with access to the web-based Dashboard provides 
another benefit, instant access.  Gone are the days of waiting for law enforcement 
officials to show up, on site to collaborate with the security team. Preposition a 
dedicated Dashboard account configured with proper read and write access to be 
quickly emailed to emergency responders.  Responders can immediately log-in to the 
Dashboard from anywhere they happen to be, from their own client workstations. 
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MV feature: analytics and machine learning

Motion heat maps
Motion heat maps provide an overview of relative motion in a given area 
hour-by-hour or day-by-day, helping you to pain a picture of general 
motion trends.

Object detection
With an industry-leading processor onboard every MV camera, advanced 
analytics, including computer vision and machine learning are now easy, 
scalable, and cost effective to implement.

The ability to detect people using computer vision and increase accuracy 
over time through machine learning will provide deep business insights 
that were previously only possible with bulky servers.

MV uses a powerful onboard processor to analyze video and provide valuable insights without the need to send those 
video files to the cloud or a local server

All cameras in the MV smart camera portfolio are capable of delivering advanced 
analytics to the end-user directly through the Meraki Dashboard. 

Motion heat maps provide an overview of relative motion in a given area hour-by-
hour or day-by-day, helping you paint a picture of general motion trends.
------------CLICK------------------
With an industry-leading processor onboard every MV camera, advanced analytics, 
including computer vision and machine learning, are now easy, scalable, and cost 
effective to implement. MV smart cameras can detect what's a person —and what's 
not—to enable features like people counting over time. 

You'll gain valuable insights into office foot traffic and your customers' behavior 
patterns with a single security camera solution — no servers, special software, or 
dedicated cameras are required.
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Meraki Mobile Device Management

In this training, we will discuss Mobile Device Management through the Cisco Meraki 
Systems Manager solution. 
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Cisco Meraki Systems Manager (SM) Endpoint Management

By adding mobile device management to its IT managed cloud offering, Cisco Meraki 
with System Manager, defines and simplifies mobile device management.  It brings a 
solution to market that impresses with its extensive feature set and seamless cross-
track integration.  Let’s take a closer look at some of the specifics. 
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Multi-platform mobile and desktop support: macOS, iOS, Windows, Windows Mobile, Android, Chrome OS

Cloud-based: no on-site appliances or software, works with any vendor’s network

SM platform overview

Feature Highlights

Device security and location

Network settings deployment

Mobile and desktop troubleshooting

Easy and rapid provisioning

Backpack™ file sharing

Software inventory and app development

Systems Manager is a solution that is inclusive of all platforms.  Systems Manager 
supports all major desktop and mobile platforms today, from Windows to OSX to iOS 
to Android and Chrome.  And being cloud-based, it works with any vendor’s network.

----------CLICK-------------- -

Some of the major features of the platform are: 

• The ability to provide for device security and location
• Network settings deployment
• Remote troubleshooting
• Fast Provisioning of devices 
• secure distribution of files and applications, 

• And tracking of hardware and software inventory. 
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Enterprise mobility management
Systems Manager lets you manage your devices at scale through the cloud – provision and manage devices at scale 
in your BYOD or corporate environment. The platform also excels at securing these devices across your network 
while integrating with identity or access management systems.

Auto-tagging, dynamic 
security compliance

Flexible, easy, and 
rapid provisioning

Centrally scale, monitor, 
and troubleshoot devices

Seamless integration 
with networks 

There are several features of the Systems Manager portfolio that stand out. 
----------CLICK--------------
The tools that are available in the Meraki Dashboard allow you to easily enroll devices 
through Systems Manager.  Tasks such as SMS and email enrollment as well as QR 
code scanning and manual enrollment by network code are easily accomplished 
within Dashboard. 
In addition, the integration of Systems Manager with the rest of the Cisco Meraki Full-
Stack allows you to use Sentry policies in conjunction with the Cisco Meraki Access 
Points to easily enroll devices that connect to a designated SSID. 
----------CLICK--------------
Another benefit of the Systems Manager solution is the ease to centrally manage and 
troubleshoot all of your devices using some of the built in tools such as remote 
desktop, command line interface integration, notifications, and others. 
----------CLICK--------------
With Systems Manager it is very easy to apply dynamic security to your devices based 
on established policies or geo-fence parameters. You can also take actions, both on 
the software and hardware level on the devices that violate your policies or geo-
fence. 
----------CLICK--------------
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Finally, there are a lot of integration points between Systems Manager and the rest of 
the network hardware. Regardless of whether that is integration with the Meraki full-
stack or with other hardware tools and services that are supported. 

Let’s take a look at some of the more specific features in each category. 
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SM feature: mobile device management
The suite of Systems Manager features allow for total management of mobile as well as desktop devices. Administrators 
can provision settings and enforce restrictions while overseeing inventory management and leveraging device tracking.

Built-in Tools
• Remote wipe (full device and 

enterprise)

• Remote view, access, and 
troubleshoot

• Native remote desktop support

• Power controls

• Notification transmissions

Systems Manager provides features that allow for total management and control over 
your mobile and desktop devices.  Some of the built-in tools that are currently 
available are capabilities such as:
----------CLICK--------------
• remote desktop; 
• the ability to remote view, access, and troubleshoot hosts; 
• the ability to remote wipe devices in the case of theft or loss of the device; 
• as well as, the ability to power control the devices and send notifications. 

With all these features, administrators can provision settings and enforce restrictions
- as well as oversee inventory management, leverage device tracking, and simplify 
troubleshooting when problems arise. 
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SM feature: application and content management
Application Management Content Management

• Deploy in-house developed and public 
apps

• Enterprise app store and cloud hosing

• Native app containerization

• Managed-app configuration

• Volume app purchasing

• Access policies for files distribution, replacement, and 
deletion

• Conditional access to files including copy/paste and e-
mail attachments

• Enterprise file sync and sharing (EFSS)

There are a variety of different ways in which you can manage content and 
applications on your mobile devices with Systems Manager. 
----------CLICK--------------
On the application management side, you can deploy both mobile and desktop 
applications to all devices with just a few clicks.  There is support for managed apps, 
configurations, and volume app purchasing.  In addition, Systems Manager allows for 
distribution of in-house developed enterprise apps or software. 
----------CLICK--------------
On the content management side, the Systems Manager administrator can provision 
device access policies related to features and applications that can be used on the 
enrolled device. 
These sets of features also allows for conditional access to files and policies as well as 
the ability to provision Enterprise File sync and sharing across devices using the 
BackPack features. 
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SM feature: Sentry
Unique to Systems Manager deployed on Meraki networks – Sentry is simple, automatic security that is context aware. 
All Meraki products connected to the cloud are natively integrated and SM allows the network to make better 
decisions without administrator intervention.

Sentry Suite

• Sentry Policies: network policy enforcement based on posture

• Sentry Enrollment: integrated self-service MDM onboarding

• Sentry Wi-Fi Security: EAP-TLS WLAN authentication made easy

• Sentry Wi-Fi Settings: auto-configure WLAN settings for mobile devices

• Sentry VPN Security: auto-provision mobile client VPN

• Sentry VPN Settings: auto-configure VPN settings for mobile devices

One of the major benefits of using Systems Manager comes from the built-in 
integration with the Meraki full-stack. This integration provides for powerful, yet 
automated, enterprise security features to Cisco Meraki customers without the 
complexity of the set-up and configuration required when using competitive 
solutions. 

Systems Manager Sentry provides administrators with quick and simple configuration 
and distribution of commonly used features. This list includes key things such as, 
enabling VPN and WiFi configurations for mobile and desktop clients, MDM 
enrollment automation, and network policy enforcements based on posture as 
established through geofence or security policies. 
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Meraki Go

In this training, we will provide an overview of the Cisco Meraki Go platform. 
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Cisco Meraki Go

Meraki Go is a product line that centers around a simple, mobile, and secure cloud 
managed networking solution that’s been purpose-built for small businesses. 
Managers and proprietors of small businesses require a network that is reliable, 
secure, and easy to manage for owners that have a million other things to do. 
Keeping guests happy and the business operating smoothly with Meraki Go is great 
for everyone’s business.

The Meraki Go portfolio is a complete networking solution managed from one place –
the Meraki Go mobile app. This management interface is simple, intuitive, and 
accessible from anywhere. Meraki Go hardware is easy to set up in 5 minutes or less 
and comes with diagnostic and troubleshooting tools out of the box. The entire 
solution has been designed and created with features that matter to small 
businesses.
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Meraki Go platform overview
A complete small business networking solution that is simply managed from the Meraki Go mobile app

Indoor & Outdoor
Access Points

Setup is fast and easy with support 
included for secure & reliable WiFi 
using the Meraki Go mobile app

Security Gateway & 
Firewall

Keep your business and guest 
information secure plus optional 
DNS based protection from Cisco 
Umbrella

Network Switches

Securely connect and power 
internet reliant devices; 8, 24, & 48
port models available

NO license or subscription is required

Let’s take a look at the Meraki Go platform. There are three main product families 
that make up the Meraki Go network stack: access points, the security gateway, and 
network switches.
-----------CLICK------------- --
Meraki Go access points come in indoor as well as outdoor models that are IP67 
rated for tough environments. The access points provide easy to set up, secure guest 
WiFi access. Access points can be added to scale as quickly as your business grows 
and intelligently protects from wireless coverage dead zones. And through the Meraki 
Go app, built-in analytics can help business owners make key decisions through 
providing insights into guest users and creating custom splash pages.
-----------CLICK-------------
The Meraki Go security gateway can become a critical component in a small 
business’s network operations. It’s built-in security prevents cyber threats, website 
blocking, and increases network efficiency by setting usage limits for fair bandwidth 
sharing. The gateway also allows admins to enable or disable network ports at any 
time and provides critical alerts for security concerns or device misconfigurations.

An optional service called the Meraki Go Security Subscription is available to further 
amplify the security gateway with anti-phising, anti-malware, security policy 
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selection, and automatic review and blocking of malicious sites.
-----------CLICK-------------
Meraki Go’s line of network switches focuses on delivering network needs to the 
fingertips of administrators quickly through the mobile app. Users have the ability to 
perform actions such as checking the status of plugged in devices, applying bulk 
settings, remote control of ports, and viewing power consumption of the switch.
-----------CLICK-------------
None of the Meraki Go hardware or the mobile app requires a license or subscription 
service to function. They are ready to be used right out of the box, and will continue 
to provide network services without any additional overhead cost.
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Meraki Go mobile app
Easy, intuitive, and proactive networking

Shared-Admin 
Management Fast Onboarding Network Health 

View 

Up-to-date and 
secure 

Rich Guest 
Insights 

Brand Awareness 

The Meraki Go mobile app is available and free to be downloaded to your Apple or 
Android mobile devices through their respective app stores. This app is the primary 
control panel and dashboard for which an administrator will setup, configure, 
manage, and troubleshoot all Meraki Go devices.
-------------CLICK FOR EACH BULLET------------------
• The app allows a business to easily manage and adjust settings on the fly, even 

with multiple users/admins wearing the same hat.

• Wired and wireless clients can very seamlessly be on-boarded and gain network 
access through the app’s provisioning tools.

• The Meraki Go app provides a high-level, network health view where an admin can 
monitor from anywhere and take actions when needed.

• As a platform, Meraki Go will automatically update device firmware, apply the 
latest security settings, and deploy software packages as necessary for a set-it-and-
forget-it admin experience.

• Business owners that deploy Meraki Go will gain rich guest insights and benefit 
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from higher customer engagement and loyalty when they dive deeper into the 
analytics provided through the app.

• And finally, the Meraki Go app can help businesses improve their brand awareness 
through customizing the user and guest experience by driving customers to 
websites or social channels of your preference.
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Simple and all-inclusive

Power supplies, mounting hardware, & QSG with every model

100% mobile app managed with remote visibility and troubleshooting 
tools over-the-cloud

Firmware, software, and security updates over-the-cloud

1 year hardware warranty from date of purchase

Meraki Go technical support included 

Every small business will have varying needs for each deployment but with Meraki Go 
we have you covered for any situation. All Meraki Go hardware comes with 
everything a customer needs in the box.
-------------CLICK FOR EACH BULLET------------------
• All products come with necessary power supplies and mounting kits paired with a 

Quick Start Guide out of the box. Installation is kept to a minimal with a plug-and-
go process.

• All products are managed remotely, over the cloud, through the mobile app.

• The Meraki Go mobile app will walk users through the configuration steps to 
ensure that all devices are properly registered and online. This ensure that they 
will be able to receive all future configuration updates, new firmware, and security 
patches as they become available.

• Meraki Go products are all backed by a 1-year hardware warranty from the date of 
purchase.

• Support for Go products and the app is available through several means such as an 
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active online community forum, full online documentation portal, as well as a 
dedicated Meraki Go technical support team (reached through the Meraki Go 
app).
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Selling / Purchasing Meraki Go

Tech Data Intouch OnlineStore -
https://intouch.techdata.com/InTouch/MVC/ProductSearch/Search?prodids=4848393,4848392,546

1126,5461111,5461130,5461113,5461115

For Cisco partners, Meraki Go is a great solution for a variety of different reasons. The 
portfolio is very easy to sell due to its low touch sales motion. It is cost competitive 
with a built-in margin, and helps to net new businesses. The product is also easy to 
keep on hand in stock for convenience to deliver to customers.

If you prefer not to use distribution for the built-in 25% partner margin, you can easily 
purchase Meraki Go directly through our brand store on Amazon, located at the 
Amazon link shown on the slide.

There is also a full database of distribution partners that cater to nearly every region 
across the globe. The full distribution list can be found at the Meraki Go website link 
shown on the bottom of this slide.
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Meraki Sales Cycle

In order to properly engage your customers, it is important to have a good 
understanding of the overall Cisco Meraki sales cycle. In this training, we will discuss:
• how to identify Cisco Meraki opportunities,
• how to deliver compelling demos, 
• and finally, how to go about registering opportunities. 
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Identifying Meraki Opportunities

Let's begin with identifying Cisco Meraki opportunities. 
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A potential Meraki customer wants…

Reduced complexity and 
IT overhead

Centralized management 
and end-to-end visibility

Increased return on 
investment

As you engage your customer and initiate the Information Discovery phase, the most 
important thing is to really focus on identifying your customer’s pain points and top 
priorities. Really carefully listening, asking the right probing questions, and 
developing a true understanding of their overall strategy will allow you to lead the 
conversation in the right direction.
------------CLICK----------------- --
Hopefully, the conversation would lead to the customer revealing goals such as their 
desires to reduce overall headcount and consolidate their IT staff. This reduction in 
overhead and overall complexity should be immediately noted as an opportunity to 
really educate the customer about the solutions to address that concern. The same 
can be applied to a small to medium-sized business with limited IT resources who are 
in charge of multiple locations. 
------------CLICK-----------------
You may have similar conversations with groups that may be responsible for 
deployments across large-scale, branch deployments, or distributed Enterprises. You 
may find their challenges and focus areas are very different. For those organizations, 
the single pane of glass, centralized management feature, that grants the staff clear 
insight and intelligence into their network from end to end, may be of immense 
value. 
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------------CLICK-----------------
And finally, whenever you get decision-makers at the table, you need to address their 
desire to get more for less - or to produce and increase their return on existing or 
future investments. 

So once these things have been identified, how do you qualify and position Cisco 
Meraki? 
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Identifying a Cisco Meraki opportunity

Rapid network deployment

End-to-end visibility

Network management at scale

High availability and redundancy

Creating new value from the network

Managing endpoints

Reduced IT overhead

Single pane of glass management

Robust analytics and usage statistics

Fast and efficient guest access 

Configuration templates

All inclusive licensing

Integrated MDM 

Integrated location analytics

CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS CISCO MERAKI VALUE

Most, if not all, of the day-to-day challenges, requirements, and network design 
considerations you uncover as you speak with your customers, can be easily 
correlated and directly matched up to many of the benefits the Cisco Meraki platform 
has to offer out of the box. This was by design.  The entire portfolio was designed 
with one core philosophy in mind - simplify IT and keep the end-user as a top priority. 

• If the end-user is a main network administrator trying to keep an eye on his or her 
entire network distributed across the globe, Cisco Meraki Centralized Dashboard 
delivers the visibility and analytics necessary to provide usage statistics or health 
status reports. 

• If the end user is an integrator, performing the deployment or rollout of tens, 
maybe hundreds, of brand new branches - the robust Dashboard provides 
sufficient tools to help automate provisioning and onboarding processes resulting 
in drastic improvements in the total implementation time. 

• If the end user needs to improve their existing Network and show new value with 
their Investments -- the all-inclusive licensing model represents the total cost of 
ownership and entitles the owner to download the latest feature updates to keep 
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the organization’s devices up to date at no additional CapEx or OpEx resulting in a 
solid ROI

• If the end-user is a consumer of the network who is trying to implement their 
organization’s new bring your own device strategy -- having the freedom to 
implement this strategy easily and effectively through an integrated and “low 
overhead EMM solution” increases their overall satisfaction and improves 
productivity. 

These are all different ways that Cisco Meraki’s product portfolio directly meets a 
customer's requirements and provides them with a solution focused on their 
priorities.
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Cisco on-premises and Cisco Meraki positioning

Already invested in Cisco networking and Prime 

Comprehensive and modular customization

Extensive 3rd party integration support

Flexible deployment and configuration options

Cisco On-Premises

Already utilizing cloud applications

Centralized management and configuration

Easy and intuitive deployment

Optimized for lean IT and automatic value

Cisco Meraki

Cisco 4400 Series

In addition to information-gathering in Discovery, a large part of the conversation will 
likely transition into a comparison discussion. Some confusion may arise when 
approaching an opportunity where the customer is already familiar with Cisco’s 
traditional product portfolio and is wondering how the Cisco Meraki solutions are 
positioned. 

A large part of this clarification is really centered around the education you'll need to 
properly set the stage and help the customer select the most appropriate fit for their 
organization’s goals and requirements. Both portfolios have strengths and there is 
definitely overlap between the solutions, but the approaches taken by those 
solutions, how they address the customer’s needs, are accomplished in very different 
ways. 

Cisco on-prem appliances offer a more comprehensive and modular customization 
approach. This approach could be advantageous, and is sometimes mandatory, in 
order to meet some strict regulations or special use cases. Traditional Cisco has a long 
history and positive track record with third party vendor integration support. And 
possibly one of the features that push traditional Cisco solutions to the top, is the 
flexibility in deployment through their deep command-line CLI configuration options. 
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But keep in mind, that in order to utilize and deploy such a complex and elegant 
solution, an organization requires some overhead to train its IT staff to maintain and 
improve their skills or to hire individuals with CCNA, CCNP, or CCIE certifications and 
experience. 

With Cisco Meraki’s Cloud architecture and solution portfolio, the customers who 
already have a cloud strategy, or vision, can very quickly and easily adopt this 
technology. They understand the benefits that come with a centralized management 
platform that provides global reach in an always-on availability model. 

Out of the box, built-in tools allow for troubleshooting on-the-go from anywhere and 
at any time there is internet connectivity. Streamlined for the end-user, the learning 
curve is next to zero. So, whether the user is an experienced, super-user 
administrator of the network, or a junior level part time technician, learning on-the-
fly becomes a real possibility with minimal training overhead cost. The entire solution 
can be optimized and catered to a single individual or an entire team. The Dashboard 
scales and grows the solution at the pace of the customer.
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A Cisco solution for every use case

HybridCisco On Premises

Aironet

Catalyst

ISR / ASA

Physical Security

Systems Manager

Cisco Cloud Managed

MR

MS

MX

MV

Systems Manager

It is very easy to draw lines and arrows between the Cisco on-premises portfolio of 
products and the Cisco Meraki Cloud managed platform. Some of these have very 
clear overlaps and customers may be curious as to how to go about architecting a 
new network, or redesigning an old one, utilizing these seemingly conflicting 
products. 

The key thing to focus on is that there is no single correct design philosophy and 
every organization’s methodology will be different. The intermixing of the two 
portfolios is perfectly fine - and the hybrid approach makes sense more often than 
you might realize. 

But keep in mind that there are inherent advantages to designing a solution that 
enables additional functionality when products are layered together in the way the 
solution was designed. To take advantage of those features and benefits requires 
some foresight and sometimes some redesign. 

As an example, a deployment pairing Cisco Meraki MR access points with Cisco 
Catalyst switches can meet the needs of most companies. But this mix doesn't 
provide the layer 7 application fingerprinting or network topology insight that would 
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be gained had the solution been designed with Meraki MS switches working in 
tandem. 

It does come around to education, once again, to empower the customer with the 
knowledge of the strengths of both offerings, and then to help them select the best-
in-breed solution that best meets their needs. 
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Delivering Compelling Demos

Next, we’ll look at Delivering Compelling Meraki Demos
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High-velocity sales model

The product experience distinguishes Cisco Meraki from competitors, and makes the 
sales cycle as simple as SEE > TRY > BUY

TRY BUYSEE

The Cisco Meraki sales cycle is inherently different - which translates to a very high 
velocity solutions sales model. 

The cloud architecture and product experience itself is what separates it from our 
competitors in the industry. The See–Try-Buy process best captures this experience 
and the results are exceptional. Customers can observe firsthand the unparalleled 
visibility and control of the Meraki dashboard through a professional webinar led by 
the Cisco Meraki marketing team - or by a sales demo conducted by any member of 
the sales team, including partners. 

Interested parties can then test out the gear in their own environments with the 
promotional devices they receive as a gift for attending the webinars or through the 
Cisco Meraki free trials program. 

Finally, satisfied customers may elect to purchase the devices and experience a new 
generation of networking that continues to gain value over time.
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High-velocity sales model

The product experience distinguishes Cisco Meraki from competitors, and makes the 
sales cycle as simple as SEE > TRY > BUY

● Dashboard 
Demo

● Whiteboard ● Trial

● Network 
Design

● POC

● Objection 
Handling

● Pilot ● Full Rollout

SEE

?

TRY BUY

While the See-Try-Buy model is very streamlined, and allows Partners to take 
advantage of many programs already in place, there's not one perfect pattern or 
series of steps to every opportunity. 

Demonstrations could include various sessions of Dashboard demos that focus on 
different products or technologies.  You may find that including a whiteboarding
session would better illustrate complex topics such as the Cisco Meraki Cloud 
architecture, and allow you to uncover some additional insights into the customer’s 
current situation at the same time. 

The trial period will likely contain the highest number of variables and may take some 
time to work through. A dedicated team and the Cisco Meraki sales specialist support 
the free trials program.  These resources act as consultants. They would be more than 
happy to assist with implementing a proof-of-concept, developing a network design, 
and discussing how to handle objections while the equipment is on site with the 
customer. 

Finally, the trials may sometimes run into additional pilot deployments to validate the 
stability and scalability of the solution before a customer feels confident with a full 
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rollout.
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Role of the Dashboard demo

Demos help emphasize:

• Intuitive cloud-based user interface

• Efficient configuration

• Practical tools

• End-to-end network management

• Secure and intelligent network

The fundamental focus of a demo is to present the easy-to-use, sophisticated yet elegant functionalities that offer 
exception visibility into the network.

Sign up for a Meraki Dashboard demo account: https://meraki.cisco.com/form/demo

We demo Meraki’s cloud-based dashboard to show that it is fundamentally a 
different kind of product. 

The cloud architecture makes a great live demo that can be performed from pretty 
much anywhere, on any client machine. Those prospects in your audience should 
ideally be leaving the demo saying, “that's really cool and intuitive, I want to learn 
more.” 

The ultimate goal is not necessarily to show all the features and capabilities initially, 
but you should make it absolutely clear that Cisco Meraki’s centralized Dashboard is a 
fundamentally different kind of product with an elegant and clean design. It has 
sophisticated functionality that is easy to use, and to demo, right out of the box. 
---------CLICK------------------
Partners can sign up for a free demo account by going to 
Meraki.cisco.com/form/demo. 
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Anatomy of a Meraki demo

Full-stack DemoFull-stack Demo
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Full-stack (core) demo: emphasizes the key value propositions of Meraki through the features and interface
Product use case (modules): focuses on how Cisco Meraki products meet the specific needs of the customer
Next steps (closing): moves the customer towards evaluating the product through a free trial

But, what does the anatomy of a properly planned, well-structured Cisco Meraki 
demo look like? What features should be included and how do we transition into the 
next phase of the sales cycle? 

The bulk of a proper demo should be spent demonstrating and overemphasizing the 
key value propositions through what we call the “full-stack demo”. 

The core set of features provide a very logical flow that captures customers’ attention 
from start to finish through relatable scenarios the audience can immediately 
comprehend. Once the foundational layer of knowledge has been established, 
additional product specific features can be layered on top to address the needs and 
challenges of that customer. 

This progression should be aimed at planting seeds of desire into the customer and 
recommending product evaluations as a next step. 

Let’s next take a closer look at the full-stack demo and the various features that really 
showcase the end-to-end value provided within the Cisco Meraki Dashboard.
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Full-stack demo: end-to-end highlights

Network Topology

Summary Report

Alerts & Notifications

Troubleshooting Tools

Dashboard

The Dashboard is a great tool, that truly gets better with the full-stack including client 
end-points.  With the full-stack, customers can start looking at the various efficient 
provisioning, unified monitoring, and cost-savings reporting tools. 
---------CLICK------------ --
Network topology provides a real-time topology depiction revealing appliances that 
are learning or offline. As well, it provides intelligence such as link speed, connected 
clients, and other data…all with the hover of a cursor. 
---------CLICK------------
Summary Report provides administrators with the ability to customize, filter, and 
schedule comprehensive reports that present historical data to empower IT teams to 
make informed decisions. As a result, Teams can deploy additional APs to 
oversaturated areas, or create a managed power schedule for switches with high 
power usage. 
---------CLICK------------
Various network deployment overviews provide visibility and insight into the network 
and device health status.  These could be further tracked and proactively mediated 
through the effective use of alerts and notifications, becoming even more valuable in 
large-scaled deployments.
---------CLICK------------
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Finally, live troubleshooting tools exist for all Cisco Meraki appliances.  These tools 
grant the IT staff the ability to perform actions such as ping, reboot, or perform 
throughput tests directly within the Dashboard on their Device Details page without 
the need for physical access. 
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Product use cases: meeting their needs

- Auto-VPN
- Security Center
- SD-WAN

MX MR

PCI Report -
CMX Analytics -

Air Marshal -

MI

- SaaS App Visibility 
- App Troubleshooting
- Deep-packet Inspection

MV

Video Wall -
Motion Search -

File Export -

- Virtual Stacking
- Port Schedules
- Multi-domain Auth.

MS SM

SM Sentry Policies -
App Management -

MDM Tools -

Building off of the full-stack Dashboard demo, an endless number of features can be 
showcased across all of Cisco Meraki’s product families. 

These product specific deep-dives can really help close deals and even help showcase 
the true value of Cisco Meraki’s future-proofing of products through software 
enabled feature updates. Be sure to carefully plan and prepare these demonstrations 
in advance to recognize and ensure the devices selected as examples are online and 
ready when it is Showtime. 

Should the product specific use-case generate enough interest, be prepared and 
knowledgeable about the various ways to try-out the Cisco Meraki gear for free.
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Try Cisco Meraki for free

Evaluate and try any Cisco Meraki product on your own network

Free trial program team will ship you the gear at no cost

Dedicated support team to help with setup configurations and 
provide assistance during the trial period

Zero risk – if Meraki isn’t the right fit, send the gear back

See live demonstrations and ask questions of Cisco Meraki experts 
at a Cisco Meraki webinar

Qualified participants receive various complimentary Cisco Meraki 
devices (with license)

Featured webinars cover various Cisco Meraki products, 
technologies, architectures, and deployments

Request Trial Gear Attend a Webinar

There are two main ways of obtaining equipment for proof of concepts or trials. 
---------CLICK------------
The most effective and longest running promotion is the Cisco Meraki free trials 
program. This program has the full backing from Cisco Meraki and is represented by a 
dedicated team who will handle the entire process from start to finish. 

Once a partner or Meraki sales rep has initiated the trial program through a selection 
of the desired trial equipment, the team will prepare the logistics of shipping out the 
gear at no cost to the customer. 

The same team will also be the advisors to the customer during setup and 
configuration, and will be their support contact throughout the evaluation period. 

There is no risk. If the customer is not satisfied, they can return the gear at no cost or 
obligation back to Cisco Meraki. 
---------CLICK------------
The other recurring marketing initiative is a Cisco Meraki webinar series. Once 
registered, qualified participants who attend the webinar will receive various 
complimentary Cisco Meraki promotional gear including a full license key. 
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The webinar series covers various Cisco Meraki products, technologies, and 
architectures, as well as a variety of deployments across various verticals. 

For more information surrounding the free trial program and the webinar series, 
contact your local Meraki sales rep, or visit Meraki.com for more details. 
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Registering Opportunities

Next, we will discuss the process of Registering Meraki Opportunities
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Depending on the region, the method of deal registration will vary based on the availability of Cisco Meraki products on 
Cisco’s Global Price List (GPL).

Meraki Partner Portal and CCW

Meraki Partner Portal
(Meraki-only ordering process)

http://www.merakipartners.com

Cisco Commerce Workspace
(Cisco GPL orderability)

http://www.cisco.com/go/commerceworkspace

At Cisco Meraki, we pride ourselves on an aggressive deal registration program to 
reward our partners for uncovering opportunities in the marketplace. Depending on 
the region, the method of deal registration will vary based on the availability of Cisco 
Meraki products on Cisco’s Global Price List, the GPL.  
------------CLICK-------------- --
The Cisco Commerce workspace, or better known as CCW, is the platform that Cisco 
partners and distributors use to register deals, request special pricing, and place 
orders for products listed on Cisco's GPL.  It is accessed at cisco.com forward slash go 
forward slash commerceworkspace using your Cisco ID. Please note, your Cisco ID 
must be associated with an active Cisco partner organization. 
------------CLICK--------------
The Meraki Partner Portal is a platform that also provides a place to perform deal 
registration - but this ordering process is only for products from the Meraki product 
portfolio. The Meraki Partner Portal is located at merakipartners.com and also 
contains numerous tools and resources catering specifically to partner reps.
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Deal registration Lead gen tools Collateral Training

Register an opportunity 
for additional margin 
potential

Use your customized 
referral link to refer a 
customer to a webinar –
qualified attendees will 
receive a free AP!

Tailored for partners, 
sales & marketing 
resources as well as 
product and feature 
specific announcements

Sign up for technical 
webinars to stay up to 
date on the newest 
Meraki releases and 
competitive positioning

Cisco Meraki Partner Portal
A one-stop shop for partner tools and resources

merakipartners.com

Tools and resources built for partners

Let's take a minute or two to review what's within the partner portal. 

Firstly, there are usually news and headlines calling out special ongoing promotions 
that will be advertised throughout the portal. So keep an eye out for various, limited-
time programs to help incentivize and get the conversation started with customers. 
------------CLICK--------------
The deal registration tab is one of the key focal areas of the portal and will continue 
to allow Partners from around the globe to register Cisco Meraki opportunities until 
the full product portfolio has been 100% integrated into the greater Cisco GPL, and 
completes the migration to CCW. 

As you utilize and build a bill of materials within the portal, it will automatically 
transfer your opportunity over to CCW, if integrated. Otherwise, it will continue 
processing the opportunity submission within the portal. 
------------CLICK--------------
As discussed in the previous section, the Cisco Meraki product marketing team holds 
several recurring weekly webinars that could be used to help generate interest and 
build pipeline. Everyone can take advantage and piggy back on those virtual sessions 
by visiting the Lead Generation tab. 
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Here you will find a custom referral URL link you can copy and paste into different 
media outlets such as email or LinkedIn. This referral URL links to the webinars and 
has a custom identifier built-in.  When a customer clicks on this link and registers, you 
will be notified of their registration and notified again when they have completed the 
webinar.  This allows you to re-engage the customer in conversation. There are also 
full email templates at your disposal under the Lead Generation tab that are custom 
tailored to different customer verticals. 
------------CLICK--------------
The Collateral tab within the partner portal should not go overlooked. Great 
documentation is included in this tab.  This documentation is written specifically to 
help onboard new Cisco Meraki partners and to give a rundown of the various 
processes and systems.  In addition, you can find articles that cover a wide range of 
topics, new product or feature announcements, technology use cases, customer 
wins, and integration white papers located within the Collateral tab. All of these are 
meant for the partner’s eyes only. 
------------CLICK--------------
For those that want to continue to pursue their self education or further their 
technical development, the training section contains invaluable resources. New 
Technical webinars and other virtual class offerings are listed here along with 
recordings of previously held events for you to watch On Demand and at your own 
pace. Similar to the documents available on the Collateral tab, all items found within 
the training section are available only to Partners in a more exclusive knowledge 
base.
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Basic ordering processes

• Most orders will be placed with standard pricing
• Tier-2 Cisco partners can contact their distributor to get a quote and place an order
• Tier-1 (direct) partners can order directly from Cisco (CCW)

Standard Pricing

• If non-standard pricing is required (i.e. additional discounting), a partner must create a quote and then 
request special pricing from the appropriate Meraki sales rep

Non-standard 
Pricing

• Qualified partners that bring new opportunities to Cisco may be eligible for deal registration pricing
• Cisco’s Opportunity Incentive Program (OIP) provides additional margin potential
• OIP requests must be submitted with a bill of materials and approved by the account team

Opportunity
Incentive

Program (OIP)

As you initiate the ordering process through deal registration, you must first 
familiarize yourself with the different tiers of pricing as well as the prerequisites and 
approvals needed in order to attain a certain pricing level. 
------------CLICK--------------
Standard pricing is the most common pricing level, as most orders are placed using 
this pricing tier. All tier 2 Cisco Partners can contact a local or preferred distributor to 
get a quote and place an order using this price.  Tier 1 partners can order direct from 
Cisco via CCW.  
------------CLICK--------------
Should the case arise where additional discounting is needed, the deal now becomes 
non-standard pricing. A partner must create a quote and then request special pricing 
from the appropriate Cisco Meraki sales representative.  Only after the deal has been 
reviewed and approved, will the non-standard pricing deal be released and 
processed. 
------------CLICK--------------
The last level of pricing involves the Opportunity Incentive Program, better known as 
OIP.  This is a very popular and beneficial deal registration program that Cisco offers 
to the partner community.  OIP provides additional margin to the reseller. Requests 
for OIP must be created and accompanied by a bill of materials and approved by the 
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Cisco Meraki account team.  

There are several other considerations and prerequisites that must be met for OIP. 
Let’s take a closer look at the program.
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Opportunity Incentive Program (Hunting)

The Cisco Opportunity Incentive Program (“OIP” or “Hunting”) is designed to recognize the additional value that Cisco 
channel partners provide when they hunt for and develop new Cisco business opportunities and drive Cisco Solutions 
for such opportunities. The program seeks to provide a neutral, fair platform for eligible channel partners to register 
the opportunities and thereby gain an additional earned discount.

Dates Available Ongoing

Eligible Partners Select, Gold, and Premier Certified Partners

Eligible Opportunities Each opportunity must be incremental, net-new business to Cisco (not previously qualified)

Deal Requirements • Cisco Meraki deals must be over $5,000 (USD) list price
• OIPs with mixed bill of materials consisting of Cisco and Meraki SKUs are subject to the $10,000 

(USD) list price minimum

Additional OIP Information and Resources: http://www.cisco.com/go/oip

Cisco OIP is also known as “hunting” in certain countries; they are one in the same. 
The focus of the program is to reward and recognize the Cisco channel partner 
community when they seek out and develop potential new Cisco business.

For qualified Partners who proactively register the opportunities they have developed 
or discovered, OIP and hunting is a platform on which you can build a neutral and fair 
playing field. The key word is qualified. 
------------CLICK--------------
Who can qualify? Or how does a partner fulfill the check boxes to meet OIP 
eligibility? 

OIP and hunting is an ongoing program that is available only to Partners who are 
certified at the Select, Gold, Premier, or beyond levels. This does not include Partners 
at the “registered” status level. 

There are various ways for a “registered” partner to attain the select or higher 
certification.  Some of those ways may be to complete training paths offered by Cisco 
and pass any certifications required to qualify and attain Cisco specialization status 
for your company or organization.  One of those ways is by passing the Cisco Express 
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Networking Specialization. 

Now, assuming your partnering organization has met the appropriate eligibility level, -
-----------CLICK-------------- what other qualifications are required for these potential 
opportunities to access the OIP and hunting program? 

First, the deal must be recognized as incremental, “net new” business to Cisco. In 
other words, it cannot have been previously qualified.  

To qualify and register for the Cisco Meraki OIP program, there are requirements for 
what products are included in the opportunity and the list price as well.  Cisco Meraki 
mandates that each deal exceed 5,000 US dollars according to the list price. If the 
potential opportunity is a mixed bill of materials consisting of both Cisco and Meraki 
part numbers, the deal is now subject to a 10,000 US Dollar list price minimum. 

All the requirements are closely reviewed and enforced by the Cisco Meraki account 
reps who are assigned to approve or deny all submitted opportunities. 
------------CLICK--------------
For additional OIP information and resources, please visit the list on this slide at 
cisco.com forward slash go forward slash oip.
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Submitting quotes and OIP requests

Create Quote
Provide partner, 
customer, and 

deal info

Submit product 
info Share the deal

Create Deal
Provide partner, 
customer, and 

deal info

Submit product 
OIP Share the deal

Submitting a quote requires you to:

Major steps in submitting a deal for OIP 
requires you to:

A quick overview of the progression in submitting a quote or deal for OIP can be seen 
here. This is a simplified, high-level overview generalizing the major steps of this 
process.  The graphic captures the key elements, which start with creating the 
request, validation of the partner and deal info - including the deal ID, the deal 
submission, and finally, sharing the approval of the opportunity.
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Quoting guidelines

Quoting and Ordering
• A complete Cisco Meraki solution should include the following line items: 

1. Hardware (e.g. an access point, switch, or security appliance)

2. Cloud management license (in a 1:1 ratio with the hardware) or Systems Manager license (in a 1:1 ratio with mobile 
devices)

• All Cisco Meraki products, including licenses, are considered by Cisco to be “Products” – there is no concept of configuration and 
there are no services or separate support options

• A deal or quote should be shared with the appropriate Cisco Meraki sales rep so that they can be involved in the ordering process 
or approve additional discounts beyond standard pricing

• A deal ID is required for Cisco Meraki deals with non-standard discounting or OIP

Identifying your Cisco and Meraki reps
• If you do not know your Cisco AM, email productivity@cisco.com with the deal ID to request that one be assigned

• If you do not know who is the right Meraki sales rep for the opportunity, you can use the Find My Rep tool within the Partner 
Portal

What are the guidelines when quoting a Cisco Meraki solution? 

Let’s discuss some quoting and ordering guidelines that serve as best practices, or 
general rules of thumb, when preparing to submit a deal registration as covered in 
the previous two workflows. 

Proper line items must be included to ensure a satisfactory quote. This is comprised 
primarily of two parts:
• hardware, 
• and the cloud managed license in a one-to-one ratio. 
Cisco Meraki licensing was covered in detail with thorough explanations in a previous 
lesson. 

But the key takeaway as it pertains to submitting opportunities, is that the Cisco 
platform treats Meraki licenses as “products”. 

There are no configurations or different versions of services to be attached as support 
contracts. The license represents the total cost of ownership and is all-inclusive. 
------------CLICK--------------
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Whether the opportunity involves non-standard pricing or OIP, all opportunities 
ultimately involve the Cisco Meraki sales rep for approval. As such, it is highly 
recommended that the sales rep be engaged in the sales process from the very 
beginning, even before the quote is submitted. 
Partners can locate their account reps in two ways: 
• Send an email to “productivity@cisco.com,” this email is monitored 
and a response will be sent to you 
• Or you can utilize the “find my rep” tool within the Cisco Meraki 
partner portal.
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This completes our overview of the Cisco Meraki Sales cycle. Thank you.
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